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How can it? O how can Love’s eye be true, 

That is so vex’d with watching 

and with tears?  

No marvel then though I mistake my view: 

The sun itself sees not till heaven clears  

O cunning Love! 

with tears thou keep’st me blind, 

Lest eyes well-seeing 

thy foul faults should find! 

William Shakespeare 
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Preface 
 

 I never wrote a book I didn’t have to. 

 

 I don’t write books by choice; although it’s obvious they 

don’t happen by accident, infinite-number-of-monkeys style. I 

mean I have no innate desire to communicate by writing; I feel 

more articulate in conversation. But when I feel I’ve been shown 

something important, a concept absent from the current zeitgeist 

and literature, something unshared, uncelebrated; I’m possessed 

by an urgent compulsion to testify to what I see. And this all-

consuming compulsion can only be exorcised by writing the tens 

of thousands of words I never wanted to write in the first place. 

So here they are. Again. In the grand scale of things there are 

worse problems, I readily concede. 

 

 This work grapples with Solomon’s Song of Songs: the 

most enigmatic Old Testament Bible book. For years I read the 

Song with (likely) the same disconnect and puzzlement as many 

other Bible readers; performing whatever mentally superhuman 

power-lifting feats were required to cram the text into the pattern 

of Jesus’ reciprocated love with his faithful Church, at some time 

either prior to, or within, God’s Kingdom age. 

 

Gradually, as in real life, I got tired of the weightlifting. 

 

One day I re-read the text, as framed in the broader 

scriptural context, but otherwise sweeping my mind clear of pre-

suppositions. I read as if on a desert island with my Bible, devoid 

of contributions from my secular and religious culture; just 

listening intently to the Song’s own voice. The result was simple, 

straightforward and stunning. 

 





 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Let my lover come into his garden 

    and taste its choice fruits” 

The Bride, Song 4:16 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Chapter 1 

The Song of Songs 
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The Song of Songs 
 

“Let him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth – for your 

love is more delightful than wine. Pleasing is the fragrance 

of your perfumes; your name is like perfume poured out. 

No wonder the young women love you! Take me away 

with you – let us hurry! Let the king bring me into his 

chambers.” (1:2-4) 

 

I feel left behind already. “Let him kiss me” she says, as 

the opening line, but who is he? For that matter, who is she? 

Where and when did they meet; and how did this passion ignite? 

I want to call out: “Wait! I think I came in late! Did I miss some 

chapters?” 

In fact, it’s a shrewd literary mechanism. The Song 

depicts an intensely passionate relationship and thus, keeping the 

reader off balance and unready, feeling that he needs to run to 

catch up, is a clever way to communicate the breathless pace at 

which the relationship is barreling along. 

There’s more literary intelligence at work, in the cunning 

use of the human senses to convey intimacy. The five human 

senses1 occupy different natural ranges. In order, starting with the 

most long-range, they are: sight, hearing, smell, touch, taste. I can 

see things miles away, hear things about a mile away and smell 

things several meters away. But, by definition, I can only touch 

that which is zero distance away; and taste is closer still. I can’t 

taste something until it has passed the anatomical boundary of 

my body and come inside me. Thus the vast majority of human 

                                                 
1 There are more human senses than five, including balance, pain and 

temperature; but this is a literary exposition, not a scientific one, so we’ll 

contain ourselves with the canonical five. 
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experiences are biased towards sight and hearing, with less 

experience of smell and touch; and least of all, taste. 

The Song’s author exploits this astutely. The above quote 

says: “kiss, kisses, mouth, wine, fragrance, perfumes, name, 

perfume” triggering the senses: “taste, taste, touch, taste, smell, 

smell, hearing, smell.” There is strong bias towards taste and 

smell: the more proximate human senses, and no reference of 

sight, the most remote. This pulls the reader in close; as Alter 

perceives,2 our empathy plunges us directly into the intimacy of 

the embrace. Huwiler detects this too; adding that frequent 

mentions of wine generate an atmosphere of heady confusion 

appropriate for the incandescent relationship of young lovers.3 

So, if nothing else, we understand the Song of Songs is an 

intimate love song. All else: who the characters are; who says 

what; and critically, what – if anything – it all means, remains 

shrouded in mystery. 

Yet hopefully we can deduce this also. 

 

 

1.1 Themes 
 Alongside intense desire and sexuality, the Song displays a 

vector of leading and following between the two protagonists. 

Their mutual dedication is undeniable, and their passion aflame, 

yet within the union is a subtle moniker of power – without any 

sense of manipulation – first held by one party, and later by the 

other. The lovers call to each other to follow: first he calls her 

away from Lebanon; later she calls him away from Jerusalem. The 

Song displays a distinct transition between leader and follower; 

from which spiritual lessons emerge. 

                                                 
2 R. Alter, “Afterword” in “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” C. Bloch, & A. Bloch, 1995, p122 
3 R. Murphy & E. Huwiler, “New International Biblical Commentary: 

Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs,” 1999, p282, 222 
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 In the backdrop scenery, blossoming and spring 

predominate. Traditionally Jews recite the Song of Songs at 

Passover, presumably because Passover is the spring festival 

(more important parallelisms concerning the Passover Lamb 

being undetected). I take the springtime theme as metaphorical, 

representing the burgeoning fertility of the lovers’ relationship. 

Partly this is because the Song speaks of ripened apples, honey, 

wine and raisins; and these aren’t all spring fruits. Thus the 

blossoming springtime and the rich bounty of harvest aren’t 

pointing to any anchor points in the calendar year; rather they 

convey the voluptuousness and virility of the lovers’ passion. Fox 

notices the theme of spring, as well as departing the city for the 

country.4 The rural setting forms an attractive backdrop for the 

lovers’ romance, at least until the very end, where the Bride leads 

Solomon away to the mountains of spices. Contrary to Fox, I 

take this final departure from Jerusalem as an ominous sign of 

one departing Israel’s spiritual capital, rather than a happy ending 

embracing nature’s beauty.  

 

 

1.2 Language, Authorship and Timing 
 

Chiasmus 

It’s no surprise the Song of Songs evidences wonderful 

literary structures: it’s a poetic work, after all. The entire Song is 

structured as a chiasmus. For those new to the term, it describes 

an anti-symmetrical form, emphasizing the portion in the middle.  

This may seem like a foreign concept, but it’s common. 

Consider a typical photo of a Western culture’s wedding party. 

The bride and groom are central, flanked by groomsmen on one 

side and bridesmaids on the other. There’s a chiasmus of gender: 
                                                 
4 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 

1985, p217-218 
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males one side of center; females on the other. There’s typically a 

chiasmus of dress code too: bridesmaids and groomsmen are 

attired identically, emphasizing the differently dressed bridal 

couple stage center. Moreover, the bride’s clothing usually differs 

from her bridesmaids more the groom’s suit differs from his 

groomsmen, emphasizing the tradition that the wedding day is 

even more hers than his. Sometimes groomsmen and bridesmaids 

are even oriented by height, providing a third symmetry. All these 

structures operate to the same effect: to visually amplify the 

importance of the bridal couple. So the word ‘chiasmus’ may be 

rarely known, but the chiastic effect is well known to all, if only 

subconsciously. 

In literature, clauses arranged in the format A-B-B’-A’ are 

chiastic, where A’ is some antithesis of A. Clauses arranged A-B-

C-B’-A’ are especially interesting, because they can be used to 

emphasize the central element “C” as a fulcrum providing the 

transition of the piece. The power of chiasmus is to communicate 

this emphasis without the clumsiness of direct announcement. 

How does this influence our understanding of the Song? 

The Song has a central couplet: 

 

“I have come into my garden, my sister, my bride, 

I have gathered my myrrh with my spice” (5:1) 

 

The Song’s chiastic structures are all centered around this 

declaration, emphasizing that it conveys a core message. It is both 

the point at which, and the reason why, everything changes. 

 

Lost in Translation 

Much is lost in translating the Song: cultural allusion, pun, 

assonance and other common Hebrew forms are all impacted. 

For example, it may seem odd to the Western mind for Solomon 

to call his beloved a palm tree (7:7). But the Hebrew for palm: 
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‘tamar,’ has long been used as a female name in Hebrew culture 

(e.g. Gen 38) and more recently in others too. Solomon’s own 

half-sister was named Tamar and was a renowned beauty (2 Sam 

13), which quite possibly provoked the allusion.  

Paired Hebrew assonances adorn the Song. For example, 

‘ra‘ah’ (pastures/ tends) and ‘ta‘ah’ (strays/ veils).5  

 

“Tell me, you whom my soul loves, 

where you pasture [‘ra‘ah’] your flock, 

where you make it lie down at noon; 

for why should I be like one who veils herself [‘ta‘ah’] 

beside the flocks of your companions?” (1:7) 

  

‘Sekkulam’ (all of them) and ‘sakkulah’ (empty).6 

 

“Your teeth are like a flock of shorn ewes 

that have come up from the washing, 

all of which [‘sekkulam’] bear twins, 

and not one among them has miscarried [‘sakkulah’].” 

(4:2) 

 

 ‘Asqeka’ (kiss) and ‘essaqeka’ (give to drink).7 

 

“If I found you outside, I would kiss [‘asqeka’] you… 

I would give you spiced wine to drink [‘essaqeka’]” 

(8:1-2)  

 

                                                 
5 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p142 
6 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 

1985, p129 
7 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, Op. cit., p210 
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The list goes on. Translation is essential for those limited 

to another language, but the Song’s beauty is compromised. 

 

Authorship and Timing 

 

The Song of Songs, which is Solomon’s. (1:1) 

 

A surface reading implies the Song is Solomon’s work, 

from the 10th century BC; and several scholars conclude this.8,9,10 

Speckard adds that the indiscriminate mention of all parts of 

Solomon’s Empire is indicative that the piece was written before 

the national split which happened after Solomon’s reign.11  

Gledhill differs, asserting the Hebrew lamed in 1:1 has 

broad usage and thus may communicate that the Song is merely 

attributed to Solomon, or reminiscent of him, i.e. ‘Solomon-

esque.’ 12 Modern Hebraists favor this conclusion,13,14 some 

asserting that 1:1 was added by a later editor,15,16 though no 

evidentiary basis is provided for the claim. 

This broader reading of 1:1 releases the constraint of 

necessarily dating the Song contemporarily with Solomon. Levin 

believes a prefix to the personal pronouns is more characteristic 

of writing near to the time of exile ~600 BC,17 a date with which 

                                                 
8 M. H. Segal, “The Song of Songs,” Vetus Testamentum, 1962, Vol 12, p483 
9 E. J. Young, “An Introduction to the Old Testament,” 1964, p332-3 
10 H. Speckard, “Summary Interpretation of the Song of Solomon,” 1908, 

Trans. P. W. Ludwig 
11 Ibid., p4 
12 T. Gledhill, “The Message of the Song of Songs: The Lyrics of Love,” from 

“The Bible Speaks Today,” Eds. J. A. Motyer & J. R. W. Stott, 1994, p22, 91 
13 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 

1985, p95 
14 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p137 
15 Ibid., p28 
16 M. Falk, “The Song of Songs: Love Lyrics from the Bible,” 2004, p xiv 
17 D. Levin, 2013, private communication 
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Gledhill agrees.18 Bloch concurs by reason of Aramaic influences 

he sees in the Hebrew, of which he cites several examples.19 

Ginsberg dates the Song as late as 300 BC, around the time of 

Theocritus’ poetry,20 with which some allegorical similarities exist. 

But not all modern linguists support the later dating: Fox sees the 

infiltration of Aramaic forms into written Hebrew as a process 

which occurred gradually over a very broad time period and does 

not see a need to place the Song chronologically downstream.21 

I believe the author is Solomon, at the time of his reign in 

the 10th century BC and I offer evidentiary support of biblical and 

spiritual nature. 

Biblical evidence appears throughout this exposition; for 

now I offer just a couple of verses. 

 

“You are as beautiful as Tirzah, my darling, 

as lovely as Jerusalem, 

as majestic as troops with banners.” (6:4) 

 

This parallelism between Tirzah and Jerusalem is 

reasonable in Solomon’s days because they were two substantial, 

beautiful cities in Israel. But immediately following Solomon, 

Jeroboam’s revolution split the nation in civil war and for eighty 

years following, until the reign of Omri, Tirzah was the capital of 

the northern kingdom and Jerusalem the capital of the southern. 

If the Song’s author were writing at any time post-Solomon, an 

equation between Jerusalem and Tirzah would create the jarring 

                                                 
18 T. Gledhill, “The Message of the Song of Songs: The Lyrics of Love,” from 

“The Bible Speaks Today,” Eds. J. A. Motyer & J. R. W. Stott, 1994, p24 
19 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p23 
20 H. L. Ginsberg, “Introduction to the Song of Songs,” in “The Five 

Megilloth and Jonah,” 1969, p3 
21 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 

1985, p203 
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image of the nation’s dissolution: attempting to parallel enemy 

capitals! This would spoil any intended allusion of beauty. The 

equivalent today would be to parallel Jerusalem, the Israeli capital, 

with Beirut, the Lebanese capital and Hezbollah stronghold. The 

parallelism as written, therefore, suggests the Song’s date as prior 

to Israel’s split. 

 

“Sixty queens there may be, 

and eighty concubines” (6:8) 

 

This explicit mention that Solomon has 140 partners has 

bearing on the Song’s chronology, too. It seems highly peculiar 

that any author writing post-Solomon would refer to Solomon, 

either literally or metaphorically, as anything other than the 1000-

woman king; for that is canonically the final total of consorts he 

acquired. Solomon is renowned as the 1000-woman king from his 

death up to the present day; no other number is defensible. 

Describing Solomon as the 140-woman king only makes sense if 

the writing is timed at that particular point during his life.  

I also see the Song providing potent spiritual lessons for 

Solomon; so much so that it would be a grievous loss if he has 

died before the Song is penned. The Father I know does not 

leave a man in whom He is interested discarded in the ditch – not 

even self-discarded. Experience suggests that God’s writings are 

more centered on His character than on the form of the local 

culture; and I suspect those hoping to unravel the Song primarily 

from estimations of local culture fall short. Ecclesiastes, which 

can be unequivocally shown as Solomon’s work, is written by a 

man who claims all the follies of the Song’s king in a fugue of 

indulgence and obsession; yet who has since resurfaced to grasp 

sanity and spirituality once more. Ecclesiastes, in my view, is the 

recovery of Solomon’s spiritual collapse. This is the second 

reason I take the Song as Solomon’s work; i.e. from my belief in 
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the integrity and cross-corroboration of the scriptural canon; 

which for me takes precedence over subjective analyses of 

linguistic form. Notably, Jewish Bibles place Ecclesiastes after 

Solomon’s Song,22 in which I perceive a soft inference of support.  

Thus I contend the immediate author of the Song is 

Solomon. I also recognize the author as God. That may sound 

like a fatuous addition, but I see characters in the Song making 

pronouncements, both direct and symbolic, which are more 

revealing than they could possibly have known. Only with God as 

author are the characters enabled to see more than their mortal 

eyes can see and their mouths motivated to speak deeper truths 

than their hearts can understand. This is a large part of what 

makes the Song so appealing to me personally. 

 

 

1.3 Reactions to the Song 
Sexuality is strong in the Song, and this heavily influences, 

even impedes, interpretation in many religious circles, where 

discussion of sexuality can be awkward or taboo. Historically the 

Song was rejected as being divine literature because of its sexual 

content, even though nearly all churches acknowledge that God 

created sexuality and all the intensity it engenders. Sadly, an era’s 

attitude towards sexuality almost entirely dictates its 

interpretation of the Song; and this is criminal in terms of 

academic rigor. Glen alludes to this when he writes: “The history 

of the interpretation of the book from the earliest times has been 

a long apology to account for its place in the sacred Canon.” 23 

                                                 
22 “Complete Jewish Bible: An English Version of the Tanakh (Old 

Testament) and B’Rit Hadashah (New Testament)” Trans. D. H. Stern, 1998 
23 Rev. A. Glen, “The Song of Solomon” in “An Old Testament Commentary 

for English Readers by Various Writers,” Ed: Rt. Rev. C. J. Ellicott, 1897, Vol 

4, p385 
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Eusebius records Origen, son of Leonides of Alexandria 

(~200 AD), opining: “I advise and counsel everyone who is not 

yet rid of the vexations of flesh and has not ceased to feel the 

passion of his bodily nature, to refrain completely from reading 

this little book and the things that will be said about it.” 24 His 

own conduct was symmetrically severe: he interpreted the 

concept of being a eunuch for the kingdom of heaven literally 

(c.f. Mt 19:12) and castrated himself.25  

It was de rigeur to allegorize the sexual content of the text 

into the 19th century, seemingly to avoid confronting it. Physical 

sex was not permitted as enjoyment by moral authorities; even 

procreation was compelled to be considered a strictly “sober 

duty.” 26 Some rejected the Song outright. Alexander Maclaren, 

twice president of the Baptist Union of Great Britain and 1905 

president of the Baptist World Congress, wrote expositions of 38 

of the 39 Old Testament (OT) books: rebuffing only the Song. 

Éduoard Reuss, professor of OT studies at Strasbourg 

Theological School, behaved similarly. He wrote a commentary 

on the Song in 1879 but staunchly refused to include it within his 

otherwise complete OT commentary.27 

Even into the 20th century, Margolis asserted the Song 

constituted the “erotic effluvia of the unchaste Oriental mind,” 28 

an ironic denouncement in that it has a grotesque ugliness which 

the Song does not. The overarching disapproval of sexuality still 

compels an allegorical interpretation in some quarters. Mansfield 

                                                 
24 Origen, “The Song of Songs, Commentary and Homilies,” ~200 AD, in 

Origene, “Ancient Christian Writers,” Trans. Rufinus, 1957, p23 
25 M. S. Kuefler, “Castration and Eunuchism in the Middle Ages,” in 

“Handbook of Medieval Sexuality,” Eds: V. L. Bullough & J. A. Brundage, 

1996, p285 
26 D. Biale, “Eros and the Jews: From Biblical Israel to Contemporary 

America,” 1992, p40 
27 E. Reuss “Le Cantique des Cantiques dit de Salomon,” 1879 
28 M. L. Margolis, “How the Song of Songs entered the Canon,” in “The Song 

of Songs: A Symposium,” Ed. W. H. Schoff, 1924, p9 
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writes: “there exists nothing in the Song that can be classed as 

indelicate when the spiritual meaning is discerned,” 29 which still 

implies that the Song’s content is indelicate, is reprehensible, 

when read literally. Cave exposits similarly, claiming that when 

the Bride is “a garden locked up” it has the non-sexual meaning 

that “the influences of the world of darkness cannot enter” 30 and 

when she rejoices in her “breasts like towers” she means the 

Church “can nourish the young in her midst from the milk of the 

Word.” 31 While that may calm the fluttering sensibilities of many 

an embarrassed Bible reader, it fails to listen to the Song.  

In some cultures the repulsion of all matters sexual 

reaches even more broadly. Azar Nafisi, a former literature 

professor at Tehran University, wrote movingly of her struggle to 

admit Western texts for her students’ literary analysis classes. 

Fitzgerald’s classic American novel “The Great Gatsby” was 

censured because it spoke of immoral topics, such as adultery and 

drunken revelry. What is fascinating is that even though the book 

portrayed adultery and drunkenness as destructive, illuminating 

the tragic consequences that resulted, this did not mollify the 

censors. To them, merely including an adulterous relationship in 

the plotline, regardless of the outcome, was reason enough to ban 

the book. Nafisi was ultimately compelled to conduct many of 

her classes in seclusion at her home, in order, as she poignantly 

phrased it: “to escape the gaze of the blind censor.”  32 

 Similarly, even if the Song represented improper sexual 

conduct (and I don’t believe it does) such inclusion is not 

tantamount to endorsement. The scriptural record is filled with 

examples of horrific conduct. The most egregious example is the 

                                                 
29 H. P. Mansfield, “The Song of Solomon: Verse by Verse Exposition,” 1969, 

p111-2 
30 G. Cave, “The Song of Solomon,” The Testimony, Ed. E. Marshall, 2010, 

Vol 80, p371 
31 Ibid., 2011, Vol 81, p32 
32 A. Nafisi, “Reading Lolita in Tehran,” 2004, p25 
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crucifixion of Jesus which, while within God’s broader plan for 

our salvation, is the ultimate immorality: the intentional public 

homicide of the gentle Son of God! No-one rejects the authority 

of the gospels because they include the crucifixion; so why reject 

the Song’s canonicity because it details intimacy of which the 

reader might not approve? 

 Some calls for the Song to be excluded from the Bible are 

founded more credibly: connections between the Song and other 

scriptures seem minimal at best.  

 

“Consider how the lilies grow. They do not labor or spin. 

Yet I say to you that not even Solomon in all his splendor 

was dressed like one of these.” (Lk 12:27) 

 

 It’s possible Jesus is referring to the Song here, as well as 

Solomon himself, because of his linking Solomon to lilies. Lilies 

are the iconic symbol of Solomon’s Song, alongside myrrh; 

occurring more frequently there than in any other book of the 

Bible. But there are few obvious cross references from the Song 

to other Bible passages. 

 Whittaker argues for Rev 3:20, Lk 23:28 and Eph 5:27 to 

be recognized as explicit cross-references to the Song, but this 

seems to need some dubious logic, as well as suffering from the 

imperfect linguistics of matching Greek texts to Hebrew ones. 

Rev 3:20 depicts Jesus standing at a door, knocking, which is akin 

to the Groom knocking for admission to the Bride in 5:2. But 

this provides no reason to claim a link to the Song. After all, 

Peter is left knocking at the door when muddle-headed Rhoda 

fails to admit him (Acts 12:12-16) but no-one claims Rev 3:20 is 

linked to the Acts because of this comparison, much less that it 

establishes the Acts’ canonicity. So why do so for the Song? The 

comparison is more powerful if one assumes the one knocking in 

the Song to be Jesus, but that theory is flawed, as we shall see. 
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 Just once Jesus uses the phrase “Daughters of Jerusalem” 

(Lk 23:28) which happens to match the description of characters 

in the Song, but this doesn’t prove anything. 

 The most common claim is that the church’s description: 

“without stain or wrinkle or any other blemish” (Eph 5:27) 

recapitulates Solomon’s description of the Bride: “my flawless 

one” (5:2). This comparison is tenuous in the extreme. The 

phrase doesn’t actually match at all, merely the concept; and the 

concept is an extremely generalized compliment issued thousands 

of times in thousands of different contexts. It’s far too general to 

establish a meaningful connection; one might as well postulate 

that if the phrase “I love you” exists in a Shakespearean sonnet 

and a Barbara Cartland novel, then the two must be linked. 

 Thus, Whittaker’s conclusion that these NT verses 

“establish [the Song’s] authority beyond cavil” 33 seems highly 

optimistic at best. Moreover, Speckard adroitly notes that an OT 

book’s canonicity cannot depend on being cited in the NT, for 

then no OT book could be valid until the NT was written.34 

 There has been some support for the Song’s canonicity 

from the earliest times, however. First century Rabbi Akiva ben 

Joseph strongly believed in the Song’s divinity: “the whole world 

is not worthy of the day in which this sublime song was given to 

Israel; for all the Scriptures are holy, but this sublime Song is 

most holy.” 35 Yet I’m suspicious. I suspect this overly effusive 

eulogy is generated, if only subconsciously, for the same evasive 

purpose as the condemnation the Song receives from others. If 

the Song is inexpressibly holy, one dodges the need to address 

                                                 
33 E. Whittaker, “The Song of Solomon – A More Reasonable Approach,” The 

Testimony, Ed. H. W. Craddock, 1967, 37, 440, p270 
34 H. Speckard, “Summary Interpretation of the Song of Solomon,” 1908, 

Trans. P. W. Ludwig, p2 
35 Akiva, ~100 AD, Mishnah: Yadayim 3:5, from L. H. Schiffman, “Texts and 

Traditions,” 1998, p119-120 
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the physical sexuality in the text just as neatly as if one had 

condemned it.  

12th century Rabbi Ibn Ezra echoes Akiva’s tradition, 

asserting “one of the most holy books of the Bible could not be a 

mere erotic composition, and that it must be interpreted 

figuratively,” denoting it as an allegory of God’s love for Israel.36 

Again, I’m troubled that it’s the erotic content which causes the 

expositor to demand a solely allegorical exposition, not any other 

clue that it really is God speaking to Israel. This is a desperately 

poor reason to arrive at that conclusion, academically speaking. 

The habit of allegorizing the Song because of the sexual 

content became default. Hudson-Taylor’s 19th century exposition 

is penned under the title “Union and Communion,” seeing only 

the spiritual conjugation between the believer and the Lord. He 

addresses sexual statements wholly obliquely, invariably repairing 

to metaphor at lightning speed. For example, he interprets the 

celebration of sexual union: “I have come into my garden, my 

sister, my bride” as “union with CHRIST has filled the heart; 

there is nothing for the gratification of the world, for all has been 

sealed and is kept for the MASTER’s use.” 37 Pardon? 

 But even within the straitlaced 19th century voices of 

support for a literal reading of the Song were audible. Bunsen 

writes: “There would be something wanting in the Bible, if there 

was not found there an expression of the deepest and the 

strongest of all human feelings.” 38 But it took the more liberated 

zeitgeist of the latter 20th century to address the text as written. 

That said, I’m of the opinion that this liberation has propelled the 

pendulum too far in the other direction. Suddenly the love 

language of the Song is not only embraced, it’s glorified as the 

                                                 
36 M. Friedländer & A. ben Meïr Ibn Ezra, “Essays on the writings of 

Abraham ibn Ezra,” 1877, p182 
37 J. Hudson Taylor, “Union and Communion,” 1893, p22 
38 H. Lockyer, “All the Parables of the Bible,” 1988, p46 
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entire point of the piece. Johnson exemplifies, entitling the 

forward of his book: “Celebrate Sex” and denotes the Song “a 

celebration of sexual love as a transcendent human experience.” 
39 Even expositors of better scholarly pedigree produce similarly 

sweaty conclusions. Bloch believes the Song’s only contribution 

to the body of knowledge is in expounding the joy of sexual 

awakening.40 And Mitchell goes all out to justify sensuality on its 

own terms: “The power of eros here is so strong that it obviates 

the need for theodicy, for theology.” 41 After centuries of denial 

of the Song’s sexual content the pendulum now instantaneously 

rockets to the farthest reciprocal extreme; and we’re now invited 

to consider sex as so magnificent that God Himself is irrelevant. 

One wonders if perhaps one or two more centuries are required 

before commentators finally calm down and read the Song 

without instantly clamoring from either extreme; and this is 

certainly what I aim to achieve. 

 My early experiences reading the Song were ones of 

cognitive dissonance. My religious upbringing had imprinted on 

me my community’s default interpretation of the Song as relating 

the beautiful union between Christ and his Bride. But as I read 

the text many things simply didn’t fit. I hailed from a late enough 

era to be unfazed by the sexuality of the language; that wasn’t the 

problem. But many aspects of style and content didn’t resonate 

with the Messianic allegory. There’s an air of teenaged infatuation 

in the romance that doesn’t gel with the deep intimacy the Lord 

has with those who dedicate their lives to him. Independently, the 

physical violence of the watchmen to the Bride flatly contradicts 

the model of God’s Kingdom age, where Jerusalem is necessarily at 

                                                 
39 J. Gregory “Foreword” in “The Song of Solomon: Love, Sex and 

Relationships,” J. A. Johnson, Sr, 2007, p ix 
40 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p3 
41 S. Mitchell, “Foreword,” in C. Bloch & A. Bloch, Op. cit., p xii 
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peace. And the total lack of praise to God, or even mention of 

Him – apparently from His Son! – was an absurdity I ultimately 

couldn’t countenance, given my familiarity with the gospels. 

 This simply was not Jesus and his Bride. 

 Owen reported a comparable experience: “A brother 

recently told me of his Christadelphian grandfather, a studious 

man, whose Bible margins were filled with manuscript notes from 

cover to cover, except for the eight chapters of the Song of 

Solomon, which were blank! He simply could not come to terms 

with it.” 42  

 I wonder how many have felt similarly? 

 

 

1.4 Overview of Common Theories 
 The literature offers multitudinous expository models for 

Solomon’s Song. The commonest are considered here.  

 

1. The allegorical representation of the spiritual couple. This 

takes the couple to be either God and Israel (the 

Rabbinical Model), common in the Jewish tradition; or 

Christ and the Church (the Messianic Model), common in 

Christian denominations. The timing is set either: 

a. before the Lord’s return  

b. in the Kingdom of God (‘Millennial’)  

c. during both; with Messiah’s return in the Song 

 

2. The allegorical Shepherd Theory. There are two men and 

one woman in the poem. She has been kidnapped by a 

materialistic king, often Solomon, who desires her for his 

harem; but she is in love with a rural shepherd, usually 

Christ, who mutually loves her. This is a variant of the 

                                                 
42 S. Owen, “Song of Solomon Study Guide,” 1990, p2 
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Messianic allegory. It’s been academically dismantled and 

is no longer common; but I include it here because of a 

lingering prevalence in my own Christian denomination 

 

3. The Anonymous Love Story. A literal interpretation 

viewing the Song as one or many poems; usually with no 

connection to other scriptures nor underlying spiritual 

message. The Song is seen as a stand-alone celebration of 

the merits of human sexuality. This appears to be the 

commonest academic interpretation of the 21C 

 

I believe all these models fall well short of revealing the 

Song’s content and message, which is why this book exists. For 

justification, I detail below, again just in overview form for now, 

the critical problems from which each theory suffers. 

 

 

1.5 Overview of 
 Common Theories’ Problems 
 

1. The allegorical model, with the couple as either God and 

Israel, or Christ and the Church. A fatal problem is that 

there is no mention of God anywhere in the Song. Both 

God and Jesus speak about God continually, but no 

character in the Song ever mentions Him.43 Realistically 

this is already a death-knell. Additionally, as the couple’s 

relationship develops, the Bride takes charge and the 

King transforms to being a doting follower. To state the 

                                                 
43 In Jesus’ case, for example, he explicitly mentions “Father” or “God” more 

than 150 times in 9 000 words in John’s gospel (English translation). The male 

character in the Song speaks ~900 words without mentioning God once. 

Statistically, if it were Jesus he would have mentioned the Father ~20 times. 
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obvious: Christ (or God) never follows the Bride (or 

Israel); He always leads.  

Some details on the alleged timings: 

a. The pre-Millennial case is disqualified because the 

Hebrew categorically describes the couple as 

sexually consummated and active (e.g. 5:1). Thus 

Christ would not yet be married to his Bride; and 

so would not be fornicating.  

b. The Millennial case is disqualified because there is 

violence in the streets of Jerusalem (5:7); and 

there is no violence in Jerusalem in the Kingdom 

age (Mic 4:3; Isa 11:9; 35:8-10). 

c. The combination of both timescales is disqualified 

because it requires all the pre-Millennial events, 

such as violence in Jerusalem, to occur prior to all 

Millennial events, such as the sexual relationship, 

and that’s not what the Song evidences at all. 

 

2. Shepherd Theory. There is no mention of a shepherd 

character (the word exists in 1:8); nor any second man. A 

theory should not be founded on nothing. Further, there 

is none of the evidence we would realistically expect to 

see if there were a love triangle: there’s no strife seen 

between two males; and there’s no angst from the Bride 

in her predicament of being caught between two suitors. 

Shepherd theory exists because of a misunderstanding of 

a single verse (1:7), which we address later. The theory 

doesn’t draw followers from Hebraists as they are aware 

of the misunderstanding of 1:7 in play.  

 

3. Anonymous Love Story. The difficulty here is the 

repeated themes and names. For example, “Solomon” is 

the only male name appearing and, whether that is taken 
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as the historical king or a type, it is not consistent for one 

name to repeatedly appear if many characters are 

intended; where we might expect either no name or many 

names.  

 

1.6 Reflection 
 Relatively little theology has been presented from a direct 

reading of the Song of Songs, despite publications without 

number. Early expositions seem so embarrassed to engage with 

sexuality that they almost totally avoid the text and hence create 

the compensating allegorical model of married God and Israel, or 

affianced Christ and his spiritual Bride. Mitchell describes this 

substitution as “one of the more peculiar achievements of the 

human mind,” 44 and I agree with him; I believe sound biblical 

analyses disallow the allegories categorically. 

Modern analyses offer little better. They confront the 

sexuality of the text directly and honestly, but then glorify sexual 

activity so ardently that a divine message is considered redundant. 

The lack of spiritual message isn’t helpful in a biblical context and 

indicates the expositor may have missed the point. 

Each process is indicative of its era and neither has a poor 

motive even if both have poor results. The early style intends to 

protect delicate ears by symbolizing anything culturally 

inappropriate and the modern style overcompensates for the 

shortcomings of the past with new shortcomings: sexual activity 

is so vigorously promoted that theology is ignored. In both eras, 

expositions of the Song have danced to their own cultural music 

rather than listened to the Song’s lyrics; with the imprint of the 

translator’s preferences dominating scripture’s voice. 

The existing literature leaves me keenly aware how easy it 

is to imprint one’s ideas on the text; which is always a high risk 
                                                 
44 S. Mitchell, “Foreword,” in C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The 

World’s First Great Love Poem,” 1995, p xi 
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with symbolic poetry. To minimize this danger, here are some 

guidelines I employ: 

 One must not argue from silence: key features of an 

exposition must be present in the text  

 The Song should have a valuable spiritual dimension if it 

is taken as a contributing part of the canon of scripture; 

and we also need to demonstrate that the Song truly 

belongs in the biblical library 

 The Song should have an intelligible meaning to its 

contemporaries at the time of writing, a point Whittaker 

also notes45 

 

Above all, it’s critically important to avoid using a pre-

chosen explanation to develop the text; but instead allow a clear 

reading of the text to develop an explanation. 

This latter point is less problematic than it sounds, since 

the Song, even though light on plotline, tells a clear, coherent 

story. As Yogi Berra once said: “You can see a lot by looking.” 46 

                                                 
45 E. Whittaker, “The Song of Solomon – A More Reasonable Approach,” The 

Testimony, Ed. H. W. Craddock, 1967, 37, 440, p270 
46 Y. Berra, “The Yogi Book,” 1998, p123 [synonymous] 



 

 

 

 

 

 

When the Himalayan peasant 

meets the he-bear in his pride 

He shouts to scare the monster 

who will often turn aside 

But the she-bear thus accosted 

rends the peasant tooth and nail 

For the female of the species 

is more deadly than the male 

Rudyard Kipling 

 

 

Chapter 2 

The King Who Fell: 
Overview 
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Overview 
 

2.1 DRAMATIS PERSONAE 
 

KING SOLOMON 

The male lover of the piece: Solomon, King of Israel; 

leader of God’s people. Smitten by the sensual beauty of 

the Bride, he abdicates the spiritual leadership he owed 

God, his Bride and the citizens (Daughters) of Jerusalem 

 

THE BRIDE 

A beautiful Lebanese woman; Solomon’s wife. Solomon 

rules Lebanon but it’s not populated by Israelites; it was 

never taken in Joshua’s conquest. She loves Solomon 

sincerely and is innocently unaware of the God of Israel  

 

DAUGHTERS OF JERUSALEM 

Citizens of Jerusalem, symbolically the ‘proper’ brides for 

the King. They are supplanted by the Lebanese beauty 

with whom Solomon is entranced and embittered by her 

taking possession of him 

 

WATCHMEN OF JERUSALEM 

Literally, Jerusalem’s watchmen: the police. Honorable 

guards of God’s city who recognize the (im)mortal danger 

in which the King places himself as he abandons spiritual 

leadership in pursuit of sensual delights with the Bride 

 

WITNESSES 

Background commentators: at times celebratory, at times 

speaking didactic warning. They are often termed ‘friends’ 
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2.2 Synopsis 
I entitle my explanation of the Song of Songs: “The King 

Who Fell.” 1 My interpretation is drawn primarily from the text 

itself; with secondary influence added from other biblical books, 

since I am convinced of the veracity of an integrated canon. My 

exposition yields both a literal and allegorical layer; and the love 

story may be resolved in the following synopsis. 

Literally, the Song is exactly as it appears: an intensely 

passionate expression of love, both ascetic and sexual, between 

King Solomon and a favorite Bride who is Lebanese. He calls her 

to him from Lebanon and they delight in their romantic love, 

fantasizing on developing it fully in sexual form. This they duly 

do, which dramatically affects their relationship. Solomon, the 

most powerful man on Earth, had been leading the Bride but, 

post-consummation, his infatuation concedes premiership to her. 

This authority transfer is seen in various forms: via myriad 

symbols; in who is calling whom to follow; and in the 

deterioration of relationship between the Bride and Jerusalem’s 

daughters and watchmen.  

Direct evidence supports this literal reading. The male is 

explicitly named Solomon seven times in the piece (1:1, 1:5, 3:6, 

3:7, 3:9, 3:11, 8:11, 8:12); with no other name used. The female is 

called a bride six times in five verses (4:9, 4:10, 4:11, 4:12; 5:1); 

called Lebanese five times in four verses (4:8, 4:11, 4:15; 7:4) and 

never ascribed another nationality. She is termed ‘Shulammite’ 

twice in one verse (6:13); we will explain later that this is a word 

play conflating the ‘Shunammite,’ a contemporary of Solomon’s 

named Abishag, with ‘Shelomit,’ the Hebrew for ‘Solomon’s girl.’ 

Reading the Song did not uncover any provocation to 

interpret the male character allegorically as God or Jesus. The 

                                                 
1 This interpretation has previously been presented as an invited series of talks 

at Bible colleges under the title: “Solomon and Delilah”; but ultimately the 

subtle allusion of the title proved confusing. 
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widespread belief in the allegorical models can be traced to the 

church’s historic inability to cope with sexual language; forcing 

the allegorical reading and severely wresting the text in the 

process. Moreover, there is ample evidence that the male 

character cannot be divine; beyond the total lack of objective 

indicators to make that assumption in the first place. 

Structurally, the Song is a chiasmus: two antithetical 

halves reflected around an all-important centerpiece (5:1). The 

central line describes the lovers’ sexual union which both parties 

enthusiastically pursued. It is the fulcrum around which the 

relationship dynamic flips.  

Yet to see nothing more than the physical relationship 

forged by the lovers does the Song a serious disservice; reducing 

intimate, intricate poetry to a series of crassly direct comments 

about lovemaking. The oblique idioms convey a beauty which a 

solely literal rendering undervalues, to which point Falk adroitly 

comments: “literalism… sacrifices fidelity to a false sense of 

accuracy.” 2 

Overlaid on this literal interpretation I see an allegorical 

plotline imbued with language written by God, since it has 

insights only He could know. The Song’s lovers are forever 

imprinted as timeless emblems for this flawless – except godless 

– love; and I believe the divine Hand has enriched the Song 

symbolically to create that allegorical form. Many expositors seem 

to suggest that allegorical interpretations can only be alternatives 

to a literal interpretation, but this is not so: a literal storyline in no 

way precludes the overlay of allegory in symbolic features. 

Rooting the Song on Earth does not limit it reaching to Heaven. 

Spiritually, the Song exhorts a God-focused life through 

showing that love’s power, even true and unfeigned love, can 

displace God, if God is ignored, which necessitates fatal 

                                                 
2 M. Falk, “The Song of Songs: Love Lyrics from the Bible,” 2004, p xxiii 
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consequences. Solomon is guilty of jeopardizing Israel by 

worshipping the false gods of the many foreign women with 

whom he fell in love; abandoning the God of his fathers.   

 

King Solomon, however, loved many foreign women 

besides Pharaoh’s daughter – Moabites, Ammonites, 

Edomites, Sidonians and Hittites. They were from nations 

about which the LORD had told the Israelites, “You must 

not intermarry with them, because they will surely turn 

your hearts after their gods.” Nevertheless, Solomon held 

fast to them in love. He had seven hundred wives of royal 

birth and three hundred concubines, and his wives led 

him astray.  As Solomon grew old, his wives turned his 

heart after other gods, and his heart was not fully devoted 

to the LORD his God, as the heart of David his father had 

been. (1 Kgs 11:1-4) 

 

The Song relays this tale through the iconic example of 

the Lebanese Bride. Neither the Bride nor sexuality are castigated 

by the Song, even though both are the instruments of Solomon’s 

deepening infatuation; and thereby his downfall. This explains the 

cover photo used for this book: a man allows himself to be led 

away by a beautiful woman down a path strewn with false gods.3 

The iconic status of this Lebanese Bride seems to be 

biblically corroborated. When the list of false gods to whom 

Solomon crumbled is given, Ashtoreth, the Lebanese goddess, is 

named first. 

 

He followed Ashtoreth the goddess of the Sidonians, and 

Molek the detestable god of the Ammonites. So Solomon 

                                                 
3 The photograph originally used was a professional composition by Murad 

Osmann, with his wife Nataly as the subject, but this proved unpopular. 
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did evil in the eyes of the LORD; he did not follow the 

LORD completely, as David his father had done. 

(1 Kgs 11:5-6) 

 

There’s also an attractive symmetry in that Solomon fell 

to women, and Lebanon’s deity, Ashtoreth, is female. 

The Song’s symbols are not revealed internally, so I 

import the meanings they appear to hold in other Bible books, 

which we will explain later; for now, the summary:  

 Lilies represent beauty 

 Myrrh represents death 

 Doves represent a new start 

 Vineyards & Gardens represent fertile women 

 

For the less common symbols, I take a tower to represent 

power and a mountain to (similarly) represent a ruling system; 

both meanings derived from scripture. I include the secular 

interpretation of spices representing illicit pleasure, e.g. ‘the spice 

of life.’ 

These interpretations add rich veins of insight. “He 

browses among the lilies” (2:16 & 6:3) is now an elegant 

commentary on Solomon’s gigolo conduct, and “His lips are like 

lilies, dripping with myrrh” (5:13) adds the dark undercurrent that 

his penchant for ‘lily-browsing’ is a deadly one. Myrrh originating 

from between her breasts (1:13) suggests either her heart, a 

symbol for her love, or her cleavage, a direct representation of 

her sexuality, was the original source of Solomon’s fatal desire. 

Later, myrrh streams from her fingers (5:5) revealing her touch is 

deadly. Myrrh grows from a sachet (1:13), to a column of smoke 

(3:6), to a mountain (4:6); as death ultimately becomes a ruling 

force in Solomon’s life. Both characters have doves in their eyes 

(1:15; 4:1; 5:12); showing their lives are directed to a new path 
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from the visual beauty they see in each other, which Solomon 

explicitly states (4:9). 

“You are a garden locked up” (4:12) depicts the Bride’s 

initial chastity and: “Let my lover come into his garden and taste 

its choice fruits” (4:16) is her invitation to intimacy. “Let us go 

early to the vineyards to see if the vines have budded, if their 

blossoms have opened” (7:12) indicates their exploration of 

conception and, returning to the Song’s spiritual dimension, the 

final chapter’s verdict: “Solomon had a vineyard at Baal-Hamon 

[Lord of Multitude]” (8:11) gives spiritual insight (as Baal-Hamon 

isn’t a real place) that Solomon fell to a multitude (Hamon) of 

false gods (Baal) because of his women (vineyards). The center-

piece: “I have come into my garden my sister, my bride, I have 

gathered my myrrh with my spice” (5:1) is Solomon’s ecstatic 

announcement of sexual congress; yet the verse now spiritually 

translates: “I have joined with you, my sister, my bride, I have 

gathered my death with my pleasure”: a stunning synopsis of the 

Song in a single line. 

Overall, the Song of Songs is an enticingly beautiful, yet 

darkly didactic, tale of a man blessed to know God and blessed 

by God, who abdicates his spiritual responsibility to remain 

faithful. Instead he catapults himself into the sensual intensity he 

shares with his beautiful partner; an emotion he allows to take 

God’s place; whereupon she takes the lead and draws him ever 

further into sexual delights, but away from Jerusalem, whose 

citizen daughters he had been called to govern and protect. The 

Bride voices the closing lyric: “Flee away, my beloved, and be like 

a gazelle or like a young stag on the spice-laden mountains.” 

(8:14) 

The Song of Songs ends in tragedy. 
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2.3 Reflection 
I see a king, a spiritual leader, who is spiritually weak: ill-

prepared to lead his beloved to his God. Perhaps for fear of 

losing her? We can’t know. But we’re challenged by the allegory: 

how many who claim to be spiritual have failed to introduce their 

beloveds to the God they knew to be true? And how might the 

influence of God have waned in their lives from that point?  

This is not the theme I was looking for, or wanted. But 

that helps convince me of its veracity, precisely because I didn’t 

seek it. I would have been better satisfied with a Song which 

spoke to the joyful glory of the union of Christ and his spiritual 

Bride. That joy and glory certainly exists and will be augmented 

far more upon the Bridegroom’s coming. But this isn’t what the 

Song is about; and that pattern can’t be imposed upon the Song 

without performing significant abuse to the text. 

The interpretation I see causes me to embrace the Song 

more strongly than ever before, because the appreciation one has 

for any writing is linked to the depth one feels one understands it. 

Though this view lends a much darker hue to the book than I 

desired or anticipated, I am drawn much closer to the Song than 

when it was wholly puzzling to me; and the totally inadequate 

explanations on the table a persistent vexation.  

The Song is not mere history: it paints a scene of moral 

guidance to all who encounter a conflict between sensuality and 

spirituality. Not that the two must conflict, but they can; when a 

loving attraction pulls one away from abiding in God’s city. 

No-one should misunderstand this interpretation to be 

demonizing either the Bride or sexual activity. The Song carries a 

more complex message: the danger of love – true, committed, 

even self-sacrificial love – when there is no spiritual element. The 

sexual bond is a powerful gift from God; yet devoid of a vector 

seeking upwards for the Father, it is powerful enough to be a god 

in itself. And that which does not reach upwards all too easily 
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plummets spiraling downwards. Can we see clearly enough that a 

loving relationship which feels good, or is pure in the ways of 

being mutually supportive, may still be spiritually injurious? As the 

abandonment of God becomes ever more the societal default and 

religion is demonized ever more zealously, this question increases 

in relevance; and the Song’s relevance grows directly alongside. 

With each passing decade popular media claims ever more 

bombastically: “Religion is the source of all evil” (mainly false, 

but with caveats) and “Love is all you need” (mainly true, but 

with caveats). Hence the lesson of Solomon’s spiritual collapse, 

firmly encoded in the beautiful Song, becomes an ever more 

luminous signpost to salvation’s path. 

A vital question: if true, genuine, non-abusive love really 

were a potentially lethal threat to spiritual life, wouldn’t a loving 

God have warned us, by presenting a scriptural case of true, pure, 

yet godless, love ending in tragedy? 

I believe He would. 

I believe He has. 

 

 

  

 



 

 

 

Experience therefore cannot prove 

uniformity, because uniformity has to be 

assumed before experience proves 

anything… Can we say that Uniformity is 

at any rate very probable? Unfortunately 

not. We have just seen that all probabilities 

depend on it. Unless Nature is uniform, 

nothing is either probable or improbable. 

And clearly the assumption you have to 

make before there is any such thing as 

probability cannot itself be probable 

C. S. Lewis 

 

 
Chapter 3 

Forming an Exposition 
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3.1 Subdividing the Text 
 

3.2 Perceiving a Plot 

 3.2.1 Adding Material without Precedent 

 3.2.2 Resisting or Rejecting the Text 

  

3.3 Interpreting Symbols 

 3.3.1 Seek Biblical Precedent 

 3.3.2 Embrace Simplicity  

 3.3.3 Maintain Consistency  

 3.3.4 Harmonize Locally within the Song 

3.3.5 Harmonize with the Broader Scriptural Picture 
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Forming an Exposition 
 

“Know, my brother, that you will find great differences in 

interpretation of the Song of Songs. In truth they differ 

because the Song of Songs resembles locks to which the 

keys have been lost.” 1 

 

Well let’s hope not. I believe reading the text objectively 

and applying interpretation through scriptural precedents will 

provide ample chance to align the Song’s tumblers and unlock its 

meaning. But it is a famously obscure book for two reasons: it’s 

Hebrew and it’s poetry.  

The OT scriptures are generally only available in Hebrew: 

a challenging language to translate because of its economy with 

words. Biblical Hebrew employs roughly half the number of 

words an English translation does2 and intuitively, as the number 

of words decreases, their potential ambiguity increases. 

A classic example: consider Job 42:6, where Job describes 

his feelings after experiencing God at close quarters. In the ESV 

there are ten words, with Job saying: “Therefore I despise myself 

and repent in dust and ashes”; unequivocally carrying the message 

that meeting God close-up was a depressing, debilitating, even 

devastating experience. But this doleful interpretation is drawn 

from just four Hebrew words: “despise, repent, dust, ashes,” 3 

which doesn’t have to be translated that way at all. Context clues 

(Job 2:8) reveal Job isn’t headed to the ashes heap, because he’s 

already sitting there! Of critical importance, the reason he’s sitting 

on the garbage heap is because he was angry that God had, in his 

                                                 
1 Saadia, ~900 AD, in “Song of Songs (New International Commentary on the 

Old Testament),” T. Longman III, 2001, p21 
2 E.g.: The Hebrew Torah is 80 000 words; English translations are ~155 000 
3 D. Patrick, “The Translation of Job XLII, 6,” Vetus Testamentum, 1976, Vol 

26, p369-371 
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opinion, treated him like garbage (Job 30:19). After meeting God 

in depth, Job shows he is hugely relieved and uplifted, if 

humiliated, by the realization that he has misjudged God; God 

had employed him to secure the salvation of his three stubborn 

friends who were drowning in their own pride. Job wasn’t 

discarded by God at all. Thus the proper translation of Job 42:6 

is: “I despise and repent *of* dust and ashes.” Job departs the 

ashes heap and does so joyfully, never to place himself there 

again.4 Hebrew’s stringent economy with words allows opposing 

translations; thus contextual information is essential to translate 

the clause properly. 

If Hebrew doesn’t provide challenges enough, the Song is 

also poetry; and poetry’s hallmark is to forego direct statements 

in favor of tantalizing imagery and gentle allusions. This further 

impedes determinate translation. I am a professional scientist, and 

I put it this way: “The role of a scientist is to express the most 

complex features of the universe in the simplest possible terms. 

The role of a poet is to do the precise reverse.” 

Thus, while the poet’s ambiguous subtleties render his 

work enchanting and beguiling, as (s)he teases with evocative 

metaphor; it presents maximum difficulty to the translator. The 

poet’s dream is the translator’s nightmare. So Hebrew expertise 

plays an even more pivotal role in translating the poetic Song 

than it does in translating prosaic Hebrew texts.  Happily, there is 

general agreement among modern academics in creating an 

English translation. I primarily use the translations of Bloch,5 

Fox,6 Huwiler7 and Falk,8 three of whom also give clause by 

                                                 
4 J. A. Pople, “To Speak Well of God: An Exposition of the Book of Job,” 

2009, Ed. 2, p279 
5  C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995 
6 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 1985 
7 R. Murphy & E. Huwiler, “New International Biblical Commentary: 

Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs,” 1999 
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clause analyses to explain their word choice. Each author is 

singularly qualified to translate ancient Hebrew9 and their results 

are encouragingly similar. Their renderings occasionally depart 

from common biblical translations and thereby help illuminate 

the message. Bloch works from the Masoretic text, arguing its 

superiority lies in clues to word gender which are unavailable 

either from the Septuagint, Peshitta or Vulgate, from which the 

others work.10  

 

 

3.1 Subdividing the Text 
Many expositors divide the Song. Gledhill and Exum say 

there are six songs within the Song,11,12 with Exum presenting 

them in a chiasmus pairing: A-B-C-C-B-A. Mansfield says there 

are twelve songs,13 a number perhaps chosen to echo Israel’s 

twelve tribes; which Cave, from the same religious denomination, 

duplicates.14 Goulder says there are fourteen songs,15 Oesterley 

                                                                                                       
8 M. Falk, “The Song of Songs: Love Lyrics from the Bible,” 2004 
9 Ariel Bloch is professor emeritus of Near Eastern studies at the University of 

California at Berkeley; and Chana Bloch is professor emerita of English 

literature at Mills College in Oakland. Michael Fox is professor of Hebrew and 

Semitic studies at the University of Wisconsin at Madison. Elizabeth Huwiler 

is an associate professor of Old Testament and Hebrew at the Lutheran 

Theological seminary, Philadelphia; and Marcia Falk was a postdoctoral fellow 

in Hebrew literature and the Bible at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem and a 

creative writing professor at Stanford University, California. 
10 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p36-37 
11 T. Gledhill, “The Message of the Song of Songs: The Lyrics of Love,” from 

“The Bible Speaks Today,” Eds. J. A. Motyer & J. R. W. Stott, 1994, p38 
12 J. C. Exum, “A Literary and Structural Analysis of the Song of Songs,” in 

Zeitschrift für die Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft, 1973, Vol 85, p49 
13 H. P. Mansfield, “The Song of Solomon: Verse by Verse Exposition,” 1969, 

p21 
14 G. Cave, “The Song of Solomon,” The Testimony, Ed. E. Marshall, 2010-

2011, Vol 80-81 
15 M. D. Goulder, “The Song of Fourteen Songs,” 1986 
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thirty.16 Falk comes in as the highest bidder with 3117 (and has 

removed all biblical chapter and verse numbers in her work; 

making the task of locating a specific verse a frustrating exercise 

of hair-pulling proportions).  

Some suggest these subdivisions are unrelated,18,19 i.e. they 

suggest the phrase “Song of Songs” means an anthology.20,21 Von 

Herder was among the early proponents of a fragmented Song in 

1778.22 Falk echoes this idea centuries later, arguing that the love 

poems share common motifs and themes but are not specifically 

related because there is “hardly a trace of a coherent plot.” 23 She 

views the Song as an unrelated compilation of “folk poetry”: 

pieces from different centuries which “did not… serve a unified 

function in their original milieu.” 24 Rowley also believes the book 

is a collection of disconnected love songs, concluding rather 

archly: “The view I adopt finds in it nothing but what it appears 

to be, lovers’ songs, expressing their delight in one another and 

the warm emotions of their hearts. All of the other views find in 

the Song what they bring to it.” 25  

Reviewing the various chopping boards of the expositors, 

I conclude, as do Fox26 and Huwiler,27 that no insight is gained 

                                                 
16 W. O. E. Oesterley, “The Song of Songs,” 1936 
17 M. Falk, “The Song of Songs: Love Lyrics from the Bible,” 2004, p xix 
18 H. H. Rowley, “The Interpretation of the Song of Songs,” in “The Servant 

of the Lord and Other Essays on the Old Testament,” 1952, p232 
19 M. Falk, Op. cit., p xiv 
20 T. Longman III, “Song of Songs (New International Commentary on the 

Old Testament),” 2001, p55 
21 W. O. E. Oesterley, Op. cit. 
22 M. Pope, “The Song of Songs,” 1977, p132 
23 M. Falk, Op. cit., p xiv-xv 
24 Ibid., p xv, xviii 
25 H. H. Rowley, Op. cit., p232 
26 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 

1985, p94 
27 R. Murphy & E. Huwiler, “New International Biblical Commentary: 

Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs,” 1999, p226 
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from their dissections. The fact there is virtually no agreement on 

division boundaries is reason to challenge the veracity of any of 

the postulated results. Evidently there is a strong human impulse 

to divide up texts for analysis, but the practice appears generally 

more harmful than beneficial. 

I consider the proposal that the Song comprises unrelated 

pieces highly dubious and it is challenged on grammatical, 

contextual and theological grounds. 

Grammatically, Fox indicates the Hebrew for “Song of 

Songs” does not communicate the concept of an anthology, but 

rather infers that the Song is the most “Song-like” of Songs; i.e. 

the most musical or melodic.28  

Contextually, the anthology idea is internally contradicted 

by several repeating refrains and devices throughout the Song. 

What is the likelihood that many different pieces of love poetry, 

from different centuries, would speak of a man called Solomon 

professing his love for a woman who is Lebanese? These 

repeated elements strongly suggest a common author; and many 

scholars arrive at this conclusion.29,30,31,32,33 The burden of proof 

lies with those claiming that the Song is not a unified work and for 

that consideration I direct the reader to Fox’s excellent set of 

arguments which deconstruct this suggestion thoroughly.34 

                                                 
28 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 

1985, p96 
29 Ibid., p211-214 
30 R. Murphy & E. Huwiler, “New International Biblical Commentary: 

Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs,” 1999, p227 
31 J. S. Deere, “Song of Songs” in “The Bible Knowledge Commentary,” Ed. J. 

F. Walvoord & R. B. Zuck, 1985, p1010 
32 G. L. Carr, “The Song of Solomon,” Tyndale Old Testament Commentaries, 

1984, p44-49 
33 J. C. Exum, “A Literary and Structural Analysis of the Song of Songs,” in 

Zeitschrift für die Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft, 1973, Vol 85, p47-79 
34 M. V. Fox, Op. cit., p202-203 
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Contextually, a powerful consequence of leaving the Song 

intact is that its central Hebrew couplet: “I have come into my 

garden, my sister, my bride; I have gathered my myrrh with my 

spice” (5:1), remains in place at the very center. This is vital. I had 

come to see this verse as the iconic summary of the Song long 

before I discovered it was also the central line; and I do not 

believe it coincidence that the verse is central poetically as it is 

thematically, especially given the known operation of chiasmus to 

place the primary feature in the center.  

Theologically, a fragmented Song denies the existence of 

a coherent overall message and framework, which this work will 

plainly demonstrate it has. Pople (C.) has presented a repeating 

pattern of details which clearly form an overarching structure 

(Table 3.1); and interestingly 5:1, the central couplet, is exactly at 

the divide of his two sequences.35  

Mansfield also describes a repeated plotline centered on 

5:1, with his first cycle of songs being Christ’s work with the Jews 

and the second cycle with the Gentiles; although he later claims 

the second cycle concerns natural Israel,36 which contradicts. 

Fox and Cave both see a unified Song, but perceive no 

chronological linearity.37,38 Fox describes the Song’s elements as 

the many facets of a gem, the order of which, he says, doesn’t 

matter. I disagree. As we track the chapters linearly we will see an 

inversion of leadership between the two lovers, as well as a stark 

deterioration of the relationships the Bride has with both the 

Daughters of Jerusalem and with the Watchmen; as they realize 

the Bride has captured the heart and mind of Jerusalem’s king. 

                                                 
35 C. A. Pople, 2012, private communication 
36 H. P. Mansfield, “The Song of Solomon: Verse by Verse Exposition,” 1969, 

p21, 92 
37 G. Cave, “The Song of Solomon,” The Testimony, Ed. E. Marshall, 2010, 

Vol 80, p273 
38 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 

1985, p226 
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FIRST ACCOUNT 

 

SECOND ACCOUNT 

3:1 Nightly, seeks her lover 5:2 Woken from sleep by 

lover 

3:2 Goes into streets to seek 

him 

5:6 Seeks him (outside) with 

her companions 

3:3 Encounters watchmen – 

who don’t reply  

5:7 Encounters watchmen – 

who maltreat her 

3:4 Finds lover, would not 

let him go. Brought him 

to mother’s home 

8:2 Wishes to lead him to 

mother’s house 

4:1 Lover praises Beloved 6:4 Lover praises Beloved 

4:2 Goats and sheep 

comparison 

6:5 Goats and sheep 

comparison 

4:4 Tower of David 

comparison 

7:4 Tower of Ivory 

comparison 

4:7 “No flaw [Heb. tam] in 

you” 

6:9 “My perfect [Heb. tam] 

one”  

4:10 “How fair [Heb. yaphah] 

is your love” 

7:6 “How beautiful [Heb. 

yaphah] you are and 

pleasing, O love” 

4:16 She is ready for his 

arrival for the wedding 

7:12 She is ready for the 

marriage 

Table 3.1 C. Pople’s parallel cycles of plotline  

 
 
3.2 Perceiving a Plot 
 

“It is all too easy to try and force the material to fit 

(rather reluctantly) a preconceived mould. And once that 

mould has been determined, all the exegesis of the 
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constituent parts is done to support that overall 

structure.” 39  

 

This is an intelligent warning from Gledhill. In particular, 

the following pitfalls will need to be avoided. 

 

3.2.1 Adding Material without Precedent 

All critical elements of an exposition must exist in the 

text. Ironically Gledhill, within just a few pages of issuing the 

above warning, violates his own rule; adding material contrary to 

the Song’s text to bolster his chosen theme. Gledhill claims the 

Song describes a ‘normal’ relationship between lovers. This 

prompts him to speak of them quarreling and of the tears that 

result.40 But the quarreling and tears, which normal relationships 

exhibit, are his spurious additions: there’s nothing in the Song 

that even hints of either. 

 Owen behaves similarly. He espouses Shepherd Theory, 

which dictates that the girl doesn’t love the king. He writes: “[the 

king] senses that her heart is not with him.” 41 But it’s not 

possible to extract that sentiment from any verse in the Song. 

Shepherd Theory also dictates that the girl has been kidnapped; 

so Owen is also compelled to represent the Bride as imprisoned 

in the palace by royal guards, and duly does so.42 But again, no 

verse either states or suggests that the girl is captured; to the 

contrary, the king describes himself as the one who is captive to 

her (7:5). 

  

 

                                                 
39 T. Gledhill, “The Message of the Song of Songs: The Lyrics of Love,” from 

“The Bible Speaks Today,” Eds. J. A. Motyer & J. R. W. Stott, 1994, p21-22 
40 Ibid., p28-29 
41 S. Owen, “Song of Solomon Study Guide,” 1990, p22 
42 Ibid., p31 
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3.2.2 Resisting or Rejecting the Text 

Commentators occasionally take the idea that the royal 

allusions within the Song are metaphorical; that the concept of 

royalty is a projection of magnificence on the bucolic scene the 

lovers enjoy from their elevating love. The artifice of romance 

creating grandeur in humble circumstances through heightened 

pleasure has great merit, as does the idea that the natural world 

can be seen as a royal palace more beautiful than man-made ones. 

But what is surprising is that those who adopt this concept go to 

great, seemingly unnecessary, lengths to reject any literal sense of 

the royal features. This produces very forced assertions, as the 

examples from Gledhill’s work demonstrate (Table 3.2). 

The tabulated details give compelling evidence that the 

expositor is in denial; especially the instance where Gledhill 

claims his chosen model allows him to “avoid” the unanswerable 

questions coming from the text that challenge his theory. Why 

would an expositor wish to avoid what the text is saying? I’m 

happy to see a regular couple call each other “king” and “queen” 

within the metaphor of their mutual adoration – indeed this is 

common – but it is unreasonable to insist that the Song’s lovers 

cannot be a literal king and queen given what we encounter in the 

text. One might ask, what does the Song have to say to convince 

an interpreter that Solomon and his Bride are the characters of 

the Song, if not the mention of precisely these elements? 
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Line of the Song Logical 

implication 

Gledhill’s Assertion 43 

“Look! It is 

Solomon’s carriage” 

(3:7) 

Solomon is 

included in 

the Song 

“The two lovers are 

Everyman and Everywoman 

and they have nothing to do 

with Solomon.” (p23) 

“the king” (1:12) The male 

character is a 

king 

“The king… is her lover, 

again part of the royal 

fiction” (p115) 

“banquet hall” (2:4) Where a king 

might dine 

“…perhaps in the girl’s 

imagination” (p125) 

“look at King 

Solomon wearing 

the crown… with 

which his mother 

crowned him on the 

day of his wedding” 

(3:11) 

Solomon and 

his wedding 

are part of the 

Song 

“…we have distanced 

ourselves from the idea that 

a strong narrative thread can 

be found in the Song. This 

enables us to avoid the 

difficult questions posed by 

the passage…” (p150) 

“Sixty queens there 

may be, and eighty 

concubines” (6:8) 

Solomon’s 

partners were 

queens and 

concubines 

“Many have tried to 

reconcile these numbers 

with… Solomon’s harem. 

But we do not need to be 

concerned with such 

matters. The reference is 

non-specific.” (p193) 

“prince’s daughter” 

(7:1) 

A likely bride 

for a king 

“We are under no obligation 

to take it literally” (p205) 

Table 3.2 Evidence of Gledhill’s exposition resisting the Song’s text 

  

                                                 
43 T. Gledhill, “The Message of the Song of Songs: The Lyrics of Love,” from 

“The Bible Speaks Today,” Eds. J. A. Motyer & J. R. W. Stott, 1994 
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 Yet most modern expositors insist that the couple in the 

Song cannot be literal royalty. Fox interprets: “Sixty queens there 

may be, and eighty concubines” (6:8) by authoritatively 

pronouncing: “The verse does not refer to any particular group 

of women, such as Solomon’s wives and concubines.” 44 Yet he 

offers no evidence why he arrives at a conclusion which flies in 

the face of the text. Moreover, his knowledge of Hebrew compels 

him to concede that some words can only refer to literal objects: 

e.g. the palanquin (Heb: ‘appiryon’) on which Solomon rides 

(3:9).45 Fox presents the logical inconsistency of a non-literal king 

borne aloft on a king’s carriage which is very literal indeed. This is 

bizarre and unnecessary resistance to what the text plainly says: a 

real king is riding on a real palanquin. 

Several expositors struggle when overly constrained by 

their chosen theory. Instead of abandoning their theory when it is 

contradicted by the Song they dismiss inconvenient verses to 

preserve their desired model. Mansfield wants the Bride to be 

morally virtuous. But the Bride concedes: “my own vineyard I 

have neglected” (1:6), which has negative moral connotation in 

the light of the virtuous woman who tends her vineyard (Prov 

31), which Huwiler notices,46 and more importantly it differs 

from God’s behavior, who tends His vineyard (Isa 27:2-3). 

Mansfield responds by rebuffing the verse outright: “This does 

not necessarily mean that she has completely neglected the 

vineyard.” 47 Mansfield is similarly challenged by the King sitting 

at his table (1:12). His desired interpretation is that Christ is the 

King and therefore 1:12 needs to be prior to the time Christ sits at 

                                                 
44 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 

1985, p152 
45 Ibid., p125 
46 R. Murphy & E. Huwiler, “New International Biblical Commentary: 

Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs,” 1999, p250 
47 H. P. Mansfield, “The Song of Solomon: Verse by Verse Exposition,” 1969, 

p34 
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his wedding table. Again he rejects the verse outright. He writes: 

“the King is absent [from the table],” 48 despite the Song plainly 

saying he is sitting there (1:12). Cave is challenged similarly, 

having decreed: “the beloved will never be found [in the city],” 49 

when the Song shows her walking Jerusalem’s streets (3:2). 

Expositors also abuse the Song’s endpoint in order to fit 

their chosen theories. Glen decides the Song should conclude at 

8:7, saying: “Commentators are almost all at one in the feeling 

that the poem properly ends with verse 7” and thus rejects the 

last seven verses, describing them as a “meaningless epilogue.” 50 

(As it happens, I have been unable to find another commentator 

who felt 8:7 was the last verse.) Similarly, Huwiler declares that 

everything beyond 8:5 is an epilogue.51 Gebhardt and Ehrlich 

both suggest the real ending is missing,52,53 which is a different 

way to reject the actual ending in 8:14; Ehrlich comments that the 

Song’s final text is “hoffnunglos verderbt”: hopelessly corrupted. 

Whittaker spuriously chooses 8:10 for the ending, labeling the 

remainder “four riddles as an appendix.” 54  

In my opinion it is a grave arrogance for commentators to 

claim a piece of scripture shouldn’t be there, or is a later addition, 

or isn’t the right ending, simply because what is written doesn’t fit 

their preconceived notion of what should happen next. A classic 

                                                 
48 H. P. Mansfield, “The Song of Solomon: Verse by Verse Exposition,” 1969, 

p41 
49 G. Cave, “The Song of Solomon,” The Testimony, Ed. E. Marshall, 2010, 

Vol 80, p356 
50 Rev. A. Glen, “The Song of Solomon” in “An Old Testament Commentary 

for English Readers by Various Writers,” Ed: Rt. Rev. C. J. Ellicott, 1897, Vol 

4, p402 
51 R. Murphy & E. Huwiler, “New International Biblical Commentary: 

Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs,” 1999, p282 
52 C. Gebhardt, “Das Lied der Lieder,” 1931 
53 A. B. Ehrlich, “Randglossen zur Hebraischen Bibel,” 1914, reprint 1968 
54 E. Whittaker, “The Song of Solomon – A More Reasonable Approach,” The 

Testimony, Ed. H. W. Craddock, 1967, 37, 440, p271 
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example is the biblical character Elihu, from the book of Job, 

who frequently finds himself dismissed from the Bible’s pages 

just because expositors can’t account for his presence. I believe 

Elihu’s role is not only explicable but essential.55 In the Song’s 

case, the fact that no two expositors can agree where the new 

ending should be (8:5 Huwiler, 8:7 Glen, 8:10 Whittaker, or after 

8:14 Gebhardt and Ehrlich), is evidence that there is no justifiable 

reason to move the boundary stone of the Song’s ending at all. 

Sometimes the text is wrested to fit the chosen theory. 

Mansfield’s theory needs the relationship between the lovers to 

be spiritual and so writes: “[the] Bride was entranced by the 

Groom’s qualities of character.” 56 This is untrue: she never 

praised his character. Actually, she liked his legs (5:15). She liked 

his eyes (5:12). She liked his wavy black hair (5:11). Huwiler also 

notices that the Bride’s admiration is strictly for his body.57 

Mansfield has overwritten the text with his interpretation. The 

Messianic Model insists the male character is Jesus, so he rewrites 

the Song to say that it’s his character, not his physique, which is 

praiseworthy; perhaps to avoid contradicting the scriptures that 

state the physique of the Messiah was not notable (Isa 53). Yet 

any honest reading of the Song openly concedes it’s his physique 

which she compliments, not his character. 

 The Bride’s injunction: “Daughters of Jerusalem, I charge 

you by the gazelles and by the does of the field: Do not arouse or 

awaken love until it so desires” must be important because it 

appears three times (2:7, 3:5, 8:4). Astonishingly, Mansfield claims 

this is Jesus explicitly condemning Evangelical Christian revivalist 

meetings, which were occurring at his time and place of writing 

                                                 
55 J. A. Pople, “To Speak Well of God: An Exposition of the Book of Job,” 

2009, Ed. 2, p191 
56 H. P. Mansfield, “The Song of Solomon: Verse by Verse Exposition,” 1969, 

p130 
57 R. Murphy & E. Huwiler, “New International Biblical Commentary: 

Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs,” 1999, p221 
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(Adelaide, 1969). “It is this form of emotional religion which the 

virgins are warned against” he concludes,58 which reveals much 

about his opinions and cultural setting, but has no connection to 

the Song whatsoever. He is also unique in taking the 60 queens 

and 80 concubines to be “the sects of Christendom” (other than 

his own) who “lay claim to Christ, but are not really his.” 59 

These interpretations all reveal the expositor’s mindset, 

but nothing of the Song’s meaning. I conclude this is indicative 

of an expositor’s theory becoming more important than the text’s 

content; whereupon scripture’s still, small voice remains unheard.  

 

 

3.3 Interpreting Symbols 
The interpretation of symbols is arguably the hardest part 

of exposition: there is no dictionary for what each symbol means, 

so possibilities balloon unmanageably. I outline five principles by 

which symbols will be deduced in this work.  

 Seek biblical precedent. If a symbol is given a meaning 

elsewhere in scripture we will take that meaning; thereby 

allowing the Bible to interpret itself. I believe this 

provides the firmest footing 

 Embrace simplicity. There should be a simple biblical, 

philosophical or historical basis to step neatly from the 

symbol to its meaning; not a tortuous path of several co-

dependent or tenuous links 

 Maintain consistency. A meaning given to a symbol must 

retain that meaning throughout the Song 

 Harmonize locally within the Song. Meanings ascribed to 

the Song’s symbols must not create contradictions or 

absurd consequences for the Song’s characters or plot 

                                                 
58 H. P. Mansfield, “The Song of Solomon: Verse by Verse Exposition,” 1969, 

p48 
59 Ibid., p100 
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 Harmonize with the broader scriptural picture. Extending 

from the above principle, the interpretations ascribed to 

symbols in the Song should not create contradictions or 

absurd consequences for other Bible passages 

 

3.3.1 Seek Biblical Precedent 

I am comfortable with the assumption that symbols used 

in one part of the scripture are likely to have the same meaning in 

another. By contrast, I have seen a number of postulated 

interpretations for the Song’s symbols that leave me scratching 

my head as to their precedent. For example: doves representing 

holy sincerity and purity,60 80 concubines symbolizing 80 heresies 

plaguing the church,61 apples being the fruits of the spirit,62 pillars 

of marble set in sockets of gold being faith and righteousness63 

and the mountains of Bether (meaning “division”) referring to 

the breaking of bread in memory of Christ’s sacrifice.64 None of 

these, and other examples,65 convince me as valid. 

 

3.3.2 Embrace Simplicity 

 Meanings of symbols should be simple and unforced. To 

exemplify a potentially overworked solution, Mansfield suggests 

that lilies represent the flesh. The thought process: the Hebrew 

                                                 
60 H. Speckard, “Summary Interpretation of the Song of Solomon,” 1908, 

Trans. P. W. Ludwig, p13 
61 G. L. Archer, “A Survey of Old Testament Introduction, 1974, p492 
62 G. Cave, “The Song of Solomon,” The Testimony, Ed. E. Marshall, 2010, 

Vol 80, p312 
63 Ibid., 2011, Vol 81, p414 
64 H. P. Mansfield, “The Song of Solomon: Verse by Verse Exposition,” 1969, 

p57 
65 The stag (2:7) symbolizing those who will surmount difficulty and rise above 

others to rule over them (Ibid., p52); Mt Shenir (snow) (4:8) representing “the 

warfare of the Truth; the conquest of error” (Ibid., p81); Almonds (6:11) 

symbolizing divine selection (Ibid., p105); Spices (e.g. 3:6) being people 

elevated to divine nature (Ibid., p141) etc. 
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for lily is ‘shoshannah,’ ‘shoshannah’ is phonetically similar to 

‘shesh,’ ‘shesh’ means six, six represents man because man was 

created on day six of creation and natural man is driven by the 

thoughts of the flesh. Thus, “lilies” means “flesh.” 66 To me, that 

pathway is tortuous, some links highly tenuous and the overall 

conclusion unconvincing.  

 Here, I take lilies to represent physical beauty since, by 

biblical precedent, that’s the simile Jesus employed (Lk 12:27). 

 

3.3.3 Maintain Consistency 

 A symbol’s meaning shouldn’t change throughout the 

exposition. For example: 

 Mansfield initially says a lily represents flesh, but later says 

it symbolizes God manifestation through sacrifice; and 

still later represents those walking in the way of truth67  

 Frankincense initially represents prayer, but later faith; 

doves represent Israel but later gentleness, faithfulness 

and innocence; cedars represent incorruption but later 

symbolize glory and eternity; 68 and so forth 

 

 Symbols must stay the same throughout the Song and still 

make sense each time they are employed.  

 

3.3.4 Harmonize Locally within the Song 

 Symbols mustn’t be interpreted so that they create 

insoluble difficulties with the Song’s immediate context. 

 For example, Cave interprets doves as representing folly, 

likely because they are included in a verse detailing a foolish 

choice of Israel (Hos 7:11). But this creates a contradiction with 

                                                 
66 H. P. Mansfield, “The Song of Solomon: Verse by Verse Exposition,” 1969, 

p45 
67 Ibid., p45, 101 & 113 
68 Ibid., p69 & 84; 54 & 97; 44 & 98 
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the Messianic Model he employs. He argues that the appearance 

of doves in the eyes of the Bride (1:15, 4:1) represents foolishness 

on the part of the church,69 which is reasonable, but overlooks 

that doves appear in the groom’s eyes also! (5:12) This can only 

mean that Christ has been equally foolish or, as I conclude, his 

interpretation is astray. 

 Both Mansfield and Cave take the little sister of 8:9 as the 

Bride’s younger sister; in the Messianic Model this is the believers 

who develop during Christ’s millennial reign.70,71 This is simply 

wrong: the Song directly says the Bride has no sisters (6:9). 

 Bloch suggests when the Bride is called the “Shulammite” 

(6:13), the word is a distortion of Jeru-Salemite,72 meaning she is 

from Jerusalem. This conflicts with the plotline: it would make 

the Bride a daughter of Jerusalem, a group from whom she is 

presented as distinct. 

 

3.3.5 Harmonize with the Broader Scriptural Picture 

 Interpretations of symbols must be consistent with the 

broader scripture. Mansfield claims the cedar is a symbol of 

incorruption.73 But the cedar always represents Lebanon in the 

Bible (Ps 92:12, Isa 2:12, Ezk 31:1-18); and in secular culture, too: 

a cedar is the central emblem on the Lebanese flag to this day. In 

each biblical case the cedar represents that which is strong: 

sometimes that strength is good (Ps 92), and sometimes evil (Isa 

2; Ezk 31). Thus taking the cedar to represent incorruption in the 

                                                 
69 G. Cave, “The Song of Solomon,” The Testimony, Ed. E. Marshall, 2010, 

Vol 80, p311 
70 Ibid., 2011, Vol 81, p32 
71 H. P. Mansfield, “The Song of Solomon: Verse by Verse Exposition,” 1969, 

p 137 
72 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p198 
73 H. P. Mansfield, Op. cit., p44 
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Song is inconsistent with the broader scriptural teaching that it 

represents strength, either good or evil.  

 Mansfield postulates the Bride’s two breasts represent the 

Jewish and Gentile houses within the church of the faithful.74 But 

Jesus has declared that his work is to meld the sheepfolds of the 

Jews and the Gentiles into one (Jn 10:16); which would mean the 

king’s purpose in the Song, according to Mansfield, is to meld the 

two breasts of the Bride together: a jarring picture.  

 Cave interprets the vineyard at Baal-Hamon (meaning 

‘Lord of Plenty’) as reflective of the Kingdom age when the 

Earth is fruitful towards God.75 But the word used for Lord is 

“Baal”: the iconic biblical term for a false god; hardly an 

appropriate term for Jesus or God! Similarly, when Cave takes the 

dove to represent folly76 he creates an insoluble difficulty with 

Jesus’ baptism. The Holy Spirit appeared as a dove hovering over 

the newly baptized Lord; while God voiced divine approval of 

His Son from the heavens (Mt 3:13-17). Which part of that is 

foolish?  

 

 In conclusion, great care is needed to unlock the Song’s 

symbols. Candidates for symbols’ meanings must be rigorously 

tested against their appearances in the Song and the broader 

scripture. If we strike the right meanings, we hope to see not only 

that their usage makes sense, but also that they unlock new and 

deeper revelations encoded in the poetry. 

                                                 
74 H. P. Mansfield, “The Song of Solomon: Verse by Verse Exposition,” 1969,  

p75 
75 G. Cave, “The Song of Solomon,” The Testimony, Ed. E. Marshall, 2011, 

Vol 81, p32 
76 Ibid., 2010, Vol 80, p311  



 

 

 

 

 

It is well that the reader should appreciate 

through personal experience the agony of 

the physicists of the period. They could but 

make the best of it, and went around with 

woebegone faces sadly complaining that on 

Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays they 

must look on light as a wave; on Tuesdays, 

Thursdays, and Saturdays, as a particle. 

On Sundays they simply prayed 

Banesh Hoffmann 
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Existing Theories 

 

Here we explore the existing theories rigorously. I have 

no intention to be negative; but it’s important to test these 

theories against scripture and logic to see what, if anything, holds. 

I cover only the most broadly held views: the allegorical and non-

spiritual literal models, plus Shepherd Theory. For a review of a 

broader range of hypotheses I highly recommend Tanner.1 

 

 

4.1 Christ and the Church 
 The allegorical view of the Song’s couple as Christ and 

the Church is a mainstay of traditional Christianity, derived from 

the earlier Rabbinical tradition of the couple as God and Israel.2 

The earliest Messianic Model dates back to 3rd century Hippolytus 

and was subsequently embraced by Jerome, who is credited for 

exporting the tradition to Western churches.3 Many variants of 

the theory exist, e.g. the couple being: God and the believer’s 

discipleship;4,5 Solomon and Israel;6 a dream of King Hezekiah of 

Judah and Israel’s ten tribes;7 and a Catholic version with Mary as 

the bride.8 

 

 

 

                                                 
1 J. P. Tanner, “The History of Interpretation of the Song of Songs,” 

Bibliotheca Sacra, 1997, Vol 154, p23-46 
2 Tosef., Hag. 2:3 
3 J. P. Tanner, Op. cit., p27-8 
4 M. Pope, “Song of Songs,” 1977, p183-8 
5 J. Hudson Taylor, “Union and Communion,” 1893 
6 M. Pope, Op. cit., p126 
7 Ibid., p132 
8 F. X. Curley, “The Lady of the Canticle,” American Ecclesiastical Review, 

1955, Vol 133, p289-99 
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4.1.1 Proposal: Messianic Theory 

Thematically, the Messianic allegory is a positive theory 

and has several points to commend it. 

 The male character is named Solomon, Solomon was the 

son of David, and Son of David is one of the titles of the 

Messiah (Mt 1:1) 

 The reign of Solomon was notably peaceful and God’s 

Kingdom of Israel dominated the known world. Both of 

these will be mirrored, in fact exceeded, in the Messianic 

reign of God’s Kingdom under Jesus (Mic 4; Isa 11:1-9) 

 The beautiful elements of the natural creation mentioned 

in the Song harmonize readily with a positive message of 

the Bride and Groom’s union 

 There is biblical precedent for marriage to be depicted 

allegorically (e.g. Ps 45; Jer 3; Ezk 16) 

 One scene depicts the king knocking to be admitted by 

the Bride (5:2), which is similar to Jesus’ declaration: 

“Behold, I stand at the door and knock.” (Rev 3:20) 

 

Followers of this theory are manifold. Hudson-Taylor, 

writing in the late 19th century, argues: “This book, which, as we 

have seen, is a poem describing the life of a believer on Earth.” 9 

He takes the few disconnections between the couple to represent 

the backsliding of Jesus’ disciples. Owen concurs from a century 

later: “The Song of Songs is a passionate comment on the way 

God relates to His own people,” with the addition of a warning 

to the Jews against spiritual promiscuity.10 Mansfield too sees the 

lovers as “allegorical of Christ and his Bride” prior to the second 

coming,11 which Cave later duplicates;12 albeit Cave folds most of 

                                                 
9 J. Hudson Taylor, “Union and Communion,” 1893, p35 
10 S. Owen, “Song of Solomon Study Guide,” 1990, p8, 10 
11 H. P. Mansfield, “The Song of Solomon: Verse by Verse Exposition,” 1969, 

p10 
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the support characters into the Bride; taking the Bride’s mother, 

daughters of Jerusalem, King’s bodyguards, 60 queens, 80 

concubines and the innumerable virgins all as (potential) 

members of ‘the Bride.’ 13 

For timing, Mansfield reasons that the invocation “Do 

not waken love until it so desires” must be prior to Jesus’ return, 

and thus that the return cannot be prior to 8:4 when the 

adjuration is last issued.14  

 

4.1.2 Rebuttal: Messianic Theory 

As has been argued previously, much of the motivation 

for this theory can be attributed to a church culture painfully 

unwilling to acknowledge sexuality. For centuries Christianity 

viewed sexual desire as necessarily and inherently ungodly; and 

thus the allegorical interpretation of the Song was perpetuated 

with almost embarrassing insistence. Shemeriah ben Elijah (1275-

1355) typified this attitude when he forcefully wrote: 

 

“If [the Song’s words] had their literal meaning, there 

would be nothing in the world so literally profane as they, 

and there would have been nothing more damaging to 

Israel than the day the Song of Songs was given to them, 

for its literal meaning stirs up desire, above all sexual 

desire, than which nothing is more blameworthy.” 15 

 

 This view was long-lived: Hengstenberg’s 19th century 

opinion is the same. 

                                                                                                       
12 G. Cave, “The Song of Solomon,” The Testimony, Ed. E. Marshall, 2010, 

Vol 80, p274 
13 G. Cave, Op. cit., 2010-2011, Vol 80-81, p274, 356, 369-70, 415 
14 H. P. Mansfield, “The Song of Solomon: Verse by Verse Exposition,” 1969, 

p17, 126 
15 Shemariah ben Elijah, ~14C, in S. Z. Leiman, “The Canonization of Hebrew 

Scripture: The Talmudic and Mishradic Evidence,” 1976, p201 
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“The description of bodily charms, even of plain nudities, 

as they are hardly touched upon in secular literature, 

stands out in a most offensive way in the literally 

interpreted Song of Songs. The whole thing is a collection 

of flirtations, some charmingly portrayed, others in bad 

taste. The boundary which separates Holy Scripture from 

secular literature has been shifted in an intolerable 

manner when The Song of Songs, interpreted literally, is 

still declared worthy of the Canon.” 16 

 

 So horrified was Hengstenberg that he determined the 

literal reading of the Song to be outright heresy. 

 

“[the literal interpretation] came into vogue in the era of 

rationalism, in the time of the deepest humiliation of the 

Church of Christ, a period destitute of all good taste and 

bereft of all sound ecclesiastical judgment” 17 

 

 Even as late as the 20th century, Mansfield opines: “there 

exists nothing in the Song that can be classed as indelicate when 

the spiritual meaning is discerned” 18 which, while much more 

reasonable, confers the same message that the literal text of the 

Song is ‘a bit dirty,’ and cleansed through allegorizing. 

Fox comments on the urgency of Jewish commentators 

to reject any literal reading. 

 

“The midrashic [Jewish allegorical] interpretation of 

Canticles [the Song of Songs] differs from that of other 

                                                 
16 E. W. Hengstenberg, “Auslegung des Hohenliedes,” 1853, p258 
17 Ibid., p259 
18 H. P. Mansfield, “The Song of Solomon: Verse by Verse Exposition,” 1969, 

p111-2 
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books not in the nature of its exposition, but in its denial 

of the significance of the literal meaning.” 19  

 

Mitchell openly castigates the symbols imposed on the 

Song to create the allegorical model. 

 

“By the time the rabbis or the priests finish with their 

equivalences (the young man’s sexual desire is actually 

Christ’s love for the Church, or the young woman’s two 

breasts are actually – God help us – Moses and Aaron), 

the beauty of the living poem has decomposed into a 

weird cubist abstraction.” 20  

  

One swiftly learns, through the insistence of allegorizing, 

combined with the common religious heritage that challenging 

existing thought is undesirable, how the theory that the Song of 

Songs describes Christ and His Bride can thrive for centuries 

without necessarily having any valid foundation. 

In fact, the Bible rejects the concept that sexual desire is 

necessarily morally wrong (e.g. Heb 13:4), which disqualifies 

much of the reason why the Messianic theory came to be. This 

does not directly disprove the allegory, but it casts doubt on the 

veracity of a theory born of such dubious provenance. 

I believe the reasons to reject the theory of the Song of 

Songs as an allegorical representation of Christ and his Bride, or 

God and Israel, are many and profound; and most of them are 

rooted in the Song’s actual text. Here are ten of them. 

 

 

                                                 
19 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 

1985, p238 
20 S. Mitchell, “Foreword,” in C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The 

World’s First Great Love Poem,” 1995, p ix 
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1 Argued from silence 

Messianic theory violates exposition’s golden rule by 

being argued from silence, not evidence. Neither Jesus nor God 

are identified as the male character of the Song. This prompts 

Bloch to write: “nothing in the Song itself calls for such an 

interpretation.” 21 Tanner echoes that conclusion exactly, adding: 

“The fanciful interpretations lack objectivity as well as any means 

of validation” and: “As appealing as the allegorical interpretation 

of the Song of Songs may be to many interpreters’ imaginations, 

such an approach does not hold up to the grammatical-historical-

contextual hermeneutic.” 22 

   

2 No mention of God 

 No-one in the entire book of the Song of Songs ever 

praises God, or even talks about Him.23 For full disclosure: there 

is an apparent inclusion of the personal name of God in a minority 

of translations of 8:6. 

 

“Jealousy is as severe as Sheol; Its flashes are flashes of 

fire, The very flame of the LORD [Heb: ‘salhebet-yah’].” 

(8:6, NASB) 

 

One single, oblique mention of God doesn’t derail the 

argument, but even this one is rejected as a mistranslation by 

Hebraists. Bloch explains that ‘salhebet-yah’ has the syllable -yah 

                                                 
21 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p30 
22 J. P. Tanner, “The History of Interpretation of the Song of Songs,” 

Bibliotheca Sacra, 1997, Vol 154, p30-1 
23 The book of Esther doesn’t explicitly mention God either, but no-one is 

claiming that one of the characters in the book is Jesus. Furthermore, the 

protagonists, Esther and Mordecai, are seen behaving in a necessarily godly 

manner. They evidence self-sacrifice, altruism, a sense of destiny beyond 

human will, a desire to protect the weak and a desire for the preservation of 

Israel: all fundamental expressions of the Father’s will and character. 
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at the word’s end, and the name of God is never recorded that 

way.24 God’s Name occasionally appears in shortened form: ‘Yah’ 

but it is always a discrete word, never a word ending. The ending 

‘-yah’ is a modifier implying intensity or greatness, which is how 

8:6 is translated in most English Bibles: “vehement flame” (KJV); 

“mighty flame” (NIV); “raging flame” (NRSV). 

Bloch cites other biblical examples of correctly translated 

Hebrew both for Yah, the shortened name of God, and -yah, the 

adjective. 

 

“When hard pressed, I cried to the LORD [‘Yah’] he 

brought me into a spacious place.” (Ps 118:5) 

 

“You of this generation, consider the word of the Lord: 

‘Have I been a desert to Israel or a land of great 

darkness?’ [‘ma’phele-yah’: great darkness]” (Jer 2:31) 

 

Thus Bloch translates 8:6 as “enormous flame,” 25 Fox, 

interestingly, chooses “lightning” 26 and Falk seems to offer 

compromise to those looking to see God, with: “a fierce and holy 

blaze.” 27 

But let’s be clear: Jesus is not in the Song. He perpetually 

spoke of his Father; indeed he was inseparable from Him, as his 

words constantly testified. 

 

“I am not alone. I stand with the Father, who sent me. In 

your own Law it is written that the testimony of two 

                                                 
24 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p213 
25 Ibid. 
26 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 

1985, p167 
27 M. Falk, “The Song of Songs: Love Lyrics from the Bible,” 2004, Song 28 
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witnesses is true. I am one who testifies for myself; my 

other witness is the Father, who sent me.” (Jn 8:16-18) 

 

“When you have lifted up the Son of Man, then you will 

know that I am he and that I do nothing on my own but 

speak just what the Father has taught me. The one who 

sent me [the Father] is with me; he [the Father] has not 

left me alone, for I always do what pleases him [the 

Father].” (Jn 8:28-29) 

 

Strongly corroborating this is the wedding invitation Jesus 

issues to all who would be part of his Bride. I confidently assert 

this doesn’t read like any wedding invitation you’ve ever received 

or issued. Wedding invitations are generically introspective; 

seeking the celebration and glorification of the participants, not 

the glory of another. But such is the character of the Son that he 

permanently promotes only the glory of the Father. 

His wedding invitation reads: 

 

“Hallelujah! For our Lord God Almighty reigns. Let us 

rejoice and be glad and give him glory! For the wedding 

of the Lamb has come, and his bride has made herself 

ready. Fine linen, bright and clean, was given her to 

wear.” (Fine linen stands for the righteous acts of God’s 

holy people.) Then the angel said to me, “Write this: 

Blessed are those who are invited to the wedding supper 

of the Lamb!” And he added, “These are the true words 

of God.” (Rev 19:6-9) 

 

Four references are made to God in that paragraph, each 

pointing to His praise and magnification. The suggestion that the 

Song describes Messiah’s marriage, yet doesn’t include any praise, 
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or even mention, of the Lord God, is indisputably confirmed as 

the erroneous notion it always has been. 

 

3 Messianic scriptures have clear identifiers 

Scriptures that foreshadow the Messiah have signature 

indicators that reveal it is Jesus who is being portrayed. For 

example: Psalm 22, written by King David, is a prophetic vision 

of Christ’s crucifixion. But one doesn’t have to go to any 

extraordinary interpretative lengths to demonstrate this; the 

comparisons between the Psalm and the crucifixion account (e.g. 

Mt 27) are obvious (Table 4.1). 

 

Detail Ps 22 Mt 27 

The subject shouts: “My God, My God, why 

have you forsaken me?” 

v1 v46 

Mockers shout: “He trusts in God; let God 

rescue him if He loves him” 

v8 v43 

The subject’s hands and feet are pierced v16 v35 

The subject is encircled by villains v16 v38 

The subject is displayed for all to gloat over v17 v36 

People gamble to win his clothes v18 v35 

Table 4.1 Evidence of the Messianic nature of Psalm 22 

 

Indicators that Isaiah 53 is Messianic are equally clear. 

There is no other person in the history of humanity about whom 

it can be said that his suffering was part of God’s inescapable 

plan to heal the self-inflicted wounds of our sins (Isa 53:5,10-11 

c.f. Heb 9:23-27). Moreover, the dialogue between Philip and the 

Ethiopian eunuch explicitly confirms that Isaiah 53:7-8 speaks of 

Jesus (Acts 8:32-35). 
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By contrast there are no details in the Song which suggest 

any identification with Jesus. To the contrary, an honest appraisal 

of the Song sees a man called Solomon, entranced by the physical 

beauty of a Lebanese woman; and who never praises God or 

even mentions Him. These features cannot provide any support 

for the Messianic Model; in fact they testify loudly against it. 

 

4 Song’s timeline contradicts Messianic timeline 

 The Messianic Model places strict chronological demands 

on events: some must occur before the Kingdom begins, some 

afterwards. This creates a conflicting chronology; because the 

Song doesn’t list events in the order in which Messianic theory 

must have them (Table 4.2). 

 

Ref Event Time 

3:7 Terrors in Jerusalem’s streets Before Kingdom28 

3:11 King and Bride are married During Kingdom29 

4:12 Bride is still a virgin Before Kingdom 

5:1 King and Bride are consummated30 During Kingdom 

5:2 King knocks at Bride’s door Before Kingdom31 

5:7 Bride is beaten in Jerusalem Before Kingdom 

8:4 Call not to awaken love until ready Before Kingdom 

Table 4.2: Events in the Song and their necessary chronology relative to the 

Kingdom, if the Messianic theory is applied 

  

                                                 
28 There will be no violence in Millennial Jerusalem (Isa 11:1-9); to the point 

that no wild beasts will even climb on the road leading to the city (Isa 35:8-10). 
29 The marriage of Christ and his Bride occurs at his return, which is the 

beginning of his kingdom reign (Mt 25:1-13; Rev 19:6-20:6). 
30 §5.4 
31 Rev 3:20 
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Can we merely dissect the Song and rearrange the 

fragments to create a timeline which works for Messianic theory? 

Certainly not, for two reasons: 

 It is always bad expository practice to alter the order of a 

text for no other reason than to fit a pre-chosen theory 

 A visible coherent structure strongly implies the Song’s 

content is already correctly ordered (Table 3.1; Figure 7.1) 

 

Does the suggestion of a chiastic chronology help – with 

early events at both ends of the Song and the ending in the 

middle? No, for two reasons: even a chiastic chronology can’t 

solve the back-and-forth timeline the Messianic Model needs 

from the Song; and typically what is in the center of a chiasmus is 

of primary importance, not chronological ending. The chiastic 

structure is paramount in highlighting the Song’s central theme 

and the power-shift which occurs around it, but the chronology 

of the two lovers’ lives still runs linearly across it, as we shall see. 

 

5 Bodyguards for an Immortal? 

 

“Look! It is Solomon’s carriage, escorted by sixty 

warriors, the noblest of Israel, all of them wearing the 

sword, all experienced in battle, each with his sword at his 

side, prepared for the terrors of the night.” (3:7-8) 

 

Jesus doesn’t need bodyguards; he’s immortal! And even 

when he was mortal and could call down twelve legions of angelic 

bodyguards (Mt 26:53) he still didn’t. It is a nonsense for the 

immortal Christ to have sixty mortal bodyguards protecting him 

from the “terrors of the night,” which is what Messianic Model 

results in doing. Obviously, the analysis is even more absurd for 

the Rabbinical Model where the male character is Almighty God. 
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Cave tries to deflect the issue by claiming the bodyguards are for 

the Bride,32 but this simply contradicts the scriptural text. 

 

6 Solomon is a terrible representation of Jesus 

The idea that Christ would be represented by Solomon is 

poor; which Owen concedes.33 While both Jesus and Solomon 

can be said to be the son of David, even then Jesus makes clear 

that he is better seen as David’s Lord than his son (Mt 22:41-46). 

It’s true no human can fully represent Christ, since we all 

fail. But the Bible reveals men who have godly characters at their 

core and so reasonably represent Christ. David was called the 

Man after God’s own Heart (1 Sam 13:14). Abraham and Moses 

were both named God’s Friend (Jam 2:23; Ex 33:11). Job acted as 

a priest to save his unrighteous friends; and is denoted blameless 

and upright (Job 1:1). The Bible never details a sin from Joseph, 

who is both the Beloved Son of Israel and the Redeemer of his 

brothers. In all cases we see good reason for them to foreshadow 

Jesus: God’s friend (Abraham and Moses), God’s heart (David), 

God’s priest (Job) and Israel’s Beloved Son and Redeemer 

(Joseph); each show a glimmering facet of the flawless Messianic 

jewel who succeeded and surpassed them. 

By contrast, the Bible awards none of these accolades to 

Solomon. The only special name bestowed on him was Jedidiah: 

“beloved son of Yah” (2 Sam 12:25) and this was essentially 

taken away; the scriptural text reverts back to calling him 

Solomon and he is never named Jedidiah again. 

In fact, Solomon’s summary is chilling. He’s presented as 

a man fundamentally weak in faith, who turns away from God for 

a substantial portion of his life to worship the false gods of his 

wives; because, in the gently elegant language of the KJV: “he 

                                                 
32 G. Cave, “The Song of Solomon,” The Testimony, Ed. E. Marshall, 2010, 

Vol 80, p369 
33 S. Owen, “Song of Solomon Study Guide,” 1990, p13 
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clave to them in love” (1 Kgs 11:2). Strikingly, even 500 years 

later, God’s word through Nehemiah still deems his legacy as the 

man whose sensuality defeated his faith.  

 

“You are not to give your daughters in marriage to their 

sons, nor are you to take their daughters in marriage for 

your sons or for yourselves.  Was it not because of 

marriages like these that Solomon king of Israel sinned? 

Among the many nations there was no king like him. He 

was loved by his God, and God made him king over all 

Israel, but even he was led into sin by foreign women.” 

(Neh 13:25-26) 

 

A man whose carnal vector is more powerful than his 

spiritual one, to the extent of rotating his worship away from 

God towards non-existent deities whose followers performed 

horrifying practices like child sacrifice, cannot and does not pre-

figure Jesus. It is frankly unthinkable that the divine author would 

represent Christ as Solomon when scripture identifies Solomon 

as the man with explicitly spiritual shortcomings.  

Solomon, in the Song, is not Jesus. 

 

7 The Bride is Lebanese 

 The Bride is from Lebanon, as five mentions in four 

verses attest (4:8; 4:11; 4:15; 7:4). This fact strongly opposes the 

Messianic and Rabbinical Models; which interpretations need the 

Bride to be either spiritual Israel or natural Israel respectively. 

Scripturally, the Bride of Christ should either be multi-national, 

since believers from all nations will be saved (Acts 10:34; Jn 

10:16) or, without any contradiction, she can be of singular 

nationality provided it is Jewish, as salvation is “of the Jews” (Jn 

4:21-24). What she cannot be is solely Lebanese. 
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Once again, the descriptions in the Song contradict the 

requirements of the allegorical models. 

 

8 The Bride can’t connect with the one she loves 

 The Bride testifies that she can’t always connect with the 

one she loves. When she calls he doesn’t necessarily answer; 

when she seeks him, she can’t always find him. 

 

“I will get up now and go about the city, through its 

streets and squares; I will search for the one my heart 

loves. So I looked for him but did not find him.” (3:2) 

 

“I opened for my beloved, but my beloved had left; he 

was gone. My heart sank at his departure. I looked for 

him but did not find him. I called him but he did not 

answer.” (5:6) 

 

 Is Christ guilty of not answering those who call him; and 

not being found by those who diligently seek him? According to 

Messianic theory the Bride is the conglomerate of true believers: 

those who are attuned to the mind of the Lord. So we can’t 

explain this away by saying that sometimes when we call to Christ 

it seems like he doesn’t answer; because the part of us that doesn’t 

hear Christ is precisely the part that is not within the Bride.  

Jesus himself flatly refutes these claims. For the true 

believer, the one who is part of the Bride, he promises: 

 

“Ask and it will be given to you; seek and you will find; 

knock and the door will be opened to you. For everyone 

who asks receives; the one who seeks finds; and to the 

one who knocks, the door will be opened.” (Mt 7:7-8) 
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“All those the Father gives me will come to me, and 

whoever comes to me I will never drive away.” (Jn 6:37) 

 

 So whomever the Bride seeks in the Song, it isn’t Jesus. 

She’s someone’s Bride (the text says Solomon’s; and therefore so 

do I) but she isn’t the Bride of Christ. 

 

9 The Bride is always faithful 

Fox makes the insightful observation that the Song can’t 

possibly refer to the relationship between Christ and his followers 

prior to the Kingdom for the startlingly poignant reason that she 

doesn’t cheat on him.34 A damning point, but a stunningly 

accurate one. The Bride is beaten in the Song (5:7) but not for 

disloyalty to the king; indeed the Song never even hints that she 

was ever disloyal to him. 

 

10 Leadership transfers from him to her 

We can map how leadership transfers between the couple 

by following which one of them issues the verbal instruction to 

follow. In the first half of the Song he, and he alone, calls her to 

follow him (2:10; 2:13; 4:8); but in the second half this trend 

irrevocably reverses. He declares she has stolen his heart with one 

glance of her eyes (4:9 – a detail which sounds more like the 

infatuation of Hollywood than the dedication of Jesus) and then 

she invites him to an intimate encounter (4:16) which he accepts 

(5:1). He never leads again. Thereafter she alone is the leader, 

who calls him to follow (7:11), ultimately leading him away from 

Jerusalem (8:14).  

The modern commentators notice that sometimes he 

leads and sometimes she does, but they don’t appear to detect the 

chronological transition from the one dynamic to the other. As a 

                                                 
34 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 

1985, p237 
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consequence their conclusion tends to be one of equality between 

the couple, rather than seeing the evolution of leadership; but 

even that limited observation calls for the allegorical models to be 

rejected.  

 

“Equality is the essence of the relationship between the 

young lovers in the Song, and this can hardly have been 

intended as a model for God’s relation to Israel.” 35 

 

A conclusion of equality is a clumsy average of the true 

situation where power shifts wholly from one party to the other, 

but the result is the same: it’s not a divine relationship with Israel.  

Additionally, the Bride calls him to wear her seal. (8:6). 

Cave mentions the seal,36 but seems not to notice that she has 

sealed him. This is critically relevant: the one who seals is in 

power and the one who is sealed is the resultant property (Rev 

9:4; Rev 14:1). The Bride sealing the King in the Song confounds 

the Messianic Model. There is no time period: past, present, or 

future, where the Church leads Christ (or Israel leads God).  

 

Conclusion: Allegorical theories, both Messianic and 

Rabbinical, are strongly refuted by the Song’s own text. 

 

 

4.2 The King, the Shepherd and the Girl 
Often called ‘Shepherd Theory,’ this idea proposes that 

there is one woman and two men: the king, who is obviously 

identified, and also a shepherd. The shepherd is purported to 

                                                 
35 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 

1985, p237 
36 G. Cave, “The Song of Solomon,” The Testimony, Ed. E. Marshall, 2010, 

Vol 80, p274 
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represent Christ and the king represents a carnal man: Solomon, 

either by type or in person.  

 

4.2.1 Proposal: Shepherd Theory 

A three-character model is reported as early as the 12th 

century, but Shepherd Theory as it stands was only popularized 

by Ewald in the 19th century;37 its influence being later augmented 

by Ginsburg38 and Driver.39 Variations of shepherd theory exist: 

for example Fohrer argues for two females and two males,40 

which we shall not explore here. 

Evidence for the existence of a shepherd is based largely 

on one phrase, spoken by the Bride: 

 

“Tell me, you whom I love, where you graze your flock 

and where you rest your sheep at midday. Why should I 

be like a veiled woman beside the flocks of your friends?” 

(1:7) 

 

A surface reading suggests she is speaking to a shepherd. 

Glen comments that Solomon can’t be the shepherd because he 

isn’t one,41 although biblical evidence disputes that (Ecc 2:7). A 

later verse is used in support of multiple men being present: 

 

“Solomon had a vineyard in Baal Hamon; he let out his 

vineyard to tenants. Each was to bring for its fruit a 

                                                 
37 J. P. Tanner, “The History of Interpretation of the Song of Songs,” 

Bibliotheca Sacra, 1997, Vol 154, p33 
38 C. D. Ginsburg, “The Song of Songs and Coheleth,” reprint 1970 
39 S. R. Driver, “An Introduction to the Literature of the Old Testament,” 

reprint 2012 
40 G. Fohrer, “Introduction to the Old Testament,” 1970, p302 
41 Rev. A. Glen, “The Song of Solomon” in “An Old Testament Commentary 

for English Readers by Various Writers,” Ed: Rt. Rev. C. J. Ellicott, 1897, Vol 

4, p389 
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thousand shekels of silver. But My own vineyard is mine 

to give; the thousand shekels are for you, Solomon, and 

two hundred are for those who tend its fruit.” (8:10-12) 

 

The inference is that the Bride is saying to Solomon: 

“Keep your money,” with further assumption that this means she 

is reserving her love for someone else. Fox agrees with the above 

translation that the “thousand” refers to money and thus justifies 

the inclusion of the word “shekels.” 42 

The Shepherd Theory plotline is that a beautiful peasant 

girl is abducted from her rural home and incarcerated against her 

will in Solomon’s harem in Jerusalem. She has been separated 

from her true love: a shepherd boy from her bucolic homeland. 

Bloch dates this love triangle hypothesis hailing from the 

Victorian era.43 Glen, from that era, espouses this theory,44 as do 

Whittaker45 and Owen46 in the following century; the latter also 

supporting the facet of the girl’s abduction.  

 

4.2.2 Rebuttal: Shepherd Theory 

A principal failing of Shepherd Theory is the cardinal 

offence of being argued entirely from silence. 

The essential features of the theory are: 

 There are two men 

 The girl has been kidnapped and imprisoned by the king 

                                                 
42 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 

1985, p94 
43 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p33 
44 Rev. A. Glen, “The Song of Solomon” in “An Old Testament Commentary 

for English Readers by Various Writers,” Ed: Rt. Rev. C. J. Ellicott, 1897, Vol 

4, p389 
45 E. Whittaker, “The Testimony,” 1967, Vol 8, p270 
46 S. Owen, “Song of Solomon Study Guide,” 1990, p2-3, 11, 16 
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 The rural shepherd boy has traveled from her homeland 

to the city and has managed to slip past the king’s guards 

in order to talk with her while she’s trapped in the harem 

 The girl loves the shepherd and is disinterested in the 

king 

 

Even proponents of the theory have to concede: “The 

Shepherd never actually appears to talk with her” and “they never 

meet.” 47 Indeed they do not. There is no shepherd in the Song. 

No verse in the Song supports of any of these four 

assertions; yet Shepherd Theory critically depends on them all. 

Expanding on the last point, that the girl loves the shepherd but 

not the king, consider what we should have found in the Song if 

the theory were true: 

 We should have found dialogue from the Bride that she is 

not in love with the king. Not only is there none, but 

there is explicit evidence to the contrary, as she says: “Let 

the king bring me into his chambers” (1:4) 

 We should have found dialogue, even strife, between the 

alleged two men competing for her affection; none exists  

 We certainly should have seen the girl agonizing over her 

predicament of being ensnared by one man when her 

heart belongs to another. Again, no such testimony exists 

 

 Abigail’s story provides ample evidence of a biblical love 

triangle where these facets are present (1 Sam 25). It’s an ironic 

comparison, since Abigail is trapped in marriage to a foolish 

shepherd, Nabal, and desires a godly king, David. Dialogue 

revealing both Abigail’s regret and the two men striving is plainly 

recorded. Evidence is equally apparent in Shakespeare’s iconic 

love story: Romeo and Juliet. Juliet is pursued by the politically 

                                                 
47 E. Whittaker, “The Testimony,” 1967, Vol 8, p270 
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powerful County Paris,48 yet her heart is drawn to a man whom 

she realizes is forbidden to her: he is from the household against 

which her family is warring. Elements of the girl’s agonizing and 

the men’s strife are crystal clear. Juliet’s famed balcony soliloquy 

voices the yearning lament of love unattainable49 and the male 

dueling is ultimately manifest in fatal swordfight.50 

The absence of these features in the Song contributes to 

disproving Shepherd Theory. The Bride is not caught between 

two men; she is utterly consumed by one and there is not the 

slightest hint of another’s presence. There is zero evidence of her 

ever being either mentally oppressed, physically incarcerated or 

emotionally tempted. The love triangle of Shepherd Theory, as a 

model for understanding the Song of Songs, is without any 

credible foundation. 

How then shall we understand the verse where the Bride 

was apparently talking to a shepherd?  

 

“Tell me, you whom I love, where you graze [Heb: ‘ra‘ah’] 

your flock and where you rest your sheep at midday. Why 

should I be like a veiled woman beside the flocks of your 

friends?” (1:7) 

 

 Hebraists explain that a metaphor has been missed 

concerning the verb ‘ra‘ah.’ The Bride’s question doesn’t have 

anything to do with shepherding. In fact the immediate context 

already implies this, because if the question is taken literally her 

comment is: “Tell me where you pasture your flock, otherwise I’ll 

end up looking like a prostitute,” which is a logical non-sequitur.  

The Hebrew verb ‘ra‘ah,’ translated ‘graze,’ or ‘pasture,’ 

has a sexual connotation.  

                                                 
48 W. Shakespeare, “Romeo and Juliet,” c1595, Act I, Scene II 
49 Ibid., Act II, Scene II 
50 Ibid., Act V, Scene III 
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A man who loves wisdom brings joy to his father, but a 

companion [‘ra‘ah’] of prostitutes squanders his wealth. 

(Prov 29:3) 

 

The verb is rendered here as a noun; the verse essentially 

says: “one who ‘pastures’ prostitutes squanders his wealth.”  

What the Bride asks is where she might meet her lover 

for an intimate encounter, i.e. where she may be ‘pastured.’ The 

flocks are metaphorical of women; the Song itself uses this 

metaphor of the Bride four times (4:1-2, 6:5-6).  

This explanation dovetails harmoniously with the next 

clause where she fears being mistaken for a veiled woman 

(prostitute). Her quote can be paraphrased: “Where can we go to 

be intimate together? I don’t want to have to meet you on the 

streets; I’ll look like a prostitute.” The Song corroborates this 

interpretation of the verb ‘ra’ah’ later, as the Bride explains to the 

Daughters of Jerusalem that “he feeds [‘ra‘ah’] his flock among 

the lilies” (6:3); an allusion to his polygamous intimacy. 

Furthermore, we must not miss the forest for the trees. 

This is a love song. Enquiring where the lovers can go to be 

intimate together is fitting. Enquiries into the whereabouts of 

livestock are completely incongruous.  

 Shepherd Theory has long been disowned by the 

academic community and is panned by Hebrew experts. Bloch: 

“This soap opera is embellished with a complicated plot line and 

a moral purpose, neither of which has any foundation in the 

text.” 51 Fox echoes: “the proposed plots require reconstruction 

of elaborate dramatic settings and complex sequences of events 

far beyond anything implied by the text, and the theory has not 

                                                 
51 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p114-5 
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been accepted by the major commentators beyond the early years 

of [the 20th] century.” 52 

Mansfield is more restrained, saying: “such stories lack a 

sense of reality,” 53 but Gledhill is as scathing as the other 

academics, denouncing Shepherd Theory as: “an ingenious series 

of dream sequences, musings and reveries, which effectively 

amount to a reordering of the text,” comprising scenarios “so 

contrived as to be unbelievable.” He scoffs at the idea that when 

the king praises her (1:9-11) her reply (1:12-14) is aimed at the 

shepherd boy even though it is spoken in the presence of the 

king. He lambasts the idea that the theory requires the king’s 

words to be viewed as lecherous flattery yet words attributed to 

the shepherd boy are to be taken as pure-hearted adulation; 

because the tenors and content are indistinguishable. Judge for 

yourself: the upper quote is alleged to be carnal lechery from the 

king; and the lower unsullied devotion from the shepherd. 

 

“I liken you, my darling, to a mare harnessed to one of 

the chariots of Pharaoh. Your cheeks are beautiful with 

earrings, your neck with strings of jewels. We will make 

you earrings of gold, studded with silver.” (1:9-11) 

 

“How beautiful you are and how pleasing, my love, with 

your delights! Your stature is like that of the palm, and 

your breasts like clusters of fruit. I said, ‘I will climb the 

palm tree; I will take hold of its fruit.’” (7:6-8) 

 

I concur with Gledhill’s opinion that it takes a “very great 

leap of mental ingenuity” to render the former as lusty scheming 

                                                 
52 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 

1985, p206 
53 H. P. Mansfield, “The Song of Solomon: Verse by Verse Exposition,” 1969, 

p15 
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and the latter as innocent puppy-love; and conclude as he does 

that Shepherd Theory: “ultimately is unconvincing.” 54  

As a result, I conclude there is only the loving couple in 

the Song; there are no interlopers hiding in the shadows.  

 
 
4.3 Anonymous, Iconic Lovers 
 The Song was recommended in its plain reading as an 

erotic song as early as the fourth century, although the resultant 

uproar denounced it as heresy.55 Bullock reports that the literal 

readings resurfaced with Mendelssohn in the 18th century and 

received extra impetus from Ginsburg, who argued Shepherd 

Theory alongside a literal understanding. 56 

Carr57 and Deere58 believe the relationship is conducted 

exclusively within a marital covenant, specifically arguing that the 

inclusion in the canon stems directly from God’s desire to 

present sexual activity in its intended state; effectively rejecting 

promiscuity and adultery. Young goes further, seeing the purity 

of human love in marriage as a provocation to think beyond 

ourselves: “it reminds us of a love that is purer than our own.” 59 

An important distinction between literal readings is those 

where the expositor maintains the book has a spiritual message, 

as I do; or maintains the Song is devoid of spiritual meaning. This 

latter type is the interpretation currently most popular among 

                                                 
54 T. Gledhill, “The Message of the Song of Songs: The Lyrics of Love,” from 

“The Bible Speaks Today,” Eds. J. A. Motyer & J. R. W. Stott, 1994, p26 
55 J. P. Tanner, “The History of Interpretation of the Song of Songs,” 

Bibliotheca Sacra, 1997, Vol 154, p39 
56 C. Hassell Bullock, “An Introduction to the Old Testament Poetic Books,” 

2007, p253-6 
57 G. L. Carr, “The Song of Solomon,” Tyndale Old Testament Commentaries, 

1984, p52-4 
58 J. S. Deere, “Song of Songs” in “The Bible Knowledge Commentary,” Eds. 

J. F. Walvoord & R. B. Zuck, 1985, p1009-25 
59 E. J. Young, “An Introduction to the Old Testament,” 1964, p336 
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secular academics and is discussed in this section. The Song is 

taken to describe an iconic lovers’ union sans spiritual insight or 

specific historical anchor. The view draws those who generally do 

not ascribe any divine hand to the Bible; instead seeing the texts 

as randomly assembled treasures from a nation’s literary heritage. 

  

4.3.1 Proposal: Iconic Lovers 

Huwiler believes the Song of Songs is a joyful celebration 

of love between two young, eager participants; both of whom 

remain unidentified.60 Gledhill views the song purely as a poetic 

exploration of human love: “The lovers are not modelled on real 

people… the two lovers are Everyman and Everywoman and 

they have nothing to do with Solomon.” 61 Bloch concurs: “King 

Solomon is a central figure in the lovers’ fantasies, not a character 

in the poem,” 62 yet uncharacteristically provides no evidence to 

support this claim. Fox chimes the same opinion: “King Solomon 

is not one of the characters of the Song” and is equally forthright 

that the reference to Solomon’s wedding is not referencing 

Solomon’s literal wedding,63 yet he too offers no evidence for this 

conclusion, beyond suggesting that the term “king” might be 

employed as a term of affection.64  

These expositors frequently conclude the Song has no 

plotline.65,66 Fox typifies: “I find no overall schema or continuous 

                                                 
60 R. Murphy & E. Huwiler, “New International Biblical Commentary: 

Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs,” 1999, p233 
61 T. Gledhill, “The Message of the Song of Songs: The Lyrics of Love,” from 

“The Bible Speaks Today,” Eds. J. A. Motyer & J. R. W. Stott, 1994, p13, 21, 

23 
62 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p10 
63 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 

1985, p121-2 
64 Ibid., p98 
65 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, Op. cit., p18 
66 T. Gledhill, Op. cit., p21 
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development in the poem.” 67 Falk believes the Song is a 

compilation of doggerel scattered over the centuries.68  

Cook agrees, saying: 

 

“From beginning to end the lovers go from seeking each 

other to finding each other. But this action does not 

move in a straight line from separation to union: it leaps, 

in impulsions of voiced desire, from anticipated joy to 

actualized joy, and back again. Any speech may discover 

itself anywhere on the circle of seeking and finding.” 69  

 

These all propose that there is no spiritual message in the 

Song; that it is solely a celebration of human love.  

 

4.3.2 Rebuttal: Iconic Lovers 

These expositors have expertise in Hebrew and their 

translations are invaluable; and in fairness most don’t undertake 

exposition in detail. I feel the brief expository thoughts they offer 

are often wide of the mark by reason of their opinion of the 

biblical canon. They view the Bible books as singularities; not an 

integrated library structured by a divine architect, but literary 

fragments from an antiquated society less enlightened than their 

own. As a consequence, concepts in one Bible book are never 

used as keys to unlock mysteries in another; and, by ignoring 

biblical cross-corroboration, jewels of learning go undiscovered. 

This is my observation, but it’s not a new one: a Lutheran pastor 

made the same point a century ago, if rather judgmentally. 

 

                                                 
67 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 

1985, p225 
68 M. Falk, “The Song of Songs: Love Lyrics from the Bible,” 2004, p xiv 
69 A. S. Cook, “The Root Of The Thing - A Study Of Job And The Song Of 

Songs,” 1968, p21 
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“In studying this book, which presents difficulties in 

more than one respect, it should be noted that whoever 

does not understand God’s revealed plan of salvation… 

to him this will remain a sealed book; and he will 

probably become guilty of the error made by the majority 

of modern critics, who will find in the Song of Solomon 

nothing but a collection of Oriental love songs.” 70 

 

Tanner points out the rather obvious fallibility of the 

Song being designed to extol God’s plan of marital love. 

 

“The difficulty faced by this view (when Solomon and his 

bride are held up as a model of romantic love as God 

intended it), is that Solomon hardly seems a fitting 

example from what is known elsewhere of his love affairs 

(1 Kgs 11).” 71 

 

Other logical and evidentiary objections to this theory 

include the repeated appearance of a single male name, Solomon, 

and the similarly repeated single nationality, Lebanese, for the 

female; logically opposing the notion of the couple representing 

Everyman and Everywoman. If the Bride represents all women, 

why is she five times specified as Lebanese? Is there some 

manner in which all women can be said to be Lebanese? 

Similarly, if the male character is emblematic of all men, why do 

we only ever see one name? Wouldn’t a generic male be better 

represented either with no name, or many names? 

To that latter point, the Bible uses many names and terms 

to describe the personification of wickedness. This character is 

known variously as: the devil (Gk: ‘diabolos’); Satan (lit. Heb.); 

                                                 
70 O. P. Kretzmann, “Popular Commentary of the Bible,” 1924, Vol II, p277 
71 J. P. Tanner, “The History of Interpretation of the Song of Songs,” 

Bibliotheca Sacra, 1997, Vol 154, p41 
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the serpent (Heb: ‘tanniyn’ & ‘nachash’); Leviathan (lit. Heb.); the 

beast (Aram: ‘cheyva’); and so forth. “The devil” in the Bible has 

myriad different names. This makes a good case for the devil to be 

one who represents “Everyman” in the Bible, as ‘he’ wears many 

names through the ages; even though it is the same spirit of anti-

Christ which breathes in all incarnations, as it was from the 

beginning (c.f. Rev 12:9). But in the Song we don’t see that multi-

name, multi-nationality structure. We see one persistent name for 

the male and one persistent nationality for the female; logical 

inferring the presence of two discrete persons, not anonymous, 

generic emblems. 

 

 

4.4 Reflection 
I’m left with the overall feeling that the majority of 

interpretations are the product of their cultural era more than 

careful attention to the Song. In the era when sexual activity was 

perceived as inherently immoral the interpretations of the Song 

are dutifully allegorical and typical. And in the modern era of the 

20th and 21st centuries, when God’s presence is less well perceived 

and religious membership all but demonized, the interpretations 

of the Song duly fall into line as expressions of the glory of 

religion-free sex. My conclusion is that the existing literature, 

despite being prodigious, still largely ignores the Song and forces 

it into models in which the text doesn’t belong. 

I note one more curious factor; one I feel contributes 

strongly to the adoption of the Messianic Model among Bible 

students. Prior to the late 20th century, the staple Bible circulating 

in English-speaking communities was the King James Version 

(KJV), for reasons of both availability and affordability. Only 

since then has a large number of translations flourished, which 

proliferation I feel is largely beneficial. 
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At the top of each page in the KJV a one-line précis was 

usually included by the printing house, with the intention to 

summarize, but not interpret, the text beneath. The Messianic 

Model had become so ingrained as default interpretation for the 

Song that many publishing houses simply printed that as the 

header for the text beneath (Figure 4.1). 

Consequently I believe myriads of innocent readers, when 

encountering the beautiful but obscure poetry of the Song, have 

glanced to the top of the page and seen the explanation: “Christ’s 

love to the church,” with that suggestion heavily coloring their 

resulting reading. That’s almost certainly what happened to me, 

and the influence of the publishing house’s innocent observation 

is more powerful by being insidious; the version was not a “Study 

Bible,” where one is alert for interpretations. This is partly why I, 

and probably many in my religious denomination, believed 

Messianic theory: not only was it the default interpretation 

inherited from mainstream Christianity, but the header at the top 

Figure 4.1: My King James Bible (Oxford press), listing “Christ’s love to 

the church” as the explanatory header to the Song of Solomon, above 

chapters 5 & 6 
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of the page in the only commonly available Bible version said so; 

and I hadn’t genuinely reasoned out anything for myself. 

In summary, we have shown that allegorical models, both 

Rabbinical and Messianic; Shepherd Theory; and Anonymous 

Lovers Theory are inadequate to account for the Song’s content; 

in fact they are frequently flatly contradicted by it. A different 

model is needed. We must approach the biblical text with an 

open mind to see what is actually there. 

Tanner concludes similarly, after his extensive review.  

 

“Certainly the allegorical method is not the route to 

take… These interpretative schemes are guilty of reading 

too much into the meaning, rather than allowing the text 

to speak for itself… the best approach to take – the one 

most consistent with a grammatical-historical-contextual 

hermeneutic – is the literal one in which Solomon and his 

bride are used… within God-ordained marriage. The 

book, however, seems to be saying something more in the 

light of the ‘hints’ and moralistic lesson found in chapter 

8, the climax of the book. Hence the literal-didactic view 

seems to be the best approach to take.” 72 

 

The interpretation I suggest will marry with that design: a 

literal-based reading heavily laced with spiritual direction. 

 

                                                 
72 J. P. Tanner, “The History of Interpretation of the Song of Songs,” 

Bibliotheca Sacra, 1997, Vol 154, p45 
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The King Who Fell: 
Characters 

 

 

5.1 King Solomon 
A wealth of evidence shows that the male character in the 

Song called King Solomon is King Solomon. He is named 

Solomon seven times (1:1,5; 3:6-7,9,11; 8:11,12) and is never 

named anything else. There is no more reason to assert that 

‘Solomon’ in the Song of Songs is someone else any more than to 

suggest ‘Solomon’ in the books of Kings and Chronicles is 

someone else. 

Whittaker comments bluntly to the same effect. 

 

“Apart from the title [Solomon’s Song of Songs], six 

times The King in the story is called Solomon, so it seems 

absurd to attempt to change his identity.” 1 

 

Alter corroborates, by revealing that the verse: “While the 

king was at his table, my perfume spread its fragrance” (1:12) is 

explicit in the Hebrew; reading “the king” literally, not a mere 

allusion as the ‘king of her heart,’ or other romantic metaphor.2  

The wedding in chapter 3 is equally explicit. 

 

“Daughters of Jerusalem, come out, 

and look, you daughters of Zion. 

Look on King Solomon wearing a crown, 

the crown with which his mother crowned him 

                                                 
1 E. Whittaker, “The Testimony,” 1967, Vol 8, p271 
2 R. Alter, “Afterword” in “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” C. Bloch, & A. Bloch, 1995, p120 
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on the day of his wedding, 

the day his heart rejoiced.” (3:10-11) 

 

Any fair reading of the text concludes this references 

Solomon’s wedding, as Glen3 and Gregory4 agree. To reject 

Solomon as the groom in order to fulfill another model collides 

with some difficult obstacles. Gledhill writes: 

 

“3:7-11: A detailed description of Solomon’s elaborate 

wedding throne. There is an invitation to gaze upon King 

Solomon on his wedding day. How this section fits in 

with the Song as a whole is a matter of much debate.” 5 

 

I disagree. “Much debate” exists only for those who insist 

on rejecting Solomon as the groom, despite the text saying he is. 

For those who allow the Bible to identify its own characters, this 

is a seamless progression of the love story between Solomon and 

his Bride; a passage which allows us to glimpse their wedding day. 

Solomon is also implied to own 1 000 vineyards in the 

Song: “My vineyard, which is mine, is before me: thou, O 

Solomon, must have a thousand, and those that keep the fruit 

thereof two hundred.” (8:11-12). We will show that a vineyard 

symbolizes a fertile woman (§6.1) and thus this verse implies 

Solomon has 1 000 female consorts; which is confirmed in 

history and forms a detail unique to Solomon (1 Kgs 11:3). Both 

Glen6 and Fox7 agree that these verses are referencing Solomon’s 

                                                 
3 Rev. A. Glen, “The Song of Solomon” in “An Old Testament Commentary 

for English Readers by Various Writers,” Ed: Rt. Rev. C. J. Ellicott, 1897, Vol 

4, p385 
4 J. Gregory “Foreword” in “The Song of Solomon: Love, Sex and 

Relationships,” J. A. Johnson, Sr, 2007, p xv 
5 T. Gledhill, “The Message of the Song of Songs: The Lyrics of Love,” from 

“The Bible Speaks Today,” Eds. J. A. Motyer & J. R. W. Stott, 1994, p45 
6 Rev. A. Glen, Op. cit., p402 
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1 000 partners. Fox notes that the 200 might be a reference to the 

number of relationships lost to those who guarded the women; 

although the guards of Solomon’s harem are traditionally 

reported as imported eunuchs.8 

Beyond these identifiers, there are metaphors in the Song 

which are only meaningful if Solomon spoke them. For any 

metaphor to be powerful, the speaker should have the relevant 

experience; that’s commonly what we draw from when creating 

metaphor. For example, I frequently travel on airplanes; and the 

jet-thrust of takeoff is always an enjoyable experience of dynamic 

power. As a consequence, I’ve referenced the take-off thrust 

rhetorically in simile and metaphor. But if you’ve never been on a 

plane, it’s unlikely you’ve ever used that allusion. Likewise, we see 

metaphors in the Song which are drawn from knowledge and 

experiences unique to King Solomon.  

 

“I compare you, my love, 

to a mare among Pharaoh’s chariots.” (1:9) 

 

How eras differ! It is unthinkable that a 21st century male 

from Western culture would win over his beloved by saying she 

looks like a horse; it would more likely earn him a slapped face. 

Nevertheless, to praise a woman with this metaphor is consistent 

with the ancient literature of the near-East.9,10 

The average Israeli citizen of Solomon’s day would never 

have seen an Egyptian mare; which puts another nail in the coffin 

                                                                                                       
7 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 

1985, p174-5 
8 J. Kitto, “Palestine: The Bible History of the Holy Land” 1923, reprint 2010, 

Book IV, p536 
9 Theocritus, “The Marriage Song of Helen,” ~300BC, Idyll 18:30-31; in 

“Theocritus: Idylls,” Trans. A. Verity, 2003, p60 
10 Horace, “Remember the Danaids,” 23 BC, Book III, Ode XI in “Horace: 

Odes and Epodes,” Trans. N. Rudd, 2004, p175 
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of both Shepherd Theory11 and the Messianic Model.12 Yet 

biblical evidence testifies plainly that Solomon had personal 

experience with horses from Pharaoh. 

 

Solomon gathered together chariots and horses; he had 

fourteen hundred chariots and twelve thousand horses, 

which he stationed in the chariot cities and with the king 

in Jerusalem… Solomon’s horses were imported from 

Egypt and Kue; (2 Chr 1:14-16, also 1 Kgs 10:28) 

 

Logically, it’s Solomon who voices this metaphor.  

 

“Your plants are an orchard of pomegranates 

with choice fruits, with henna and nard, 

nard and saffron, calamus and cinnamon, 

with every kind of incense tree, 

with myrrh and aloes 

and all the finest spices.” (4:13-14) 

 

The spices the bride observes in her lover’s possession 

include some non-native to Israel (e.g. calamus, cinnamon). No 

regular citizen of Israel would possess those; nor the more costly 

ones. Yet the Bible gives us two clues which identify Solomon as 

the owner. Firstly it tells us, as Speckard notices,13 that Solomon’s 

knowledge of fauna and flora was literally world-renowned.  

                                                 
11 In Shepherd Theory, the male character is asserted to be a rural, uneducated, 

Israeli shepherd boy. Such a boy would have no knowledge of whether there 

were mares in Egypt, much less ever seen one and known of their beauty. 
12 Would Jesus the Christ make an allusion of the beauty of His church by 

comparing it to anything Egyptian? I suggest that is unthinkable. Egypt is 

commonly listed as an enemy in biblical metaphor (e.g. Rev 11:8) simply 

because it was one of the empires which held Israel captive and abused them. 
13 H. Speckard, “Summary Interpretation of the Song of Solomon,” 1908, 

Trans. P. W. Ludwig, p2 
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He spoke about plant life, from the cedar of Lebanon to 

the hyssop that grows out of walls. He also spoke about 

animals and birds, reptiles and fish. From all nations 

people came to listen to Solomon’s wisdom, sent by all 

the kings of the world, who had heard of his wisdom. 

(1 Kgs 4:33-34) 

 

Secondly, the Bible makes particular mention that King 

Solomon was the recipient of an unprecedented haul of spices 

from the Queen of Sheba, as Bloch notices.14  

 

And she gave the king 120 talents of gold, large quantities 

of spices, and precious stones. Never again were so many 

spices brought in as those the queen of Sheba gave to 

King Solomon. (1 Kgs 10:10) 

 

Why would the Bible make special reference that many 

non-native spices had come into Israel at that time, except we 

might need that information later? Again: it infers Solomon is the 

male character of the Song. Only he has had the experience of 

receiving these spices, as well as the requisite knowledge to be 

able to identify them. I’m not going to burden my exposition by 

narrow-mindedly trying to find a specific spiritual interpretation 

for each spice; the variety and rarity merely play the essential role 

of indicating that Solomon must be the owner and that the 

ownership itself denotes him a man of renowned knowledge, 

experience and riches. 

Finally, the male character says: 

 

“Sixty queens there may be, 

and eighty concubines, 

                                                 
14 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p176 
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and virgins beyond number; 

but my dove, my perfect one, is unique.” (6:8-9) 

 

Again, this praise of the bride is limited in power unless 

the speaker really possesses all the consorts listed. While there is 

value in any man declaring his wife more excellent than other 

women, there is little point in a man extolling his wife more than 

his other wives (a jarring concept for many in Western culture in 

any event) if such wives do not exist. Solomon, and arguably 

Solomon alone in Israel’s history, had enough partners to make 

this comment meaningful. 

More chillingly, the quote implies two other facts: 

 If Solomon had ‘only’ 140 partners at the Song’s writing, 

then ~800 partners are still to come! Thus Solomon must 

be at the height of his foolishness, the height of his 

godlessness, within the Song 

 Similarly, if many partners are still to come, this implies a 

desperately sad conclusion for this romance. This intense, 

pure and powerful relationship which occupies our senses 

as we read about it… doesn’t last. She’ll be replaced too 

 

Solomon’s selfishness exacts a high toll; perhaps no more 

poignantly seen than in the heartfelt love of the Bride’s praise. 

 

“My beloved is radiant and ruddy, 

outstanding among ten thousand” (5:10) 

 

To her, he was one who stood out among a hypothetical 

ten thousand, so that she did not look at another. Yet to him, she 

was merely one in a literal thousand women with whom he 

indulged himself. Solomon spoke of her uniqueness (6:9), but it 

was a lie; or at least merely a passing fancy. Yet to her, he really 

was unique. How tragic is that? 
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5.2 The Lebanese Bride 
I take the Bride of the Song to be Lebanese; and for the 

same reason I take the king to be Solomon: because the text says 

so. She is denoted Lebanese five times in four verses (4:8,11,15; 

7:4) and never ascribed any other nationality or state of origin. A 

further five verses refer to her as a Bride (4:9,10,11,12; 5:1) and 

together these combine to define her as the Lebanese Bride. 

Lebanon was part of the Promised Land; proscribed to be 

taken by the Israelite incursion under Joshua, as Owen notes.15 

However, it was never taken, as Mansfield observes.16 It remained 

as an independent nation in Solomon’s day. Egypt controlled it 

two centuries before and a century later it fell to Assyria, as did 

the northern portion of Israel two centuries after that. The vital 

point for the Song is that Lebanon is populated by Canaanites: 

Sidonians named after the contemporary principal city Sidon, 

who worshipped a false god: the goddess Ashtoreth. Through no 

fault of her own, therefore, this marks the Lebanese Bride as an 

inappropriate fiancée for Solomon, at least as long as her 

affiliation with Ashtoreth lasts.  

 

“Come with me from Lebanon, my bride; 

come with me from Lebanon.” (4:8) 

 

 Fox believes the Hebrew says he is calling his Bride to 

Lebanon to be with him,17 but Bloch disagrees, arguing that there 

is no reason for the emendation of the Masoretic text ’itti (with 

me) to the resultant ’eti (come) of the Vulgate and Peshitta from 

                                                 
15 S. Owen, “Song of Solomon Study Guide,” 1990, p5 
16 H. P. Mansfield, “The Song of Solomon: Verse by Verse Exposition,” 1969, 

p79 
17 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 

1985, p134 
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which Fox was working.18 The majority of English Bibles read 

that Solomon is calling his Bride from Lebanon, as the quote 

above (ESV), thereby agreeing with Bloch; as does Falk, who has: 

“Come down from… the perilous Lebanon caves.” 19 More 

obviously, the context places Solomon in Jerusalem, so that is 

logically the place to which he calls her. 

 Other verses subtly support that she is an immigrant. She 

is out of favor with her family (1:6); and her brothers fear for her 

(8:8); both of which observations are consistent with her having 

taken a foreign fiancée and emigrated to another land and culture. 

More compelling is 8:1: the Bride is not well received in 

Solomon’s culture because she is not his “brother” – a common 

metaphor for fellow-national. 

 

“Oh that you were like a brother to me 

who nursed at my mother’s breasts! 

If I found you outside, I would kiss you, 

and none would despise me.” (8:1) 

 

 Goulder agrees she is foreign, arguing that when the king 

says: “the voice of the turtledove is heard in our land” (2:12) the 

phrase “our land,” is unnatural between two co-nationals, but 

rather “is suited to the king welcoming a foreign princess to the 

beauties of the land of Israel.” 20 He suggests the message of the 

Song is that marriage to foreigners is acceptable. The Bible 

contradicts his conclusion; albeit only in the sense where national 

barriers correlated to spiritual barriers of worshipping different 

gods (e.g. Ezra 9).  

                                                 
18 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p174 
19 M. Falk, “The Song of Songs: Love Lyrics from the Bible,” 2004, 16 
20 M. D. Goulder, “The Song of Fourteen Songs,” 1986, p23 
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 The bottom line: The Song’s Bride is from Lebanon, and 

she does not know Israel’s God, to whom Solomon should be 

dedicated and with whom he should yearn to see her connect. 

 

 

5.3 A Married Couple 
 Whether the couple are married is a subject of debate. 

The word “bride” is not definitive of a married state, after all.21  

Glen pronounces them married when he asserts “chaste 

wedded love is the theme of this book.” 22 Owen argues the 

opposite, claiming a concordance shows that the announcement 

of their sexual union: “I have come into my garden, my sister, my 

bride” (5:1) is future tense.23 But later he writes: “She does know 

where he is. He is in his gardens,” 24 which appears to contradict. 

More compellingly, Hebrew experts are categorical that the tense 

of 5:1 describes a completed action.25  

 

“While the Hebrew ‘perfect’ verb is indeed able to 

express a variety of temporal and aspectual nuances, its 

most typical role – especially in the Song – is to denote a 

narrative past, and a completed action… In this case, the 

perfect implies consummation.” 26 
                                                 
21 For example, at a Western wedding the label: “Here comes the Bride,” is the 

popularized nomenclature given to Wagner’s traditional Bridal Chorus 

(doubtless rendered traditional by its utilization at the wedding of England’s 

Princess Royal, Victoria, in 1858); played as the woman enters the wedding 

arena, even though she is still a fiancée, not yet a wife. 
22 Rev. A. Glen, “The Song of Solomon” in “An Old Testament Commentary 

for English Readers by Various Writers,” Ed: Rt. Rev. C. J. Ellicott, 1897, Vol 

4, p402 
23 S. Owen, “Song of Solomon Study Guide,” 1990, p42 
24 Ibid., p48 
25 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 

1985, p88 
26 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p178 
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Modern commentators contend the couple are unmarried 

because her brothers have apparent authority over her27,28,29 (1:6); 

the nature of their meetings is clandestine30,31 (1:7, 7:11); he 

departs before dawn32 (2:17); she sometimes sleeps alone33 (5:1); 

and their relationship does not enjoy public acclaim34,35 (8:1).  

The brothers’ authority over the Bride would be good 

evidence she was unmarried, but all expositors agree 1:6 is past 

tense; which only indicates she was unwed at a time former to the 

Song. A later verse in similar tenor (8:8) is best interpreted as a 

recapitulation of that early time (§7.8); which some concede.36,37 

Most modern commentators reject the idea that Solomon 

is the male character, which causes them confusion at this point. 

With King Solomon as the male character, the couple spending 

time apart, and her sleeping alone, make perfect sense. Scripture 

reveals Solomon built separate palaces for some of his wives and 

the reason he did so, ironically, was because these wives did not 

worship the God of his fathers. 
 

Solomon brought Pharaoh’s daughter up from the city of 

David to the house that he had built for her, for he said, 

“My wife shall not live in the house of David king of 

                                                 
27 T. Gledhill, “The Message of the Song of Songs: The Lyrics of Love,” from 

“The Bible Speaks Today,” Eds. J. A. Motyer & J. R. W. Stott, 1994, p104 
28 R. Murphy & E. Huwiler, “New International Biblical Commentary: 

Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs,” 1999, p243 
29 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, Op. cit., 215 
30 T. Gledhill, Op. cit., p211 
31 R. Murphy & E. Huwiler, Op. cit., p243 
32 Ibid. 
33 T. Gledhill, Op. cit., p39, 177 
34 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 

1985, p166 
35 T. Gledhill, Op. cit., p217 
36 Ibid., p235 
37 S. Owen, “Song of Solomon Study Guide,” 1990, p12 
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Israel, for the places to which the ark of the LORD has 

come are holy.” (2 Chr 8:11) 

 

Solomon announces he has many partners (6:8), which 

logically infers many of them will commonly sleep alone. The 

suggestion that their relationship is surreptitious is questionable: 

it is normal to conduct intimate encounters privately regardless of 

whether the relationship enjoys society’s approval. Besides, she 

frankly declares her love for the king to the watchmen (3:3), 

which contravenes any notion of secrecy. Finally, the conclusion 

that public disapproval of their relationship must generate from 

their being unmarried is unnecessarily narrow. Scripture shows 

married unions were disapproved when they occurred between a 

disciple of Israel’s God and one committed to another god (Num 

25:6-13; Ezra 9), a principle arguably holding to the present day 

(2 Cor 6:14-18). This clearly applies in the case of an Israelite 

king, who should worship Yahweh, forming union with a 

Lebanese bride, who is ostensibly a devotee of Ashtoreth.  

 Thus, arguments for their being unmarried are rebutted; 

verses in the Song actually lean to the contrary. For example, the 

witnesses mention Solomon’s wedding day in the past tense. 

 

“Go out, O daughters of Zion, 

and look upon King Solomon, 

with the crown with which his mother crowned him 

on the day of his wedding, 

on the day of the gladness of his heart.” (3:11) 

 

 While it’s not proven that this is the Lebanese Bride’s 

wedding – Solomon had many wives, after all – the statement 

would be an incongruous presence in the Song if it were another 

marriage being referenced. 
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There’s also a declaration of joint ownership of both a 

bed, and property. 

 

“How handsome you are, my beloved! 

Oh, how charming! 

And our bed is verdant.” 

“The beams of our house are cedars; 

our rafters are firs.” (1:16-17) 

 

Bloch points out the Hebrew for “house” in 1:17 is 

plural;38 which is consistent with the observation that Solomon’s 

wives had separate palaces. The couple own property and share a 

bed, which forms compelling and independent evidence, given 

the culture, that they are married. 

 

 

5.4 Sexually Consummated 
 Once it is established Solomon and his Bride are married, 

any moral or cultural difficulties regarding sexual consummation 

evaporate. Not that this should be a large concern; the crime of 

Solomon’s life was spiritual: abandoning his God (1 Kgs 11:4-7), 

against which all other offences duly pale (Dt 6:1-5). 

 Realistically this debate should not exist: the Hebrew is 

categorical that they are consummated. Different opinion can still 

be found, but essentially only where prurient sensibilities, or the 

demands of an incorrect theory, have been allowed to overwrite 

the Hebrew text. 

Linguistic evidence in the Song that the couple are joined 

is overwhelming. English translations are blameworthy by stating 

only that the couple share “love,” a word comprising a huge 

                                                 
38 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p40 
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spectrum of notions with dozens of potential meanings of 

varying import. The Song’s Hebrew contains no such ambiguity. 

 The commonest Hebrew word for love in the Bible is 

‘ahab,’ used over 200 times. Like the English word ‘love,’ it is also 

highly ambiguous, running a full gamut as love for: God (Dt 6:5), 

one’s child (Gen 22:2) one’s partner (Gen 29:20), one’s neighbor 

(Lev 19:18), food (Gen 27:4) and more.  

But the Song’s content is very different. The word ‘ahab’ 

only appears seven times (1:3,4,7; 3:1,2,3,4); notably all prior to 

the couple’s consummation in 5:1. The commonest word for love 

in the Song is ‘dodim,’ appearing 32 times; and Hebrew experts 

are unified concerning its meaning. Bloch defines ‘dodim’ as “a 

comprehensive term for lovemaking, including kisses and 

caresses as well as intercourse.” 39 This definition convinces 

Huwiler40 and is corroborated by Alter,41 Gledhill42 and Fox;43 the 

latter bluntly explaining: “Dodim always refers to sex acts.” 44  

Biblical evidence confirms this interpretation.  

 

“Come, let us take our fill of love [‘dodim’] till morning; 

let us delight ourselves with love. 

For my husband is not at home…” (Prov 7:18-19) 

 

When I passed by you again and saw you, behold, you 

were at the age for love [‘dodim’], and I spread the corner 

                                                 
39 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p37-8 
40 R. Murphy & E. Huwiler, “New International Biblical Commentary: 

Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs,” 1999, p250 
41 R. Alter, “Afterword” in C. Bloch, & A. Bloch, Op. cit., 1995, p124 
42 T. Gledhill, “The Message of the Song of Songs: The Lyrics of Love,” from 

“The Bible Speaks Today,” Eds. J. A. Motyer & J. R. W. Stott, 1994, p13, 26, 

95 
43 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 

1985, p285 
44 Ibid., p97 
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of my garment over you and covered your nakedness; I 

made my vow to you and entered into a covenant with 

you, declares the Lord GOD, and you became mine. 

(Ezk 16:8) 

 

And the Babylonians came to her into the bed of love 

[‘dodim’], and they defiled her with their whoring lust. 

(Ezk 23:17) 

 

 Bloch comments from these quotations: “Given these 

uses of dodim, we can be quite certain that the word also refers 

to sexual love in the Song – something a reader would not know 

from most translations, which render it simply as ‘love,’” and 

concludes: “The word ‘love’ in most translations is too general 

and evasive.” 45 

 Other terms also imply a burgeoning intimacy in their 

relationship. Early on they spend the night together: “All night 

[‘yalin’] between my breasts my love is a cluster of myrrh” (1:13). 

Many translations omit “all night,” but Alter emphasizes that the 

Hebrew ‘yalin’ is present.46 As Solomon calls: “let me see your 

face [Heb: ‘mar’eh’]” (2:14) ‘mar’eh’ is plural.47 ‘Mar’eh’ is also 

plural in 5:15, where it is used as summary of his many body 

parts; so consistency suggests 2:14 is him calling to see the many 

facets of her body, not just her face.48 The embrace of Solomon’s 

right hand: “His left hand is under my head, and his right hand 

embraces me!” (2:6, 8:3) employs the Hebrew word ‘habbeq’ 

                                                 
45 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p37-8 
46 R. Alter, “Afterword” in C. Bloch & A. Bloch, Op. cit., p121 
47 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, Op. cit., 1995, p156 
48 T. Gledhill, “The Message of the Song of Songs: The Lyrics of Love,” from 

“The Bible Speaks Today,” Eds. J. A. Motyer & J. R. W. Stott, 1994, p136 
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(embraces) a term used sexually in other scriptures (Prov 5:20)49 

and in Sumerian marriage rites.50 And while English translations 

generally say the Bride wants to lead Solomon to “my mother’s 

house” (3:4; 8:2), implying the most innocent of familial 

introductions, Gledhill argues the Hebrew possessive combined 

with the compound-unit noun more likely suggests that the place 

she wishes to guide him is best phrased: “my mother-house,” i.e. 

the place she becomes a mother: her womb.51 

 In conclusion, we can have confidence that the two 

protagonists of the Song are Solomon and his Lebanese Bride, 

who become married and achieve their ardent goal of sexual unity 

at, and as, the literal centerpiece of the Song (5:1). 

 

 

5.5 Watchmen of Jerusalem 
The biblical model of the watchmen presents them as the 

city guards who hold the lives of all citizens in their hands, both 

physically and spiritually. The task bore such gravity that, by 

God’s edict, if any citizen’s life was lost due to the negligence of a 

watchman, that watchman’s life was forfeit. 

 

If the watchman sees the sword coming and does not 

blow the trumpet, so that the people are not warned, and 

the sword comes and takes any one of them, that person 

is taken away in his iniquity, but his blood I will require at 

the watchman’s hand. (Ezk 33:6) 

 

                                                 
49 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p151-2 
50 S. N. Kramer, “The Sacred Marriage Rite: Aspects of Faith, Myth and Ritual 

in Ancient Sumer,” 1970, p105 
51 T. Gledhill, “The Message of the Song of Songs: The Lyrics of Love,” from 

“The Bible Speaks Today,” Eds. J. A. Motyer & J. R. W. Stott, 1994, p145 
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 Below is the precedental mention of watchmen in the 

Bible and it could not be more ironic, given both the author: 

Solomon, and the message he revealed. 

 

If the Lord does not build a house, 

then those who build it work in vain. 

If the Lord does not guard a city, 

then the watchman stands guard in vain. (Ps 127:1) 

 

 Solomon wisely prophesies that if the city has stopped 

worshipping God, which the king controls, the watchmen are 

rendered powerless. How true that proves, when that statement 

comes back to bite him. 

 I take the watchmen to be honorable guards of the city, 

physically and spiritually, who see the danger in which the king 

places himself by abandoning his God in his devotion to the 

Lebanese Bride. Solomon’s superior authority as king renders 

them largely powerless, nevertheless we see their watchfulness 

and righteous intervention in the brief plotline. Since they act 

violently against the Bride, yet the Bride has done no wrong, the 

watchmen are usually interpreted as evil men. While this is 

understandable at a surface level, a deeper appreciation of the 

plot shows they are godly men in intention and action. 

 

 

5.6 Daughters of Jerusalem 
Classifying the daughters of Jerusalem isn’t trivial, 

especially as the Hebrew reveals, contrary to basic expectation, 

that ‘daughters’ is a plural masculine noun52 and the verbs 

                                                 
52 R. Murphy & E. Huwiler, “New International Biblical Commentary: 

Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs,” 1999, p234 
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associated with them are likewise masculine in conjugation.53 This 

implies symbolism is in play. 

Hudson Taylor defines them with the awkward term: 

“half-saved”; declaring them to be those who have heard the 

Lord’s call but who are not appropriately responding to it.54 I see 

no evidence to provoke this conclusion. Mansfield takes the 

daughters of Jerusalem (1:5; 2:7; 3:5,10; 5:8,16; 8:4) to be morally 

wicked, labeling them: “Israel after the flesh.” He contrasts them 

with the daughters of Zion (3:11), whom he takes to be morally 

virtuous: “Israel after the spirit.” 55 Not only does this hypothesis 

lack any evidence, it is contradicted by all scriptural uses outside 

the Song, where the two phrases are synonymous,56 reflecting the 

comparably harmonious geography: Jerusalem is the city built 

atop Mt Zion.  

The Hebraists offer little to no interpretation beyond the 

text, which implies they are taking them prima facie as residents 

of Jerusalem. I too take them to be Jerusalem’s residents 

physically, because that’s what the Song’s text dictates. The 

feminine appellation provokes me to take them as Jerusalem’s 

residents spiritually as well, because in the Bible Jerusalem is 

portrayed as the Divine Bride (e.g. Jer 3, Ezk 16, Rev 21). This 

gives the Daughters of Jerusalem a spiritual relevance in the plot: 

they’re the citizens to whom Solomon, as God’s king, should be 

wedded and for whom he should be caring. Thus their bitterness 

at being surpassed by the Lebanese Bride is understandable, 

arguably even justified, despite the Lebanese Bride having not 

wronged them in any way. 

                                                 
53 H. Speckard, “Summary Interpretation of the Song of Solomon,” 1908, 

Trans. P. W. Ludwig, p8 
54 J. Hudson Taylor, “Union and Communion,” 1893, p41 
55 H. P. Mansfield, “The Song of Solomon: Verse by Verse Exposition,” 1969, 

p71 
56 2 Kgs 19:21; Isa 37:22; Lam 2:10; Mic 4:8; Zeph 3:14; Zech 9:9 
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Ultimately the Daughters of Jerusalem, by type, will one 

day unite in marriage with the spiritual Son of David, as is their 

destiny at the end of the age. But for now they are doomed to 

court merely the natural son of David: Solomon, who does not 

serve them as he should. As the Bible persistently reveals, the 

success of the spiritual second son is invariably preceded by the 

failure of the carnally-minded firstborn.57  

                                                 
57 J. A. Pople, “God of the Second Son” in “John’s Creation: A Model for 

Understanding the Gospel of John,” 2004, p42-57 



 

 

 

Creation groans, awaiting the revelation of 

the sons of God. It remembers, I think, in 

dreams, the wonders of the sinless, perfect 

world… God will not settle for 

imperfection, but He works His own ways 

in His own time… that is what keeps us 

going through the dark: knowing that a 

morning is coming. And while we love the 

beauty of our world, we must remember 

that it is only a type, a shadow thing, very 

faintly resembling what is to come 

Jennifer Freitag 

 

 

Chapter 6 

The King Who Fell: 
Symbols 
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6.1 Solving the Symbols 

 6.1.1 Lilies 

 6.1.2 Myrrh 

 6.1.3 Doves 

 6.1.4 Vineyards & Gardens 

 

6.2 Do These Solutions Work in the Song? 

6.2.1 Lilies as Beauty 

 6.2.2 Myrrh as Death 

 6.2.3 Doves as a New Start  

 6.2.4 Vineyard & Garden as a Fertile Woman, Bride 

 

6.3 Rare and Deadly 

 

6.4 Reflection 
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The King Who Fell: 
Symbols 

  

 The symbols in the Song of Songs have heavy influence 

on interpreting the plotline, so they’re vital to explore. One can 

never be dogmatic on interpretations for any symbol; my method 

is founded on using meanings which symbols hold in other books 

of the Bible to interpret the Song. This rests on two assumptions: 

that the Song is indeed a part of scripture and that coherent lines 

of symbolic use exist in the Bible. I believe both assumptions can 

be convincingly validated, although I do not demonstrate that in 

this work.  

 

 

6.1 Solving the Symbols 
 Identifying the principal symbols of the Song is straight-

forward: they are those the author employs most frequently.  

 

6.1.1 Lilies 

 Statistically, the lily is the signature motif of the Song 

(Figure 6.1). More than half of the mentions of lilies in the Bible 

occur in just this one small book; in fact “lily” is 140 times more 

likely to appear in the Song than it does elsewhere in the Bible. 

 What does a lily represent? Consider the words of Jesus: 

 

“And why do you worry about clothes? See how the lilies 

of the field grow. They do not labor or spin. Yet I tell you 

that not even Solomon in all his splendor was dressed like 

one of these.” (Mt 6:28-29) 
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I enjoy Jesus’ mention of Solomon in the context of lilies; 

it seems to reinforce the suggestion that the lily is a symbol that 

belongs with Solomon and, by extension, his Song. The message 

of Jesus’ quote is to trust the Father’s care and not fret over daily 

needs. For our purpose, the ‘lilies’ in Jesus’ quote symbolize 

physical beauty and splendor. This is the only verse offering a 

meaning for what a lily represents. 

 This interpretation is consistent with the natural world. A 

lily, as all flowers, has the specific function of being physically 

attractive; to cause birds and insects to approach and, through 

unwitting cooperation, assist in the fertilization and reproduction 

of the plant. The survival of many plant species to some extent 

depends on the allure of their flower. 

 Yet there is an inclination towards death in the lily. Not 

only do they pose a strangely high toxicity to cats, but in Western 

culture lilies are the flower most often associated with funerals.1 

                                                 
1 A Google Image search for “funeral flower” returns almost solely wreaths 

with white lilies, sometimes mixed with roses, presumably with the rose 

symbolizing love. 

Figure 6.1: Occurrence of the words ‘lily’ and ‘lilies’ in the Bible. Eight of 

fifteen mentions are in the Song of Songs  
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 I speculate that another Biblical reference is relevant; and 

gives us an insight into Solomon’s psyche via the detail of a lily. 

 

The capitals on top of the pillars in the portico [of the 

temple] were in the shape of lilies, four cubits high 

(1 Kgs 7:19) 

 

 The temple had been designed by Solomon’s father King 

David (1 Chr 28-29) yet David never stipulated these lily caps. 

Solomon introduced them and God has caused that tiny detail to 

be retained ever since. If a lily symbolizes physical beauty, this 

could be interpreted as saying the pillars of his worship were 

capped by attraction to physical beauty. The lilies aren’t merely 

present, they’re ‘capital,’ i.e. the most important.2 It’s subtle, but 

it’s possible we’re being shown Solomon’s weakness right from 

the start. 

 

 Conclusion: Lily is a biblical symbol for beauty. 

 

6.1.2 Myrrh 

Myrrh, like lilies, is a symbol almost uniquely harnessed to 

the Song (Figure 6.2). 40% of all biblical uses of myrrh are in the 

Song, making myrrh 100 times more likely to occur in the Song’s 

verses than elsewhere biblically. Again, other scriptural mentions 

of myrrh are proffered to establish the interpretation of the 

Song’s symbol; intending to allow the Bible to interpret itself. 

We see a common theme with myrrh: death. Cave also 

concludes this.3 The wise men from the East bring gifts of gold, 

frankincense and myrrh to present to Jesus (Mt 2:11); and I agree 

with the common thinking that these represent Jesus’s respective 

                                                 
2 Latin: ‘caput,’ means ‘head’ and by metonymy means the most important. 
3 G. Cave, “The Song of Solomon,” The Testimony, Ed. E. Marshall, 2010, 

Vol 80, p371 
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roles: gold for the King; frankincense for the High Priest; and 

myrrh to anoint the dead. The Magi perceived the critically 

necessary sacrifice of Messiah, being well ahead of the eleven 

true-hearted disciples Jesus chose. This symbology is literally 

confirmed after the crucifixion when Joseph of Arimathea and 

Nicodemus used myrrh, along with aloes, to prepare Jesus’ corpse 

for burial (Jn 19:39-40). 

 There’s more. In the crucifixion, Jesus was offered wine 

mixed with myrrh (Mk 15:23), which he refused.4 At surface level, 

he was always going to refuse it because he’d told the disciples he 

wouldn’t drink wine again until the kingdom (Mt 26:29). But 

there are deeper levels. I suggest wine is a biblical metaphor for 

life, which means Jesus is expressly rejecting a life (wine) mixed 

with death (myrrh). This is a perfect representation of his 

transition from mortal to immortal and the parallel message of 

                                                 
4 Traditional Christianity suggests Jesus is rejecting the brew because it is a 

painkiller, as myrrh can form an analgesic. I feel this view reveals only the 

erroneous mindset of the era: that increased piety is obtained through 

increased physical suffering. 

Figure 6.2: Occurrence of the word ‘myrrh’ in the Bible. Seven of 

seventeen mentions are in the Song of Songs  
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his ministry: teaching us to forego the indulgences of mortality 

and fulfil the much greater destiny of God’s plan in our living 

forever; as He lives forever. 

That said, we also see a mention of myrrh in the wedding 

Psalm: “All your robes are fragrant with myrrh and aloes and 

cassia” (Ps 45:8), which doesn’t immediately provoke us to think 

of death. Yet it’s a necessary part of the beauty of the bridegroom 

prepared for us that he was covered with the cloak of death for a 

season to be made perfect (Isa 53; Jn 1:29); a cloak which he had 

the authority to put on and take off (Jn 10:18). In the wedding 

psalm it is these outer garments, easily removed by the wearer, 

where myrrh is infused, which fits with those prophecies. 

Myrrh is also seen in the preparation of beauty treatments 

ordained by King Ahasuerus (Est 2:12): a king – in the Bible’s 

opinion – of a godless (dead) empire. Six months of myrrh 

treatments directly preceded his consummation with the chosen 

woman; bonding her to this king of an apostate system. 

But the most important references come from Proverbs, 

because here Solomon himself has already written about myrrh, 

so we’re seeing interpretations of the symbol from the same 

author as the Song. Solomon denotes myrrh to be the chosen 

spice with which the proverbial adulteress perfumed her bed. 

  

“I have perfumed my bed with myrrh, 

aloes, and cinnamon. 

Come, let us take our fill of love till morning; 

let us delight ourselves with love. 

For my husband is not at home; 

he has gone on a long journey” (Prov 7:17) 

 

Solomon poignantly concludes: “Her house is a highway 

to the grave, leading down to the chambers of death.” (v27). 

That’s a clear association of myrrh with death from Solomon’s 
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own hand. In fact he presents two contrasting women: the wise 

woman and the adulteress. Myrrh is never associated with the 

wise woman: it has no mention in chapters 1 or 8. Myrrh is only 

found in the house of the prostitute, indeed in her very bed. In 

Solomon’s writing, myrrh is in the house of the dead, not the 

house of the living. 

 

Conclusion: Myrrh is a biblical symbol for death. 

 

6.1.3 Doves 

The dove symbol is not as prevalent as lilies or myrrh; 

nevertheless the Song contains 15% of biblical appearances of 

doves, ranking second of the 66 Bible books for frequency 

(Figure 6.3). Leviticus places first; doves are mentioned there in a 

literal sense as part of various sacrifices. 

 Expositors struggle to interpret the dove symbol. In the 

Song doves are seen in the eyes of both lovers (1:15, 4:1, 5:12). 

Bloch notes only the oval shape of a dove roughly matches that 

Figure 6.3: Occurrence of the word ‘dove’ in the Bible. Seven of 46 

mentions are in the Song of Songs  
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of the eye; and separately speculates that the symbol might mean 

to convey the gentleness ascribed to the species.5  

Bible references produce seemingly contradictory results: 

doves are used in a very positive sense in some places, but a very 

negative sense in others.  

In the positive sense, three examples stand out: 

 The Holy Spirit of God descends in the form of a dove at 

Jesus’ baptism (Mt 3:16). If the Holy Spirit presents as a 

dove it seems inconceivable that it could ever be anything 

but a positive symbol! 

 At the end of God’s destructive flood, it was a dove that 

brought the evidence of new life on Earth to Noah (Gen 

8:11)6 

 A prominent, yet potentially invisible, use of the word 

dove occurs in the prophets: ‘Jonah’ is the Hebrew word 

for dove. Thus, there is a Bible prophet called “Dove” 

 

There’s a spiritually powerful link between these three 

Bible passages: Baptism. The Genesis flood is essentially the 

baptism of the whole natural creation, and God chooses a dove 

to witness the new life to Noah. Jesus is the firstfruits of the 

spiritual creation (1 Cor 15:20; Col 1:15) and at his baptism the 

Holy Spirit appears as a dove – a stark departure from the Spirit’s 

many other biblical manifestations, which are always as fire. The 

prophet “Dove” (Jonah) was the only man in history who actually 

lived a real baptism. He entered the water as an intentional sinner 

fleeing from God (Jon 1); repented underwater (Jon 2) and 

emerged intending to do God’s will (Jon 3). The man called Dove 

‘lived’ a real baptism and thus became a perfect emblem of it.  

                                                 
5 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p147 
6 Traditionally this verse is used to suggest the dove forms a symbol of peace, 

but that does not form any strong logical link with the text. 
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So we have excellent reason to ascribe the interpretation 

“baptism” to the symbol of the dove. That also fits well with 

Jesus’ use of the dove as a symbol of innocence (Matt 10:16), 

since baptism associates with a state of innocence. 

But that’s not the whole story. We mustn’t sweep under 

the rug the inconvenient uses of the dove which are negative. 

 “Ephraim is like a dove, easily deceived and senseless- 

now calling to Egypt, now turning to Assyria.” (Hos 7:11) 

 Jonah (Dove) is the only prophet of God whom the Bible 

records actively disobeying God (Jon 1:1-3) 

 

How can we find a single interpretation for ‘dove’ that 

allows it to mean “easily deceived and senseless” in one case and 

yet, at the other extreme, represent the Holy Spirit of God? It 

sounds impossible. 

Yet it is possible. A common theme is “new life”; and a 

new start in life can be either good or bad. 

Invariably at baptism a new life begins; specifically the 

avowed transition from the life of self-service to the life in Christ. 

Even for Jesus, baptism formed a new start. It marked his 

elevation from being a student to being a leader, a Rabbi; he 

assembles disciples and followers almost immediately thereafter.  

The choice of a “new start” can also be negative. Hosea 

condemns Israel via the dove metaphor for their folly of turning 

away from God to form a new alliance with Egypt for defence; 

and later doing the same thing with Assyria. Jonah, the man 

called Dove, turns his life away from God, literally in that God 

told him to go north-east to Nineveh and he took off south-west 

to Joppa, before turning back to Him.  

Thus, a dove symbolizing a new life direction works for 

all Bible cases, positive and negative. 

 

Conclusion: Dove is a biblical symbol for a new start. 
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6.1.4 Vineyards & Gardens 

 Solomon’s Song contains six mentions each of gardens 

and vineyards: 12% of the Bible’s ‘garden’ and 6% of ‘vineyard.’ 

Both symbols represent a fertile woman. “The nation of 

Israel is the vineyard of the LORD of Heaven’s Armies. The 

people of Judah are his pleasant garden”(Isa 5:1-7, NLT; also 

Amos 4:9; 9:14 and Isa 1:8). Adding the verses that describe 

Israel and Judah as God’s bride (e.g. Ezk 16; Rev 19) forms a 

scriptural basis to understand the garden and the vineyard as a 

Bride, or fertile woman. 

 This interpretation can be established independently. The 

Bible uses blood as a symbol for life; explicitly declaring this in 

three books of the Torah: “But be sure you do not eat the blood, 

because the blood is the life” (Dt 12:23, also Gen 9:4; Lev 17:11). 

Jesus develops this metaphor at the Last Supper, to show wine is 

a symbol for blood (Mt 26:27-29). 

 Thus, if blood represents life and wine represents blood, 

then the vineyard, where wine grows, is the place where life 

grows. Life grows, literally, within a fertile woman. 

 

Conclusion: Vineyard and garden are biblical symbols 

for a fertile woman. 

 

 

6.2 Do These Solutions Work in the Song? 
 We’ve used Bible references to arrive at these symbols: 

 Lilies – beauty 

 Myrrh – death 

 Doves – new start  

 Vineyard/Garden – fertile woman 

 

But do these interpretations work in the Song? Do they 

harmonize with the text and assist in expositing it, or do they 
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create bizarre effects or contradictions? If they do work, what 

new doors of understanding and appreciation might they open?  

 

6.2.1 Lilies as Beauty 

 

She: “I am a rose of Sharon, 

    a lily of the valleys.” 

He: “Like a lily among thorns 

    is my darling among the young women.” (2:1-2) 

 

 Our interpretation of the lily suggests these verses mean 

the Bride is perceived as very beautiful, which merges seamlessly 

with the Song’s message. It doesn’t advance understanding, we 

already know she is represented as iconically beautiful, but it is an 

encouraging start to see that the interpretation fits.  

 

“Your breasts are like two fawns, 

    like twin fawns of a gazelle 

    that browse among the lilies.” (4:5) 

 

“Your navel is a rounded goblet 

    that never lacks blended wine. 

Your waist is a mound of wheat 

    encircled by lilies.” (7:2) 

  

Lilies proliferate around her breasts and navel. These are 

the most intimately sexual parts of the woman, so the idea that 

the lily represents physical allure is perfect in these cases. 

 

“My beloved is mine and I am his; 

    he browses among the lilies.” (2:16) 
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“My beloved has gone down to his garden, 

    to the beds of spices, 

to browse in the gardens 

    and to gather lilies. 

I am my beloved’s and my beloved is mine; 

    he browses [Heb: ‘ra’ah’] among the lilies.” (6:2-3) 

 

 The three-fold repetition of his lily-browsing highlights its 

importance; and the verb ‘ra’ah,’ implies sexual congress, as 

shown earlier (§4.2). Our interpretation brings extra insight. The 

Bride is now saying: “He browses pretty ladies; he gathers them 

to himself.” History readily confirms Solomon as a womanizer, 

having indulged himself in unprecedented numbers; reputedly to 

the total of a thousand. That’s pretty heavy-duty ‘lily-browsing’! 7 

 Finally, the Song combines the symbols of lily and myrrh, 

prophesying a stunningly accurate spiritual conclusion. 

 

 “His lips are like lilies 

dripping with myrrh.” (5:13) 

 

Myrrh represents death. Thus, with a prescience I believe 

could only be divine, the Bride warns that Solomon’s taste for 

‘pasturing lilies’ is deadly.  

 

                                                 
7 It is commonly said that Solomon obtained many wives through shrewd 

political machination to create peaceful alliances with surrounding nations. 

There are less than 200 nations on the planet in the 21st century so, even with 

fragmented baronies, under no circumstances could anything close to 1 000 

alliances be needed! There is also no biblical evidence to support the theory 

that Solomon married through political astuteness; in fact the Bible contradicts 

it. Scripture explicitly states that Solomon was repeatedly infatuated and falling 

in love with women (1 Kgs 11:2); and Solomon himself confesses this foolish 

indulgence (Ecc 2:1-11). His reign was blessed because God blessed it, and 

that because of the godliness of his father David (2 Sam 7:12-16), not because 

Solomon displayed any political acumen. 
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6.2.2 Myrrh as Death 

 

“My beloved is to me a sachet of myrrh 

    resting between my breasts.” (1:13) 

 

 This links death and Solomon to whatever is between her 

breasts: either her heart or, truer to the sexual motif of the Song, 

her cleavage. The Song intones that Solomon will find his death 

either in her heart, i.e. falling in love with her; or, very similarly, 

through his obsession with physical allure, as represented by her 

cleavage. Since this is actually what happened in his life, the 

symbol’s interpretation enables us to witness that the Song’s dark 

poetry predicted this with laser accuracy. 

 

“Who is this coming up from the wilderness 

    like a column of smoke, 

perfumed with myrrh and incense 

    made from all the spices of the merchant?” (3:6) 

 

Biblically, the word for smoke column only appears in the 

case of the burned Benjamite city (Judg 20:40) and Joel’s 

apocalyptic calamities (Joel 2:30);8 both scenes of destruction. 

But I’m drawn to the choreographic match more than the 

linguistic one. This picture of the smoke column strongly echoes 

the Exodus, where God was in the cloud leading the people 

through the wilderness (Ex 13:21). But the Song’s cloud contains 

myrrh: death. Solomon has chosen a new god to lead him: the 

allure of his bride; and this is deadly. This proposal earns strong, 

if unwitting, support from Hebraists: Huwiler reveals the Hebrew 

pronoun “who” (is in the cloud) is feminine singular! She believes 

                                                 
8 J. Strong, “A Concise Dictionary of the words in the Hebrew Bible with their 

Renderings in the Authorized English Version,” in “Strong’s Exhaustive 

Concordance,” 1997, p939 
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this “creates a problem for interpreters” since “no female person 

is mentioned.” 9 Yet Huwiler’s discovery is perfect: it implies the 

myrrh-infused smoke cloud contains the Bride; explicable in 

terms of Solomon’s self-imposed enslavement to her. Bloch and 

Fox both agree, deducing from the Hebrew that it’s the girl in the 

smoke cloud.10 Fox misses the Exodus analogy, as does Cave; 

Fox is puzzled by the mention of the wilderness11 and Cave 

interprets “pillar” and “smoke” separately.12  

Corroborating, Bloch emphasizes that the manner in 

which she is introduced: “who is this rising” (Heb: ‘mi zo’t ‘olah’) 

(6:10; 8:5) is like a deity’s entrance: “evoking images of the 

triumphant appearance of a majestic, numinous, even godlike 

figure”; the latter verse (8:5) explicitly referencing the Bride.13  

Solomon is so smitten with the Bride that he is following 

her as a goddess. He follows her as Israel followed God in the 

wilderness; but this is a deadly move to deify her. Hence there is 

myrrh in his cloud.  

 

“Until the day breaks 

    and the shadows flee, 

I will go to the mountain of myrrh 

    and to the hill of incense.” (4:6) 

 

                                                 
9 R. Murphy & E. Huwiler, “New International Biblical Commentary: 

Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs,” 1999, p267 
10 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p159 
11 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 

1985, p119 
12 G. Cave, “The Song of Solomon,” The Testimony, Ed. E. Marshall, 2010, 

Vol 80, p369 
13 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, Op. cit., 211 
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 Myrrh is now a mountain. I believe the Bible uses 

“mountain” as a symbol for a ruling power;14 and so underscores 

the same message as 3:6, that death takes a ruling hold over 

Solomon as his obsession puts him in mortal danger. 

 Considering the three verses together reveals an ominous 

trend. In chapter one myrrh is a sachet, in chapter three a column 

of smoke and by chapter four, a mountain. It’s growing. The 

symbol of death balloons from something small enough to hold 

in the palm of one’s hand to that which towers over a man and, 

in biblical symbology, rules him. Death takes control of the King 

as he chooses to spend his nights “among the spices” (4:6; 7:11). 

The fatal myrrh, which originated between her breasts, is 

next seen in the Bride’s hands. She has no agenda to bring harm 

to the king she loves, but as long as Solomon’s idolization of her 

distracts him from God, her embrace is deadly for him. The 

poetry encapsulates this deftly: death pours from her touch. 

 

I arose to open for my beloved, 

and my hands dripped with myrrh, 

my fingers with flowing myrrh, 

on the handles of the bolt. (5:5) 

 

Most important of all is the new translation of the central 

couplet of the Song; around which the whole plotline pivots. 

 

“I have come into my garden, my sister, my bride, 

I have gathered my myrrh with my spice” (5:1) 

 

 Using myrrh as death and taking the common inference 

of “spice” as a metaphor for pleasure, this becomes: 

 

                                                 
14 Some references suggest this quite readily: Psa 72:1-3; Isa 11:9; 41:15-16; 

Dan 2:34-35; Mic 4:1-2; Lk 23:29-30; Rev 16:19-20 
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 “I have joined with you, my beloved, my bride, 

I have gathered my death with my pleasure” (5:1)  

 

 A devastating summary. 

 

6.2.3 Doves as a New Start 

 In the Song, doves appear in conjunction with the eyes. 

 

“How beautiful you are, my darling! Oh, how beautiful! 

Your eyes are doves.” (1:15 & 4:1) 

 

“His eyes are like doves by the water streams, 

washed in milk, mounted like jewels.” (5:12) 

  

 Using the interpretation we have developed, this says the 

new life they started was visually oriented. This fits perfectly with 

Solomon’s infatuation being his new guiding force: infatuation is 

most commonly triggered visually. He changed his life priorities 

after one look at her beauty, which he explicitly confesses. 

 

“You have stolen my heart, my sister, my bride; 

you have stolen my heart with one glance of your 

eyes” (4:9) 

 

 One glance changed his life; hence the doves are shown 

in the eyes. Later in the Song, there is a Hebrew hint that 

Solomon should have been terrified by the eyes that ensnared 

him, underscoring the danger of the relationship. 

 

“You are as beautiful as Tirzah, my darling, 

as lovely as Jerusalem, 

as majestic [Heb: ‘ayummah’] as troops with banners. 

Turn your eyes from me; 
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they overwhelm me.” (6:4-5) 

 

Hebraists are in accord that the description of the Bride’s 

eyes (‘ayummah’) should be translated as ‘daunting,’ ‘frightening’ 

or ‘terrifying.’ 15,16,17 Solomon should have been scared away from 

this new life direction. 

 

6.2.4 Vineyard & Garden as a Fertile Woman, Bride 

This interpretation is commonly held among academics. 

Gledhill explicitly identifies the vineyard with the Bride, noting 

that she has a need to be cultivated, as a vineyard does; and also 

comments: “Her vineyard represents everything that conveys her 

essential femininity.” 18 Fox also sees the vineyard as representing 

the girl19 and Bloch agrees, adding the illumination that the words 

‘gepen’ (vine) and ‘kerem’ (vineyard) are both feminine.20 Pope 

reads the vineyard specifically as the Bride’s sexuality,21 with 

which Huwiler agrees,22 while Fox suggests that it is the tending of 

the vineyards which denotes the physical interaction.23  

We can see how the Song uses these gentle metaphors to 

describe the Bride’s sexual status. Initially, she is a virgin.  

 

“You are a garden locked up, my sister, my bride; 

                                                 
15 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p4, 189 
16 M. Falk, “The Song of Songs: Love Lyrics from the Bible,” 2004, Song 20 
17 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 

1985, p151 
18 T. Gledhill, “The Message of the Song of Songs: The Lyrics of Love,” from 

“The Bible Speaks Today,” Eds. J. A. Motyer & J. R. W. Stott, 1994, p104-5 
19 M. V. Fox, Op. cit., p102 
20 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, Op. cit., p147 
21 M. Pope, “The Song of Songs,” 1977, p691 
22 R. Murphy & E. Huwiler, “New International Biblical Commentary: 

Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs,” 1999, p242, 250 
23 M. V. Fox, Op. cit., p211 
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you are a spring enclosed, a sealed fountain.” (4:12) 

 

Shortly afterwards she invites him to sexual union. 

 

“Awake, north wind, and come, south wind! 

Blow on my garden, 

that its fragrance may spread everywhere. 

Let my beloved come into his garden 

and taste its choice fruits.” (4:16) 

 

Solomon accepts her invitation, announcing their union. 

 

“I have come into my garden, my sister, my bride; 

I have gathered my myrrh with my spice.” (5:1) 

 

 Later they investigate whether they have conceived.  

 

“Let us go early to the vineyards 

to see if the vines have budded, 

if their blossoms have opened, 

and if the pomegranates are in bloom” (7:12) 

 

This symbol of vineyard and garden representing the 

fertile Bride enables the Song to convey the sexual elements of 

the relationship obliquely and prettily; guiding us through the 

stations of their developing relationship with elegant imagery, 

rather than direct vulgarities. 

The vineyard metaphor is also blended with a mention of 

‘little foxes,’ in a verse warning of spoil or loss to the vineyard. 

 

“Catch the foxes for us, 

the little foxes 

that spoil the vineyards, 
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for our vineyards are in blossom.” (2:15) 

 

 It’s not certain who is speaking here: Solomon is speaking 

in the preceding verse and the Bride in the verse following. The 

interpretation I offer fits well with this spoken by the Bride. 

 I believe the Bride is teasing and challenging Solomon to 

claim her before she is taken by another. Clearly the ‘little foxes’ 

have a potential relationship with the ‘vineyards’; one which 

would despoil them.  

Since there are no other biblical references in which a fox 

symbol is explained (it’s not obvious what Jesus means by calling 

Herod a fox in Lk 13:32) I repair to other literature. A satisfying 

parallel is seen in Theocritus’ idylls, from the third century BC; 

the time period at least one biblical historian dates the Song.24 

Theocritus’ fifth idyll represents foxes as lusty young men 

pursuing the sexual pleasures of young women, (Micon’s 

daughters), who are depicted as vines; just as in the Song. The 

character Comatas declares:  

 

“I hate the brush-tail foxes, 

that soon as day declines, 

Come creeping to their vintaging 

mid goodman Micon’s vines.” 25 

 

This seems to verify the interpretation suggested by Fox 

(no pun intended) that the Bride is gently teasing Solomon that 

many suitors (little foxes) are enamored by her; and he must 

round them up to repel their competition.26 Owen also sees this 

                                                 
24 H. L. Ginsberg, “Introduction to the Song of Songs,” in “The Five 

Megilloth and Jonah,” 1969, p3 
25 Theocritus, ~300 BC, in “Theocritus: Idylls,” Trans. A. Verity, 2003, Idyll 

5:112 
26 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 

1985, p114 
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verse as warning of a loss of the attentions of the Bride27 and 

Cave also interprets the foxes as a potential pollution,28 very 

reasonably marrying it with Ezekiel’s implied use of fox for false 

teachers (Ezk 13:4). Huwiler strengthens the case by revealing 

that the Hebrew noun for foxes is grammatically male, and also 

that the adjective ‘little’ can be taken as ‘playful.’ 29 The Bride is 

challenging Solomon to hurry up and commit to her before the 

‘little foxes’ whisk her away; although there’s something of a tease 

involved, since clearly the adoration between them is mutual. 

 Ironically the potential for her to take other lovers and 

spoil the relationship was never the problem; infidelity was his 

weakness, as even the Song later hints. 

 

“Solomon had a vineyard at Baal-hamon; 

he let out the vineyard to keepers; 

each one was to bring for its fruit a thousand pieces 

of silver. 

My vineyard, my very own, is before me; 

you, O Solomon, may have the thousand” (8:11-12) 

  

 Several clues show this to be commentary on Solomon’s 

polygamy. ‘Baal-hamon’ is not a real place; and means ‘lord of 

plenty’ or even ‘lord of hordes.’ Glen translates it ‘lord of 

multitude,’ directly ascribing it to the king’s polygamy.30  

The seasoned Bible student will register that the word for 

Lord (‘Baal’) is not any of the praiseworthy names attributed to 

                                                 
27 S. Owen, “Song of Solomon Study Guide,” 1990, p30 
28 G. Cave, “The Song of Solomon,” The Testimony, Ed. E. Marshall, 2010, 

Vol 80, p355 
29 R. Murphy & E. Huwiler, “New International Biblical Commentary: 

Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs,” 1999, p260 
30 Rev. A. Glen, “The Song of Solomon” in “An Old Testament Commentary 

for English Readers by Various Writers,” Ed: Rt. Rev. C. J. Ellicott, 1897, Vol 

4, p402 
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God, but a term reserved for a false god. So there are moral 

observations woven into the Song here. The Song says: 

“Solomon’s indulgence with women led to an excess of false 

gods” and cleverly does so in symbolic economy: “Solomon had 

a vineyard at Baal Hamon.” The poetry is elegant; yet packs a 

powerful punch. Clauses like these are what draw me strongly to 

the Song and also convince me that, ultimately, this poetry was 

penned by God. Solomon himself would never have been able to 

encrypt such a message concerning a weakness to which he was 

personally blind.  

 Further, the Bride speaks of “her own vineyard” which is 

“before [her],” dismissing the ‘thousand’ which stand before 

Solomon, which I take to be 1 000 vineyards: other partners. Fox 

says the 1 000 refers to shekels31 but Bloch says the word shekels 

is absent.32 Isaiah shows the two are linked anyway. 

 

In that day, in every place where there were a thousand 

vines worth a thousand silver shekels there will be only 

briers and thorns. (Isa 7:23) 

 

The Song explicitly indicts Solomon for falling to false 

gods (Baal) by indulging himself with a horde (Hamon) of 1 000 

women (1 Kgs 11:3). Since the Song states Solomon has ‘only’ a 

couple of hundred partners (6:8) at the time of the Song’s writing, 

the divine mind has again been involved; predicting the future 

which awaits Solomon by cleverly encoding it in the lyrics.  

 In the final movement of the Song, Solomon’s resolve 

collapses completely. He resigns his life’s future guidance to 

                                                 
31 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 

1985, p94 
32 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p114-5 
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hedonism: to those who “dwell in gardens,” which translates as 

those who make their home in the pleasures of women.  

 

“You who dwell in the gardens 

with friends in attendance, 

let me hear your voice!” (8:13) 

 

 His capitulation is complete. 

 

 

6.3 Rare and Deadly 
 The Song also evidences the re-appearance of very rare 

scriptural terms as symbols; terms which occur once or twice 

only. As before, I will repair to meanings they may hold in other 

parts of scripture; although this time there is a complication. 

Naturally there’s an advantage in that a word used only once is 

unambiguous in meaning precisely by reason of the singularity of 

context; but the disadvantage is that it isn’t statistically justifiable to 

assert the meaning can be imported into the Song with a database 

of usage so microscopic. I can only justify the protocol through a 

belief in a divine authorship which is sufficiently detail-oriented 

that it does indeed sculpt the biblical library in a manner that a 

singular symbolic meaning could be reliably transported. Those 

who do not see the canon of scripture as a common library, or 

are not convinced of the reliability of transferring symbols to this 

level of detail may remain skeptical of the interpretations 

presented in this section.  

 However, Paul the apostle relies on the scriptural record 

to an extremely detailed level when he argues “scripture does not 

say ‘and to seeds,’ meaning many people, but ‘and to your seed’ 

meaning one person” (Gal 3:16, quoting Gen 12:7). Paul is basing 

his argument on the fact that a single word in the OT is singular, 

not plural, which justifies a highly detailed level of scriptural 
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reliability. Furthermore, the multiplicity of singular symbols all 

conveying a similar theme also provides a reassurance that the 

reasoning is reliable. 

In every case the symbols explored here have previously 

been involved in a scene that was either deadly, sexually immoral, 

or both.  

 

En-Gedi 

 

“All night between my breasts 

My love is a cluster of myrrh, 
 A sheaf of henna blossoms 

In the vineyards of En Gedi.” (1:13-14, Bloch)33 

 

 For immediate context, the En Gedi couplet (v14) is 

expressed as a parallelism with the couplet where Solomon 

discovers death between her breasts (v13). Bloch’s translation, 

above, presents the couplets as a single sentence. So already En 

Gedi is paralleled with the symbol for death. 

Gledhill notes that ‘gedi’ (kid) constitutes the payment 

Judah used for prostitution with Tamar (Gen 38:17),34 although 

that match seems cherry-picked, since kids are also used in other 

ways, including twice as offerings to angels (Judg 6:19; 13:5). 

 Scripturally, En Gedi features in two accounts,35 both 

involving righteous kings of Israel: David and Jehoshaphat. Both 

have near-death experiences in En Gedi. 

 

                                                 
33 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p53 
34 T. Gledhill, “The Message of the Song of Songs: The Lyrics of Love,” from 

“The Bible Speaks Today,” Eds. J. A. Motyer & J. R. W. Stott, 1994, p116 
35 En Gedi is also listed in two purely geographical mentions of no apparent 

spiritual weight: Josh 15:62; Ezk 47:10. 
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After Saul returned from pursuing the Philistines, he was 

told, “David is in the Desert of En Gedi.” So Saul took 

three thousand able young men from all Israel and set out 

to look for David and his men near the Crags of the Wild 

Goats. (1 Sam 24:1-2) 

 

Then some came and told Jehoshaphat, saying, “A great 

multitude is coming against you from beyond the sea, 

from Syria; and they are in Hazazon Tamar” (which is En 

Gedi). And Jehoshaphat feared, and set himself to seek 

the LORD, and proclaimed a fast throughout all Judah. 

(2 Chr 20:2-3) 

 

 En Gedi is a beautiful place. The Nahal Arugot river 

flows through it, irrigating local vineyards and forming waterfalls 

and pools. The site is highlighted by the Israeli tourism board as a 

place to behold. But biblically, it’s the place where two of the 

godliest kings’ lives were threatened. Physically gorgeous but 

spiritually deadly: the Song’s familiar theme. Even geographically, 

En Gedi’s setting is ominous: it’s the cliff-top where the Nahal 

Arugot drops into the Dead Sea. The Bible regularly uses fresh 

water as a symbol of life and saltwater as a symbol of death.36 At 

En Gedi the fresh, life-giving river flows into the most salt-laden 

body of water on the planet; so much so it even bears the name 

of death: the Dead Sea. 

Beautiful though it may be, life turns to death in En Gedi.  

The couplet in the Song specifies that it is the vineyards 

of En Gedi that Solomon encounters while lying all night with 

the Bride, and we have already translated a vineyard as a fertile 

woman. This verse is subtly identifying the Bride herself as 

Solomon’s deadly place.  

                                                 
36 Rev 22:1; Jn 4:10-15; Job 38:16-17; Jam 3:9-12 
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The Bride’s Shawl 

 Walking the streets by night, the Bride exclaims: 

 

“The watchmen found me 

as they made their rounds in the city. 

They beat me, they bruised me; 

they took away my cloak [Heb: ‘redid’], 

those watchmen of the walls!” (5:7) 

 

 This word ‘redid’ appears only once elsewhere in the 

Bible: it’s the cloak Israel wears as a prostitute when unfaithful to 

God (Isa 3:16-26). The same cloak seen adorning the Song’s 

Bride. The watchmen of Jerusalem snatch it away; and in so 

doing exactly mirror God’s actions (c.f. Song 5:7 & Isa 3:18-22); 

which Cave also notices.37 

 The ‘redid’ is the prostitute’s shawl.  

 

Mandrakes 

 

“The mandrakes [duda’im] give forth fragrance, 

and beside our doors are all choice fruits, 

new as well as old, 

which I have laid up for you, O my beloved.” (7:13) 

 

 The Hebrew ‘duda’im,’ mandrakes, is related to ‘dodim,’ 

lovemaking;38 and thus the likely origin of the various myths of 

the root’s aphrodisiac qualities. The word only exists in one 

biblical account outside the Song.  

 

                                                 
37 G. Cave, “The Song of Solomon,” The Testimony, Ed. E. Marshall, 2011, 

Vol 81, p414 
38 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p208 
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Reuben went out into the fields and found some 

mandrake plants, which he brought to his mother Leah. 

Rachel said to Leah, “Please give me some of your son’s 

mandrakes.” But she said to her, “Wasn’t it enough that 

you took away my husband? Will you take my son’s 

mandrakes too?” “Very well,” Rachel said, “he can sleep 

with you tonight in return for your son’s mandrakes.” So 

when Jacob came in from the fields that evening, Leah 

went out to meet him. “You must sleep with me,” she 

said. “I have hired you with my son’s mandrakes.” So he 

slept with her that night. (Gen 30:14-16) 

 

 It’s a tawdry scene. Jacob has selfishly taken two sisters as 

wives, thereby creating enmity between them; a practice later 

revealed as contrary to God’s design (Lev 18:18). Rachel is 

preferred, for the crassly shallow reason of her figure and looks 

(Gen 29:17). Leah is ignored and has to resort to purchasing a 

sexual liaison with her husband using the mandrakes her son 

found. Again, the story sees women in control: Jacob wanders 

home to be instructed with whom he will sleep that night; and he 

wordlessly, powerlessly, complies.  

 This is the scriptural provenance of mandrakes. It’s a 

pretty seedy one about sexual manipulation; essentially degrading 

marriage into prostitution. Mandrakes only ever reappear in the 

Bible here in the Song, where the Bride notes them as the scent 

which pervades their house. 

 

“The mandrakes send out their fragrance, 

and at our door is every delicacy, 

both new and old,  

that I have stored up for you, my beloved.” (7:13) 
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 The King and the Lebanese Bride come together, an 

unwise spiritual union forged by the unquenchable desire of 

Solomon for the Bride’s beautiful face and figure, mirroring 

Jacob’s desire for Rachel; and the aroma of mandrakes is once 

again smelled in the land. 

 En Gedi, the ‘redid’ shawl and mandrakes (and ‘tesuqah,’ 

a fourth example we consider later, §7.4) are all rare symbols and 

words, each with its own dark history. Each has long since 

vanished from the biblical text just to reappear here one final 

time, joining together in unholy convocation to deliver their last 

message. Small words they may be, but they are loaded with 

powerful meaning. Something deadly is afoot. 

 

 

6.4 Reflection 
 What is immensely satisfying about translating the four 

main symbols of the Song is that the result perfectly matches the 

postulated theme. The theme of “The King Who Fell” exposition 

of the Song is summarized as: 

 

Solomon’s deadly new path abandoning God to pursue 

beautiful women. 

 

The four most commonly appearing symbols in the Song 

are lilies (beauty), myrrh (death), doves (new path) and vineyards 

/gardens (women); which interlace perfectly with the theme. 

 

Solomon’s deadly [myrrh-like] new path [dove], turning 

from God [no mention of God in the Song] to pursue 

beautiful [lily-like] women [gardens/vineyards]. 

 

This harmony of plotline and symbols is wholly unforced. 

Even better: scientifically speaking, the symbolic analysis stands 
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separately from all our other reasoning, meaning the verification 

it provides to the theory is truly an independent one. 

 Although this section has highlighted the rare and deadly 

elements of the Song’s lyrics, those elements are still very much 

in the minority; as we can see from their immediate context. 

 

“Behold, you are beautiful, my love, 

behold, you are beautiful! 

Your eyes are doves 

behind your veil. 

Your hair is like a flock of goats 

leaping down the slopes of Gilead. 

Your teeth are like a flock of shorn ewes 

that have come up from the washing, 

all of which bear twins, 

and not one among them has lost its young. 

Your lips are like a scarlet thread, 

and your mouth is lovely. 

Your cheeks are like halves of a pomegranate 

behind your veil. 

Your neck is like the tower of David, 

built in rows of stone; 

on it hang a thousand shields, 

all of them shields of warriors. 

Your two breasts are like two fawns, 

twins of a gazelle, 

that graze among the lilies. 

Until the day breathes 

and the shadows flee, 

I will go away to the mountain of myrrh 

and the hill of frankincense. 

You are altogether beautiful, my love; 

there is no flaw in you.” (4:1-7) 
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 Solomon, I contend, wrote the Song. And he did so in a 

state of euphoria and celebration: that’s why it’s a song, because 

music is the most natural way in which to express an abundance 

of joy and celebration. He was delighted and ecstatic concerning 

the fabulous relationship in which he was engaged: an 

intoxicating romance and sexual adventure with a stunningly 

beautiful woman who loved him as much as he (temporarily) 

loved her. The verses above reflect this: Solomon conjures every 

metaphor under the sun to represent the rich array of pleasures 

he is experiencing. Lyrics are bursting at the seams with luscious 

fruits and heady spices and all elements – to him – are positive. 

But the divine authorship encodes the symbols to which 

Solomon, in his breathless lust and pleasure, is blind. These 

symbols predict the future of the couple’s relationship without 

God; even though it is otherwise flawless.  

 Thus the Song’s text is in perfect balance. Solomon over-

stuffs it with every symbol bar the kitchen sink, in celebration of 

the powerful love the couple explore together; all of which 

project a message of positivity and delight. But a small number of 

symbols – enough for the careful reader to notice, enough to be 

significant and corroborate each other – speak to the deadly 

element which Solomon doesn’t see; representing the absence of 

God from their bliss. These deadly elements, myrrh and the like, 

are very much in the minority, like Judas Iscariot seated among 

the twelve – less than 10% of the apostolic assembly. But they, as 

he, will have a critical impact on the plotline. 

 I believe the symbols also justify the place of the Song of 

Songs in the Bible; a continuing academic controversy to this day. 

At some level it is always going to require faith to trust that the 

disciple will be exposed to the correct canon. Yet traditionally, 

the only verses supplied to attempt to crosslink the Song of 

Songs into scripture (e.g. Lk 23:28; Eph 5:27; Rev 3:20) supply 

unconvincing arguments (§1.3). These symbolic interpretations of 
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the Song help enormously. We deduced the meanings of lilies, 

myrrh, doves, vineyards and gardens from their scriptural usage 

outside the Song and then applied those meanings inside the Song 

to discover that the results not only made sense – creating no 

contradictions or bizarre scenarios – but also enabled additional 

insights, deepening the Song’s message harmoniously with 

scriptural themes. I believe this happened because the Song is a 

bona fide portion of the Bible. As a consequence we can now 

quote an abundance of references as justification for the Song’s 

biblical inclusion: i.e. the symbols in the Song39 being perfectly 

explained by their biblical meanings outside the Song.40 Nor is 

our current list exhaustive. As we broaden our exploration of the 

Song to consider the plot, many more scriptural links will gently 

illuminate before our eyes. 

                                                 
39 Song of Songs 2:16; 6:2-3; 5:13; 1:13; 3:6; 4:6; 5:1; 5:5; 1:15; 4:1; 5:12; 4:9; 

4:12; 4:16; 7:12; 8:11-12; 8:13; 1:13-14; 5:7; 7:13 
40 Mt 6:28-29; 1 Kgs 7:19; Mt 2:11; Jn 19:39-40; Mk 15:23; Prov 7:17, 27; Ex 

13:21; Mt 3:16; Gen 8:11; Jon 1-3; Hos 7:11; Isa 5:1-7; Amos 4:9; 9:14; Isa 1:8, 

29; Dt 12:23; Gen 9:4; Lev 17:11; Mt 26:27-29; 1 Kgs 11:3; 1 Sam 24:1-2; 2 

Chr 20:2-3; Isa 3:18-22; Gen 30:14-16 





 

 

 

 

 

 

Beside her, her husband could only 

splutter, and he stopped even that when 

she half turned to flash him a smile - the 

instinctive, brilliant smile of a woman who 

knows what feeble creatures men can be. 

You couldn’t learn to smile like that. It was 

something a woman either knew the 

minute she was born, or never knew at all 

Cornell Woolrich 
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The King Who Fell: 
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The King Who Fell: 
Plotline 

 

This is a love song. However much we analyze the 

structure and interplay of the characters, the unfeigned adoration 

that Solomon and his Bride hold for each other always pervades 

and is powerfully seen in every movement of the piece. 

That message is carried in the Song’s structure. There’s 

strong literary evidence that the Song is arranged as a chiasmus, 

where two antithetical halves emphasize the center (Figure 7.1). 

 

Figure 7.1 The chiastic structure of the Song of Songs. One entry (5:12) is 
moved down the order to present the pairings most readily to the eye 

 

The Song’s central couplet reads: 

 

“I have come into my garden, my sister, my bride; 

I have gathered my myrrh with my spice.” (5:1) 
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Their sexual union is prompted at her invitation (4:16) 

and is the center of both the poem and their hearts’ desire. The 

dynamic between them changes dramatically from the first half to 

the second, pivoted around this fulcrum. The position of power 

transfers and because of that, the dominant religion also changes, 

which is of primary importance to scripture. In the Song’s first 

half, Solomon leads his bride; although hints of her rising 

authority are also expressed. It is inevitable that he began as 

leader: Solomon was perhaps the most powerful human on the 

planet, being King of Israel at the height of Israel’s international 

renown. But after 5:1 she leads him, and Lebanon’s motif drowns 

out Israel’s, as Solomon abandons the God who loved him.  

Solomon’s requited love for his bride is entirely genuine 

and pure: where ‘pure’ means that neither lover intentionally 

manipulates, dominates, exploits or abuses the other. But their 

love remains godless, unspiritual; and this understandably leads to 

Solomon forgetting God and His chosen city Jerusalem. The 

apple of Solomon’s eye refocuses to the Bride’s rich but deadly 

spices. The Song depicts this as her influence on him; albeit he 

remains at fault, since it is his choice to serve her rather than God 

(1 Kgs 11:4-8). 

 This disintegration of Solomon’s spirituality triggers the 

responses of the Watchmen and Daughters of Jerusalem. The 

Song denotes both groups with the appellation “of Jerusalem” to 

demonstrate their loyalty to God’s city. Both groups respond 

negatively to the Bride: the watchmen with violence (5:6-7); the 

Daughters with jealous accusation (5:9). The Bride rebuffs the 

Daughters possessively with reiteration of her sincere love (5:10-

16); and speculates on the possibility of conception (6:11-12), 

provoking the witnessing crowd’s indictment of Solomon (6:13). 

 The King declares his willing enslavement to her beauty 

(7:1-5), and she reciprocally declares, without rancor, the triumph 

her allure has secured (8:6-10). The Song reiterates an indictment 
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of the king (8:11-12). He calls for instruction and direction from 

those guided by sensuality (8:13) and she responds; leading him, 

in the closing vignette, away from Jerusalem to play on the 

mountains of pleasure (8:14). 
 
 

7.1 World Without God 
 The absence of God in the Song is profound. Glen 

writes: “In the true Hebrew spirit everything is made subordinate 

to the master feelings of loyalty to the God Jehovah and reliance 

upon Him. In the Song of Songs not a trace of this feeling shows 

itself.” 1 Gregory counters: “you can lift up the act of physical 

intimacy in the presence of God Himself,” 2 which is true, but 

not what happens. The Song doesn’t present a couple yearning to 

discover God via their physical relationship, as Gregory directly 

concedes, seemingly unaware of the contradiction.  

 God is not only absent, He has been replaced. Oaths are 

sworn in the Song (2:7, 3:5, 8:4) and commentators notice they 

accentuate God’s absence,3,4,5 since oaths are typically sworn in 

God’s name (e.g. Dt 6:13, Josh 9:18, 2 Chr 15:14). The Song’s 

oaths are sworn in the name of animals. 

 

“I adjure you, O daughters of Jerusalem, 

    by the gazelles or the does of the field, 

                                                 
1 Rev. A. Glen, “The Song of Solomon” in “An Old Testament Commentary 

for English Readers by Various Writers,” Ed: Rt. Rev. C. J. Ellicott, 1897, Vol 

4, p385 
2 J. Gregory in J. A. Johnson, “The Song of Solomon: Love, Sex and 

Relationships,” 2007, p ix 
3 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p152 
4 T. Gledhill, “The Message of the Song of Songs: The Lyrics of Love,” from 

“The Bible Speaks Today,” Eds. J. A. Motyer & J. R. W. Stott, 1994, p127 
5 R. Murphy & E. Huwiler, “New International Biblical Commentary: 

Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs,” 1999, p242 
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that you not stir up or awaken love 

    until it pleases.” (2:7; 3:5) 

 

Gordis and Gledhill suggest there are phonetic similarities 

between the Hebrew words for these animals and the names of 

God, meaning God’s name is in the Song. These attempts seem 

strained, as the matches are poor: e.g. ‘alot hassedeh’ allegedly 

represents ‘el shaddai.’ 6,7 

 What is certain, fascinatingly, is that the oaths are sworn 

in the name of ‘tsebiy’ (gazelles); the very animal used to describe 

the Bride herself (4:5) and, despite being female, the animal the 

Bride calls the king to be (2:9; 2:17; 8:14).8 As Bloch notes,9 she’s 

adjuring oaths sworn by herself! Having removed Heaven from 

their universe, all they have left is Earth. She swears by herself, 

one might say, because she can swear by no greater.  

  

 

7.2 Pre-Union: The Rising Bride 
 This section considers the Song’s first half (pre 5:1) and 

sees the subtle hints of rising power and deadliness the Bride 

inadvertently forms for the King. 

 

1:6-7 The Untended Vineyard  

 

“Do not see me only as dark: 

the sun has stared at me.10 

                                                 
6 R. Gordis, “The Song of Songs,” 1961, p26-28 
7 T. Gledhill, “The Message of the Song of Songs: The Lyrics of Love,” from 

“The Bible Speaks Today,” Eds. J. A. Motyer & J. R. W. Stott, 1994, p128 
8 R. Murphy & E. Huwiler, “New International Biblical Commentary: 

Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs,” 1999, p272 
9 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p106 
10 Ibid., p47 
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My mother’s sons were angry with me 

and made me take care of the vineyards; 

my own vineyard I had to neglect.” (1:6) 

 

 The Bride has not tended her own vineyard. Even before 

the vineyard symbol is interpreted it’s clear her conduct is 

opposite to both God’s and the woman lauded as the virtuous 

wife. God tends His vineyard.  

 

In that day, 

“A pleasant vineyard, sing of it! 

I, the LORD, am its keeper; 

every moment I water it. 

Lest anyone punish it, 

I keep it night and day” (Isa 27:2-3) 

 

 The context clarifies the vineyard is God’s ‘wife’ Israel 

(Isa 27:6). The virtuous woman prepares herself to be a bride 

with similar industry. 

 

She considers a field and buys it; 

with the fruit of her hands she plants a vineyard. 

She dresses herself with strength 

and makes her arms strong. (Prov 31:16-17) 

 

 In this context the Bride’s declaration of neglecting her 

own vineyard interprets as her being spiritually undeveloped to be 

a godly spouse. Combined with this, Bloch notes the phrase “do 

not see me only as dark” matches the Hebrew clause in the 

proverb: “do not look at wine when it is red” (Prov 23:31) writing 

insightfully that the Hebrew forms “an admonition not to 
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consider only one superficial aspect of wine, its color, while 

ignoring its intoxicating power.” 11 Likewise the Bride. 

 Her following statement hints at her innocence.  

 

“Tell me, my only love, 

where do you pasture [‘ra‘ah’] your sheep… 

Why should I lose my way [‘ta‘ah’] among the flocks  

of your companions?” (1:7, Bloch)12 

 

 It’s one of the attractive phonetic wordplays in Hebrew to 

counterbalance ‘ra‘ah’ (tend) with ‘ta‘ah’ (stray/veil). It sounds a 

poignant chord in a duality of meaning. On one level, with ta‘ah’ 

as ‘veil,’ her question translates as seeking an intimate encounter 

(§4.2). On a separate level, with ta‘ah’ as ‘stray,’ it’s with a 

tenderness, almost pathos, that she can be heard to ask: “Where 

do you tend? [‘ra‘ah’]… for why should I stray? [‘ta‘ah’]” 13 

There’s a subliminal call for Solomon to shepherd her to God 

underlying the physical appeal for sexual satisfaction. The Song is 

so beautifully written that she makes simultaneous appeals, for 

physical and spiritual needs, with the same Hebrew words. She 

speaks on two levels, but Solomon, alas, is tuned to only one 

frequency, and it isn’t the spiritual one. 

Solomon may have owned many flocks and herds (Ecc 

2:7), but he was shepherd in name only, for he never tended 

[‘ra‘ah’] his Bride – any of a thousand! – in a way that guided 

them to God. They were all to lose their way [‘ta’ah’] amid the 

flocks of his companions, as the Song had vicariously warned. 

Solomon was not a shepherd, he was merely an owner of sheep. 

Those who assume ecclesial eldership must take warning. 

                                                 
11 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p140 
12 Ibid., p49 
13 Ibid., p142 
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1:9 Mare among Stallions  

 

“I compare you, my love, 

to a mare among Pharaoh’s chariots.” (1:9) 

 

Mares being released among Pharaoh’s chariots has an 

explicit – and educational – historical anchor. When the Hittites 

engaged Rameses II at the Battle of Kadesh in 1274 BC14 (a battle 

within memory for Solomon’s era) a Hittite tactic was to deploy 

mares in heat to distract the stallion-drawn Egyptian chariots, 

plunging their cavalry into chaos.15,16 Rameses still triumphed at 

Kadesh, as it happened, despite his disarrayed cavalry; but the 

Song’s metaphor is unmistakable: the Bride is presented as a 

sexually distracting danger to the King. 

The Hebrew noun ‘ra‘yah’ (friend) used for “my love” in 

1:9 bears instruction too. It’s used nine times in the Song, but has 

only one biblical appearance outside. It describes the “friends” 

Jephthah’s daughter took to the hills with her to mourn the death 

of their family line (Judg 11:37), before she undertook the 

sentence of her father’s foolish oath, which committed her to a 

life of Temple service and thus no hope of family. Co-mourners 

in the hills is the only biblical precedent for this word (‘ra‘yah’) 

the same friendship with which the Bride invites Solomon to the 

hills (8:14); and which he unwisely accepts (4:6). 

She is also described lulling him to sleep. Her intoxicating 

fragrance permeates: “While the king was at his table, my 

perfume [Heb: ‘nirdi’] spread its fragrance” (1:12). ‘Nirdi’ is 

                                                 
14 E. S. Ellis, C. F. Horne, “The Story of the Greatest Nations,” 1913, Vol 1,  

p117 
15 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 

1985, p105 
16 M. Falk, “The Song of Songs: Love Lyrics from the Bible,” 2004, p xxi 
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spikenard, which recent biochemical research demonstrates has 

sedative properties.17 The king is mesmerized to spiritual slumber. 

 

3:1-2; 4:6 The Seductress of Proverbs 7 

 Spikenard is not the only fragrance pervading. The 

signature aromatic of the Song is myrrh, whose origin is between 

her breasts (1:13); about which Solomon had already written. 

 

“I [the adulteress] have perfumed my bed with myrrh, 

aloes and cinnamon” (Prov 7:17). 

 

Myrrh, aloes and cinnamon are all now set before him in 

the Song by the Bride (4:13-14), as Huwiler notices.18 Myrrh and 

aloes will later constitute the burial preparation for Jesus’ corpse. 

Alas, it is not the only corollary between the Bride and 

the adulteress.  

 

Adulteress: Then out came a woman to meet him… 

her feet never stay at home; 

now in the street, now in the squares… 

“I have perfumed my bed 

with myrrh, aloes and cinnamon. 

Come, let’s drink deeply of love till morning” 

(Prov 7:10-18) 

 

Bride:   “I will get up now and go about the city, 

in the streets and in the squares” (3:1-2) 

 

                                                 
17 H. Takemoto, M. Ito, A. Akaike, Y. Kobayashi, “Attenuation of stress-

induced excitatory behaviors in mice by valerena-4,7(11)-diene from 

spikenard,” Planta Med, 2010, Vol 76, p652 
18 R. Murphy & E. Huwiler, “New International Biblical Commentary: 

Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs,” 1999, p239 
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Solomon:  “Until the day breaks 

and the shadows flee, 

I will go to the mountain of myrrh 

and to the hill of incense.” (4:6) 

 

Both the proverbial adulteress and the Song’s Bride meet 

their lovers in the city streets and squares and lie with them, 

amidst the spices, until morning. 

 

3:7 Sixty Bodyguards for Sixty Queens 

 

“Look! It is Solomon’s carriage, 

escorted by sixty warriors, 

the noblest of Israel, 

all of them wearing the sword, 

all experienced in battle, 

each with his sword at his side, 

prepared for the terrors of the night.” (3:7-8) 

 

 Sixty warriors protect this King from the “terrors of the 

night.” Expositors offer little here. Bloch reveals that the Hebrew 

‘pahad’ indicates a physical danger19 (Ps 91:5; Jer 48:44; 49:5) but 

goes no further; while Gledhill rather helplessly comments: 

“What the terrors of the night are is anybody’s guess.” 20  

Sixty is not a typical biblical number, as 7, 12 or 40; so it 

should catch our attention when the Song’s few verses use it 

again, reporting that Solomon has amassed 60 queens (6:8). Sixty 

bodyguards, sixty queens. The Song is artfully pointing out, in a 

style only God can author (for the King is blind), that the things 

                                                 
19 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p163 
20 T. Gledhill, “The Message of the Song of Songs: The Lyrics of Love,” from 

“The Bible Speaks Today,” Eds. J. A. Motyer & J. R. W. Stott, 1994, p151 
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from which Solomon needs protection, which threaten his life, 

are his apostate brides. For Solomon, the “terrors of the night” 

were never outside his own bed, yet he never perceived anything 

terrifying about them at all. 

How tragically ironic that the sixty noble warriors keep 

stern watch around the palace; but the very dangers they guard 

against have already sashayed right past them, into the king’s bed.  

 

4:8-9 Predators, prey and a captured heart 

 

“Come with me from Lebanon, my bride, 

come with me from Lebanon. 

Descend from the crest of Amana, 

from the top of Senir, the summit of Hermon, 

from the lions’ dens 

and the mountain haunts of leopards.” (4:8) 

 

 Solomon calls her from the lion’s den, from the leopard’s 

haunt. It’s a truism to note these lairs will contain lions and 

leopards: predators. Additionally, she repeatedly describes him as 

a “young stag” or a “gazelle” (2:9,17; 8:14): the typical prey for 

the large cats she personifies in 4:8 (notwithstanding she is also 

portrayed with harmless animals elsewhere).  

 

“You have stolen [Heb: ‘libbabtini’] my heart, 

my sister, my bride; 

you have stolen [Heb: ‘libbabtini’] my heart 

with one glance of your eyes, 

with one jewel of your necklace [Heb: ‘anaq’].” (4:9) 
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 Bloch translates ‘libbabtini’ as a heart “inflamed” with 

passion;21 Falk similarly sees an excited state.22 Fox considers 

several translations, concluding that “captured” is best.23 Gledhill 

is comfortable with both concepts of capture and exhilaration.24 

Glen attempts to strengthen the theme of capture by noting that 

‘anaq’ is ‘chain’;25 but this overstretches; ‘anaq’ refers to chains of 

jewelry (Prov 1:9; Judg 8:26); not functional restraint.  

 Nonetheless, we have couplet lyrics that underscore the 

predatory theme: the lion/leopard has captured the young stag 

via the inflamed passions of his heart. 

 These scenes depict the latent danger of the Bride even 

prior to their sexual union. Her untended vineyard depicts one 

unready for godly marriage (1:6). She calls for intimate union and 

to be tended lest she should stray (1:7), wielding sexual power as 

a mare among stallions that derails a King’s campaign (1:9). She 

bears the deadly scent of myrrh (1:13) and deadly conduct of the 

seductress (3:1-2). Despite bodyguards protecting Solomon (3:7) 

her myrrh becomes a ruling power in his life (4:6); setting up a 

dynamic of her as unwitting predator and him as witless prey (4:8 

c.f. 2:9,17). 

A predator who then offers a delicious invitation. 

 

“Awake, north wind, 

and come, south wind! 

Blow on my garden, 

                                                 
21 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p175 
22 M. Falk, “The Song of Songs: Love Lyrics from the Bible,” 2004, Song 17 
23 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 

1985, p135-6 
24 T. Gledhill, “The Message of the Song of Songs: The Lyrics of Love,” from 

“The Bible Speaks Today,” Eds. J. A. Motyer & J. R. W. Stott, 1994, p162 
25 Rev. A. Glen, “The Song of Solomon” in “An Old Testament Commentary 

for English Readers by Various Writers,” Ed: Rt. Rev. C. J. Ellicott, 1897, Vol 

4, p395 
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that its fragrance may spread everywhere. 

Let my beloved come into his garden 

and taste its choice fruits.” (4:16) 

 

 This is the last verse of the Song’s first half; apparently 

portraying Solomon teetering on the precipice of disaster. Yet in 

reality the decision is already made in his heart – and loins – the 

precipice already plunged into, the battle already lost. 

 

 

7.3 Union: The Song’s Fulcrum 
We have translated the center line as “I have joined with 

you, my sister, my bride, I have gathered my death with my 

pleasure.” (5:1) This is the Song’s thematic center: the deadly 

pleasure encapsulated in his rapturous announcement of sexual 

consummation; the very lyric around which his devotion and 

enslavement consequently crystallizes. 

The full verse also amply demonstrates Solomon’s self-

indulgent mood. Fox explains there are eight possessives in 

sixteen Hebrew words; the English is similar.26   

 

“I have come into MY garden, MY sister, MY bride; 

I have gathered MY myrrh with MY spice. 

I have eaten MY honeycomb and MY honey; 

I have drunk MY wine and MY milk.  

Eat, friends, and drink; 

drink your fill of love.” (5:1) 

 

There is biblical precedent linking sexual conduct with 

metaphors of eating (Prov 30:20),27 so it’s not surprising to see 

that vehicle employed in the last clause, either. 
                                                 
26 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 

1985, p138 
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Evidence for the Chiastic Model with Linear Timeline 

One may ask: if a structure is chiastic does this imply that 

the chronology might be similarly shaped, with earlier elements at 

both ends of the Song and the conclusion in the middle? While 

perfectly possible, the evidence shows the chronology of the 

chiastic Song remains linear. 

The Shakespearian monologue commonly named the 

‘Seven Ages of Man’ is an example of a chiastic poem with a 

linear timeline. Nobleman Jacques speaks of life’s stages, first 

manifest in the infant: “mewling and puking in the nurse’s arms,” 

with the mirrored ending of: “second childishness… sans teeth, 

sans eyes, sans taste, sans everything.” 28 Despite the chiastic 

patterning of the content, the man’s timeline runs linearly 

through the poem from birth to death. 

The Song evidences the same form (Figure 7.1). Several 

features justify the suggestion of chiasmus; and with each 

example there is an accompanying linear development in their 

relationship; each time showing a shift in power from the Israelite 

King to the Lebanese Bride in either personal, national or 

spiritual form.  

 

1) The sequence of mountains and towers. In the first half 

the mountains of Israel (2:17) are followed by the tower of David 

(4:4); reflected in the second half with the tower of Lebanon (7:4) 

followed by the mountains of spices (8:14). Mountains, towers, 

towers, mountains. As it stands that is merely a palindrome, but 

the antithetical development of relationship shows it to be a 

genuine chiasmus. 

Solomon praises her, likening her beauty to the Tower of 

David, because Israel is beautiful to Solomon and he praises her 

                                                                                                       
27 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 

1985, p103 
28 W. Shakespeare, “As You Like It,” 1603, Act II, Scene VII 
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within that metaphor. She praises him too, but using the 

metaphor of Lebanon, which is her home; and thus her paradigm 

to express beauty and meaning. The result is fascinating: they 

combine in union to express love to each other and yet there is 

also unintended conflict. Both Israel and Lebanon have been 

introduced as the gold standard of beauty. Which will win?  

The second half reveals the answer, now Solomon says: 

“Your nose is like the tower of Lebanon looking toward 

Damascus.” (7:4) Metaphorical beauty now belongs to Lebanon – 

even for Solomon; the renown of David’s Tower lies forgotten. 

In mitigation, Solomon does reference Jerusalem as an 

item of beauty in the Song’s second half, but only as a parallelism 

with Tirzah: “You are as beautiful as Tirzah, my darling, as lovely 

as Jerusalem.” Although he’s not to know it, directly after he dies 

the Kingdom will split in civil war and these two exact cities he 

has allied in parallelism of beauty will be two warring capitals.  

 The mountains show a similar trend, albeit more subtly. I 

don’t perceive any special relevance in the mountains being at 

Bether (2:17) beyond them being Judean. Fox identifies Bether as 

modern day Bittîr,29 hills a few miles southwest of Jerusalem, 

referenced in Josh 15:59. The relevance is piqued by a mountain 

symbolizing a ruling entity (§6.2). So in the first half of the Song 

the ruling power is in Judah, but in the second half Solomon is 

invited to play on the “mountains of spices” (8:14). No 

geographical location is specified; and with the common meaning 

of spice as pleasure, we see the Bride calling Solomon to submit 

to the ruling power of sensuality. Ominously, it’s the last 

sentence, with the wordless implication that he complied. 

 

2) In the Song’s first half Solomon vocally directs his Bride 

five times (2:10,13; 4:8x3); and she never directs him until the 

                                                 
29 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 

1985, p116 
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final verse inviting him to union (4:16). In the Song’s latter half 

the Bride directs him twice (7:16; 8:14) and he never directs her.  

This is straightforwardly interpreted as a power shift from 

him to her. Bloch also comments on the female dominance: “the 

woman is certainly the equal of the man. Indeed, she often seems 

more than his equal.” 30 Her ascendancy is also represented in the 

preponderance of female speech over male throughout the Song, 

particularly unusual given the Song’s cultural and chronological 

placement. Gledhill agrees it is “surprising,” 31 and Huwiler 

likewise remarks on the rarity of a text that “gives central place to 

a woman’s voice unmediated by a narrator.” 32 Falk observes the 

Bride voices more than half of the words spoken;33 and Brenner 

calculates specific ratios: 53% of speech is from the Bride; 34% 

from Solomon; 6% from the witnesses and 7% unclear.34 There 

are four mentions of the Bride’s mother (1:6; 3:4; 6:9; 8:5) yet 

none of her father, which may further reflect the feminine 

dominance or, as Glen suggests, may be a consequence of 

cultural polygamy, with fathers dividing time between families.35 I 

notice the Bride voices both the first and last words of the Song. 

She is the dominant character. 

 

3)  There is a chiasmus in the direction of calling too, leading 

to Solomon’s spiritual emigration. Initially Solomon is calling 

                                                 
30 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p4 
31 T. Gledhill, “The Message of the Song of Songs: The Lyrics of Love,” from 

“The Bible Speaks Today,” Eds. J. A. Motyer & J. R. W. Stott, 1994, p93 
32 R. Murphy & E. Huwiler, “New International Biblical Commentary: 

Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs,” 1999, p221 
33 M. Falk, “The Song of Songs: Love Lyrics from the Bible,” 2004, p xvi 
34 A. Brenner, “The Israelite Woman: Social Role and Literary Type in Biblical 

Narrative,” 1985, p46-50 
35 Rev. A. Glen, “The Song of Solomon” in “An Old Testament Commentary 

for English Readers by Various Writers,” Ed: Rt. Rev. C. J. Ellicott, 1897, Vol 

4, p388 
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away from Lebanon towards Jerusalem (4:8), as Cave notices;36 

but in the latter half, she calls the king away from Jerusalem 

(8:14). Hebraists clarify that this call is urgent: she calls him not 

just to depart Jerusalem, but to flee.37,38  

 

4)  There is an explicit change in the word the Bride uses for 

love. In the Song’s first half there are five uses of ‘nephesh ahab’: 

“one whom my soul loves” (1:7; 3:1,2,3,4); but in the second half 

they are replaced by five mentions of “my lover,” the word drawn 

from ‘dodim’ (5:2,4,5,6,8).39 Again 5:1 is the watershed verse. 

 This also testifies to a linear timeline, as the second-half 

introduces terminology of a consummated relationship which the 

first half didn’t have. 

 

5) There are two poems in which Solomon describes the 

Bride’s body sequentially part by part (a wasf); and the two wasfs 

are arranged chiastically. In the first half he describes her from 

her head downwards (4:1-7); and in the second-half he views her 

from her feet upwards (7:1-9).  

 These also testify to a linear development in relationship. 

The first wasf, pre-union, describes her only from her head to her 

breasts, while the second covers her entire body. This is a subtly 

elegant way to announce the advancement their relationship has 

undertaken: that his experience of her body has advanced from 

partial to total. 

                                                 
36 G. Cave, “The Song of Solomon,” The Testimony, Ed. E. Marshall, 2010, 

Vol 80, p355 
37 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p221  
38 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 

1985, p177 
39 R. Murphy & E. Huwiler, “New International Biblical Commentary: 

Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs,” 1999, p275 
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This symmetry also strongly evidences the relinquishment 

of his authority. The first-half sequence looks down on her from 

above, a natural dynamic for a king’s typical authority over a 

subject; or even a male’s typical height over a female. But the 

latter sequence relates him looking up at her from beneath: his 

eyes now level with her feet. It’s as if he’s become prostrate 

before her, or has mentally developed an image of her sixty cubits 

high (c.f. Dan 3:1-6). Either way, he’s now in a position of 

worship before her. 

 

 

7.4 Post-Union: The Bride in Power   
The second half opens with a gentle display of the Bride’s 

dominance, in which Solomon requests admission and she 

ponders whether or not to open to him (5:2-3). This dominance 

amplifies throughout the Song’s remainder. 

 

6:10 Towering Over 

 

“Who is that rising like the morning star, 

clear as the moon, 

bright as the blazing sun, 

daunting as the stars in their courses?” (6:10, Bloch)40 

 

 This verse describes the Bride. Fox explains that the 

Hebrew rendered “rising” gives the sense of looking down from 

above;41 which matches the second wasf: in the poetry, she has 

grown to tower over him.  

 

                                                 
40 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p95 
41 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 

1985, p153 
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7:5 The Captive King 

 

“Your head crowns you like Mount Carmel. 

Your hair is like royal tapestry; 

the king is held captive by its tresses.” (7:5) 

 

 This verse is self-explanatory: the Bride’s beauty captures 

the King; he is willingly entangled in her long hair. Even Bloch, 

who denies King Solomon is present in the text, is obliged to 

render the last clause: “A king is caught in the thicket.” 42 

 

7:9 The Lips of Sleepers 

 

“Oh, may your breasts be like clusters of the vine, 

And the fragrance of your breath like apples, 

And your mouth like the best wine!” 

“It goes down smoothly for my beloved, 

Flowing gently through the lips of those who fall asleep.” 

(7:8-9, NASB) 

 

 Hebraists declare the last phrase difficult to translate and 

all their suggestions are speculative. The Hebrew ‘dobeb siptey 

yesenim,’ is rendered “gliding over lips and teeth” in most 

modern translations but can also read: “the lips of those who 

sleep,” or “fall asleep,” or even “causing the lips of sleepers to 

move,” 43 similar to the KJV, which hints of awakening. Mansfield 

takes this latter notion to see resurrection in this verse,44 but that 

is an error, as the text would describe her waking him,45 which is 

                                                 
42 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p101 
43 Ibid., p206 
44 H. P. Mansfield, “The Song of Solomon: Verse by Verse Exposition,” 1969, 

p117 
45 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, Op. cit., p103 
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not the correct dynamic for the Messianic Model, since the saints 

would be resurrecting Jesus, not the other way around. 

 I see a conceptual match with 1:12, where she spoke of 

her sedative spikenard suffusing the scene as the King sat at his 

table. It seems a natural extension for the wine of her mouth in 

this scene to cajole him to spiritual sleep; and evokes memory of 

Shelley’s Epipsychidion: “Like lips murmuring in their sleep, of 

the sweet kisses which had lulled him there.” 46 

 

7:10 Deadly Desire 

 

“I belong to my beloved, 

and his desire [Heb: ‘tesuqah’] is for me.” (7:10) 

 

 In English, this is a totally innocent and positive verse: an 

expression of mutual love so pure and simple it could appear in a 

Hallmark greeting card. But the Hebrew is much darker; and the 

mood has not survived the translation. The common Hebrew for 

desire: ‘baqash’ occurs over 200 times biblically, including four 

times in the Song, but this is not the word used in 7:10. This 

word, ‘tesuqah,’ is very rare: appearing twice in early Genesis and 

never again except here. 

The usage is instructive. 

 

Then the LORD said to Cain, “Why are you angry? Why is 

your face downcast?  If you do what is right, will you not 

be accepted? But if you do not do what is right, sin is 

crouching at your door; it desires [Heb: ‘tesuqah’] to have 

you, but you must rule over it.” (Gen 4:6-7) 

 

                                                 
46 P. B. Shelley, “Epipsychidion,” 1821, p203-204 
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 ‘Tesuqah’ is the desire sin has for Cain. It isn’t a romantic 

desire. It’s a desire to control, to kill and to devour; just as sin’s 

action is later personified in the New Testament. 

 

Be alert and of sober mind. Your enemy the devil prowls 

around like a roaring lion looking for someone to devour. 

(1 Pet 5:8) 

 

 The other appearance of ‘tesuqah’ is earlier still. 

 

To the woman [God] said, 

“I will make your pains in childbearing very severe; 

with painful labor you will give birth to children. 

Your desire [Heb: ‘tesuqah’] will be for your husband, 

and he will rule over you.” (Gen 3:16) 

 

  The precise meaning of Gen 3:16 is open to debate, but 

the indisputable fact is that ‘tesuqah’ was given to Eve as a curse, 

not a blessing; and man gains from it a position of dominance. 

Thus when the Bride says: “his desire [‘tesuqah’] is for me” she is 

reversing God’s dictum in Gen 3:16. Cave mistakenly sees the 

dynamic backwards, interpreting it as her desire for him,47 but 

Bloch and Fox both clarify that he is the one who has become 

enslaved by love.48,49 

God’s curse of ‘tesuqah’ on Eve makes her vulnerable to 

be controlled by Adam: “he will rule over you.” The Song’s 

Bride, with insight only God could implant, announces that 

                                                 
47 G. Cave, “The Song of Solomon,” The Testimony, Ed. E. Marshall, 2011, 

Vol 81, p453 
48 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p207 
49 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 

1985, p163-4 
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‘tesuqah’ is now with the male: “his desire is for me” with clear 

implication: so now I rule over him! 

 

8:6 Wearing the Seal 

 

“Set me as a seal upon your heart, 

as a seal upon your arm” (8:6) 

 

 A seal is a brand, a tattoo, like a farmer emblazons on his 

cattle. The association isn’t necessarily derogatory, indeed the 

faithful hope to possess the Father’s seal in their foreheads. 

 

They were told not to harm the grass of the earth or any 

green plant or any tree, but only those people who do not 

have the seal of God on their foreheads. (Rev 9:4) 

 

Then I looked, and behold, on Mount Zion stood the 

Lamb, and with him 144,000 who had his name and his 

Father’s name written on their foreheads. (Rev 14:1) 

 

 But this renders the Song’s usage ominous in the extreme. 

The Bride seals the Groom. Comparison with the biblical model, 

where God seals his faithful followers, yields the conclusion that 

her ascendancy has now reached the ultimate level: divinity. 

This should come as no surprise, for the Song has relayed 

the full progression. From oaths being sworn in the Bride’s name 

(2:7; 3:5); to Solomon declaring himself her captive (7:5); and 

prostrating himself before her in worship (7:1-9); the Song shows 

her logical response: she perceives his ‘tesuqah’ desire gives her 

rule over him (7:10); and finally calls for him to be sealed to her 

(8:6). 

She is now his god.  
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7.5 Violence of the Watchmen 
 The watchmen meet the Bride twice in the Song.  

 

“On my bed by night 

I sought him whom my soul loves; 

I sought him, but found him not. 

I will rise now and go about the city, 

in the streets and in the squares; 

I will seek him whom my soul loves. 

I sought him, but found him not. 

The watchmen found me 

as they went about in the city. 

‘Have you seen him whom my soul loves?’ 

Scarcely had I passed them 

when I found him whom my soul loves.” (3:1-4) 

 

This first meeting is brief, possibly because Solomon 

arrives before anything else has chance to develop. Indeed this 

encounter may have happened several times before because the 

literal Hebrew of the quote opens: “night after night.” 50,51 Even 

in this fleeting connection the watchmen learn three things: 

 The Bride and the King rendezvous in the streets at night 

 The Bride is intent on union with the King 

 The King is assenting and therefore vulnerable 

 

The watchmen are in possession of these facts for future 

meetings, which is relevant to the unfolding drama. They next 

encounter the Bride in the Song’s central scene.  

 

                                                 
50 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p158 
51 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 

1985, p118 
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“I slept, but my heart was awake. 

A sound! My beloved is knocking.” 

“Open to me, my sister, my love, 

my dove, my perfect one, 

for my head is wet with dew, 

my locks with the drops of the night.” 

“I had put off my garment; 

how could I put it on? 

I had bathed my feet; 

how could I soil them? 

My beloved thrust his hand through the opening,52 

and my heart was thrilled within me. 

I arose to open to my beloved, 

and my hands dripped with myrrh, 

my fingers with liquid myrrh, 

on the handles of the bolt. 

I opened for my beloved, 

but my beloved had left; he was gone. 

My heart sank at his departure.” (5:2-6) 

 

 This scene is beautifully written with duel interpretations 

interwoven together; it’s perhaps the most remarkable poetic 

form I’ve ever read. One layer depicts Solomon’s arrival at the 

Bride’s house; and certain details, such as her putting on her 

garment and getting to her feet, have meaning only within that 

paradigm. Yet also – I apologize if I offend delicate sensibilities –

an underlying layer simultaneously portrays a symbolically rich 

description of their lovemaking, and some details, such as the 

stimulating choreography of their hands, the resultant lubrication 

and the generalized construction of the Hebrew phrase “open to 
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me,” 53 (there’s no actual mention of a door) are only meaningful 

in that reading. 

 Within the first styling, that of Solomon arriving at her 

house, the last action is extremely odd. Solomon is at the door, in 

a state of ardent desire for entry, and she is reciprocally willing to 

admit him. But, by the time she opens the door, he’s gone. How 

does this make sense? Did he change his mind? Get distracted? 

 The Song provides the clue to its own mystery. 

 

“I opened for my beloved, 

but my beloved had left; he was gone. 

My heart sank at his departure. 

I looked for him but did not find him. 

I called him but he did not answer. 

The watchmen found me 

as they made their rounds in the city.” (5:6-7) 

 

 She ventures outside to search for her lover, and not only 

is he not there but the watchmen are. Hardly a coincidence, one 

feels, since the watchmen already know from their previous 

encounter that they can intercept the couple in the streets at 

night; which Bloch also sees.54 Solomon’s absence now has a 

potential answer: the watchmen, aware of Solomon’s spiritual 

vulnerability while besotted with the Bride, have whisked him 

away. That is an inference, not a proof, but it fits the available 

facts: first Solomon was there, then he is gone and the watchmen 

who protect him are there; so the postulate seems reasonable. 

 The next scene may seem brutally discordant to a love 

song, but is a logical progression of this interpretation. The 

                                                 
53 R. Murphy & E. Huwiler, “New International Biblical Commentary: 

Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs,” 1999, p225, 275 
54 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p182 
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watchmen seize the source of the King’s potential collapse, the 

Bride, beat her and snatch away her shawl. 

 

“They beat me, they bruised me; 

they took away my cloak, 

those watchmen of the walls!” (5:7) 

 

 At this point most expositions are challenged severely, 

some fatally. The Messianic Model is destroyed. The Bride and 

King are joined (5:1) which insists on a Kingdom timing, yet 

violence in the streets of Jerusalem (5:7) instantly confounds it. 

Hudson-Taylor’s 19th century exposition ignores the difficulty and 

suggests noble watchmen beat up the Bride because she was tardy 

in answering the door to Christ.55 This plumbs the depths of 

tragically erroneous theology: preaching a Christ who desires his 

disciples to be physically beaten if they are slow to respond to his 

voice. I suspect this view reveals much about the Victorian era’s 

version of Christianity; but nothing about the Song. 

Shepherd Theory is similarly torpedoed: Owen suggests 

the watchmen physically assault the Bride as a consequence of 

their guilty feelings about the shepherd boy slipping past them 

undetected;56 lacking only evidence of their guilty feelings, a 

shepherd boy, or anyone slipping past them undetected.  

 The Hebraists fare little better. Gledhill asserts the 

watchmen: “obviously take her for a loose woman, and begin to 

beat her up.” 57 This relies on two assumptions: firstly, that the 

city watchmen physically assaulted prostitutes, which is sadly 

possible; and secondly that they fail to recognize the (notably 

dark-skinned) Bride, whom they’ve already met and had identified 

                                                 
55 J. Hudson Taylor, “Union and Communion,” 1893, p25 
56 S. Owen, “Song of Solomon Study Guide,” 1990, p44 
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to them as King Solomon’s royal consort (3:1-4). This is much 

less credible. Fox and Bloch both hedge noticeably, retreating to 

hand-waving generalizations evading the fact of the beating. Fox 

describes the event as: “tension between the girl’s desires and 

society’s suspicions,” 58 while Bloch obfuscates identically, saying 

the scene shows “tension between conventional social mores and 

the behavior of the young lovers”; 59 which two suggestions are 

suspiciously similar and are both weak. Huwiler proscribes the 

experience a dream, for lack of finding a physical explanation that 

makes sense. She bases her case on the intelligent observation 

that the total absence of either emotional or physical trauma 

apparently felt by the Bride reasonably suggests a non-literal 

interpretation; which suggestion is credible.60 The dream theory 

helps mitigate that issue, but creates another: why would a 

nightmare about a police beating become suitable lyrics for a 

woman’s love song to her beloved? 

Overall I consider it a significant expositional failing to 

offer no functional explanation of this scene, because a violently 

physical confrontation in the midst of a love song is so bizarre as 

to demand address. This is where I feel the exposition I offer 

naturally explains the violence of the watchmen, while other 

theories come unstuck to differing degrees. 

It is challenging in the extreme for any member of 21st 

century Western culture to exonerate multiple males combined in 

violence against a lone female. But the Bible gives us pause 

before we reject this culturally repugnant proposal, by paralleling 

the watchmen’s conduct with God’s, via the use of the ‘redid’ 

(shawl) which only exists twice in all scripture. 

                                                 
58 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 
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“They beat me, they bruised me; 

they took away my cloak [Heb: ‘redid’], 

those watchmen of the walls!” (5:7) 

 

In that day the Lord will snatch away [the women of 

Zion’s] finery: the bangles and headbands and crescent 

necklaces…  the fine robes and the capes and cloaks, the 

purses and mirrors, and the linen garments and tiaras and 

shawls [Heb: ‘redid’]. (Isa 3:19-23) 

 

 Isaiah represents the women of Zion as spiritual 

prostitutes for turning to false gods. Thus with God snatching 

the ‘redid’ away from faithless Zion, and the watchmen snatching 

the ‘redid’ away from the Bride, the two behaviors are aligned, 

and I suggest the message is that the watchmen are justified.  

The watchmen have garnered sufficient information to 

see the danger of their king pursuing a partner disconnected from 

God and, seeing his vulnerability, remove him from the scene 

while the Bride is debating whether or not to answer the door. 

Then they act to dispel the spiritual threat posed to him and the 

city, whether the beating is historically literal or merely poetic. 

This sequence is necessarily included to reflect the darker aspects 

of a love Song between inappropriately matched partners. The 

watchmen’s eyes enable us to see her ‘redid’ just as easily as 

Solomon’s eyes empowered us to see her beauty. 

This incident contains another speculative hint of 

innocence for the Bride: implying the shawl is the only problem. 

It implies the girl is not wicked at her core, merely draped with 

the ungodly covering of an upbringing devoid of the God who 

wants her to know Him. With the shawl stripped away she is 

reduced again to just herself, the raw human whom God calls: a 

potential disciple, if only Solomon will tend (‘ra‘ah’) so she does 
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not stray (‘ta‘ah’) and be lost in the flocks of his companions (cf 

1:7). Tragically, Solomon does no such thing. 

 This view also cleanly explains why no consequences 

come upon the watchmen from Solomon. The normal 

expectation is that if military patrolmen physically assaulted the 

beloved partner of their commander, repercussions would be 

swift and severe, even fatal, in ancient near east cultures (or 

modern ones!). But with our exposition a simple explanation 

surfaces. Deep down Solomon knows full well his relationship is 

inappropriate. How can he execute the watchmen who are risking 

their own lives to protect him? He can’t and he doesn’t. Thus 

there is no follow-up to the assault, merely awkward silence. The 

watchmen are rendered powerless to do their job, yet they remain 

unpunished for their action against the Bride. 

He has become captivated by the Bride and has 

abandoned worship of God, which was the cornerstone of the 

city’s protection, as he had written before this love affair began: 

 

If the Lord does not guard a city, 

then the watchman stands guard in vain. (Ps 127:1) 

 

How poignantly is Solomon’s own prophecy fulfilled! 

With the Lord now forgotten by Solomon, the watchmen truly 

stand guard in vain (Ps 127:1). 

 

 

7.6 Jealousy of the Daughters 
 The drama continues unabated.  

 

“I adjure you, O daughters of Jerusalem, 

If you find my beloved, 

As to what you will tell him: 

For I am lovesick.” (5:8, NASB) 
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 After the watchmen’s assault, the Bride compels an oath 

from the daughters of Jerusalem concerning their dialogue with 

Solomon. She has seen the watchmen trying to separate her from 

the King whom she loves; so she turns to the populace for 

support. But further battles await: her relationship with the 

daughters of Jerusalem is also poor. She has to “adjure” them 

(Heb: ‘shaba’) to have any hope of cooperation. ‘Adjure’ is an 

old-fashioned word, which bears the huge gravitas of a compelled 

oath. A modern equivalent for ‘adjure’ doesn’t really exist. Many 

translations use “charge,” which is inadequate. Bloch has the 

simpler “Swear to me,” 61 which depicts an oath, though not 

necessarily a forced one, which an adjuration is. 

Adjuration reveals high tension, even combat. The iconic 

biblical use comes at Christ’s trial: Jesus was remaining silent in 

fulfillment of prophecy (Isa 53:7) until the High Priest adjured 

him to confirm he was the Son of God, which he duly did (Mt 

26:63-64). The Sanhedrin’s attitude towards Jesus was extremely 

hostile and soon erupted into physical assault (Mt 26:67-68). 

The Bride adjures the Daughters of Jerusalem on multiple 

occasions (2:7; 3:5; 5:8; 8:4) indicating their relationship is far 

from smooth. In this case (5:8) she is concerned what the 

daughters might tell Solomon when they meet him. The context 

suggests this is her fear of others trying to break up the 

relationship; as the watchmen have just tried. Hence: “I adjure 

you… as to what you will tell him.” The Bride wants to control 

the dialogue, to ensure that the message Solomon hears is the 

truth as she understands it: that she adores him. She can have no 

understanding of how she might be deadly to the King, and must 

feel unduly persecuted by this foreign country’s populace; since 

the Song shows she is aware of their disapproval (8:1). 

 The other three adjurations are the same as each other. 
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“I adjure you, O daughters of Jerusalem, 

that you not stir up or awaken love 

until it pleases.” (8:4, also 2:7; 3:5) 

  

The literature offers three options for the oath’s meaning: 

 The first: “Do not start love before it is ready” is the 

most straightforward reading of the English text and is advanced 

by several expositors.62,63,64,65 It is seen as kindly advice from the 

Bride to the daughters of Jerusalem, and potentially worldwide, 

not to spoil a developing relationship by hurrying more intimate 

phases. While this is good advice per se, it doesn’t fit the context. 

Is the Bride likely to be concerned for the health of the personal 

relationships of the daughters with whom she is battling? More 

compellingly: does kindly advice ever require anyone to be 

adjured? Clearly not. 

 A second option is: “Do not awaken him or her before 

he/she is ready for love.” This interpretation arises from 

translations which use a gendered pronoun.66 It implies that one 

or other of the parties is either unready for love or, potentially, 

bewitched and asleep.67,68 This would fit neatly with the idea that 

the Bride has lulled the King into spiritual slumber, which detail I 

believe to be justifiable; but Hebraists clarify that there is no 

                                                 
62 H. P. Mansfield, “The Song of Solomon: Verse by Verse Exposition,” 1969, 

p63 
63 S. Owen, “Song of Solomon Study Guide,” 1990, p26 
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NASB, YLT 
67 J. Hudson Taylor, “Union and Communion,” 1893, p10 
68 Rev. A. Glen, “The Song of Solomon” in “An Old Testament Commentary 

for English Readers by Various Writers,” Ed: Rt. Rev. C. J. Ellicott, 1897, Vol 

4, p391 
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gendered pronoun, so this cannot refer to any person being asleep; 

it is love itself that must not be roused.69,70 

Thus the final idea: “Do not disturb our lovemaking,” 

must be the correct one. The verses don’t speak of a love that 

should not be begun, (i.e. awakened) as per the first hypothesis, 

but of a love that should not be disturbed (i.e. interrupted). The 

difference between ‘awaken’ and ‘interrupt’ is subtle; the words 

can be synonymous, but they can also be conceptual opposites, 

where ‘awaken’ refers to beginning a process and ‘interrupt’ refers 

to stopping it. The Hebrew shows it is the latter concept which 

the oath concerns. Falk’s translation is the clearest, she phrases 

the Bride’s adjuration to the daughters: “Not to wake or rouse us 

till we fulfill our love.” 71 

The Bride adjures the daughters of Jerusalem not to 

interrupt the love affair she shares with the King. The Song’s 

context upholds this conclusion: each verse directly preceding the 

three adjurations contains an indicator of physical intimacy. The 

adjurations (2:7; 3:5 & 8:4) are preceded by these verses:  

 

“His left hand is under my head, 

and his right hand embraces me!” (2:6 and 8:4) 

 

“I held him, and would not let him go 

until I had brought him into my mother’s house, 

and into the chamber of her who conceived me.” 

(3:4) 

 

                                                 
69 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 

1985, p107-9 
70 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 
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 Evidence that these verses are stylized descriptions of 

sexual intimacy has been presented earlier (§5.4).  

 Thus the Bride adjures the daughters that they must limit 

their dialogue with the King only to her message that she is “sick 

with love.” Technically speaking, her dysfunctional relationship 

with the daughters is underscored by the particle ‘’im’ giving a 

semantic shift from a conditional inference to an explicitly 

negative meaning, “with the negative consequence left 

unspoken.” 72 In plain English, the Bride’s adjuration takes the 

form: “Don’t you dare interrupt our love! Don’t you dare, or 

else…” Huwiler adds that the third adjuration is even stronger 

than the first two, using the particle ‘mâ’;73 indicating that the 

Bride is repeating her prohibition with growing ferocity. 

 Unsurprisingly, the daughters push back. 

 

“What is your beloved more than another beloved, 

O most beautiful among women? 

What is your beloved more than another beloved, 

that you thus adjure us?” (5:9) 

 

 Given the context, this reply translates as: “Just who do 

you think you are? Why is your relationship so special that you 

think it must control what we say?” Strengthening this idea, Fox 

believes that the daughters’ comment “most beautiful of women” 

contains a skeptical tone lacking respect;74 and Huwiler also sees 

friction between the daughters of Jerusalem and the Bride.75  
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The Bride’s reply is a sincere litany of the beauty she sees 

in her beloved, crowned with a powerful, possessive flourish. 

 

“My beloved is radiant and ruddy, 

outstanding among ten thousand. 

His head is purest gold; 

his hair is wavy 

and black as a raven. 

His eyes are like doves 

by the water streams, 

washed in milk, 

mounted like jewels. 

His cheeks are like beds of spice 

yielding perfume. 

His lips are like lilies 

dripping with myrrh… 

This is my beloved, this is my friend, 

daughters of Jerusalem.” (5:10-13,16) 

 

 We’re primed to understand the darker messages of the 

doves in his eyes, and how his lily-seeking lips end up dripping 

with myrrh, which messages I believe divine inspiration laces into 

the Bride’s praise. In the last line I see the emphasis as: “this is my 

beloved, this is my friend, daughters of Jerusalem.” I summarize 

her soliloquy in 5:10-16 as a clear retort to the dismissive 

daughters: “He’s beautiful; and he’s mine. Back off!” 

 Gledhill too perceives the strained relationship, but he 

describes the daughters of Jerusalem as replying: “with the 

mocking contempt deriving from their pathetic jealousy”; a highly 

pejorative denouncement and a wholly misguided one, in my 

view. The broader progress of the plotline suggests a considerably 

more benign interpretation. The daughters are not jealous of the 

Bride’s beauty; recall the Hebrew noun for them is male, so this 
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isn’t feminine cattiness we’re seeing. They are cast in the female 

role as the proper Bride-to-be for Jerusalem’s rightful Groom. 

Solomon is endangering God’s city; his enjoinment with the 

Lebanese Bride is decoupling him from God and the city is 

gravely compromised thereby. The Lebanese Bride is as guiltless 

as the daughters – she can’t be charged with not following a God 

she’s never met. Her intensifying adjurations and protestations of 

innocent love are true witness. The daughters of Jerusalem are 

jealous indeed; but, identified as the natural citizens of God’s city, 

they are not jealous of the Bride’s beauty, they are appropriately 

jealous for the city whose name they bear (c.f. Ex 34:14). 

 
 

7.7 Indictment by the Witnesses 
Solomon’s abandonment of God to pursue the sensual 

delights of the Lebanese Bride bears guilt beyond the selfishness 

of placing pleasure before spirituality. As King, he influences the 

spiritual health of the nation. The Song duly indicts Solomon; and 

the charge is beautifully inlaid in one of the most peculiar verses 

in the whole peculiar Song: the vision of the Shulammite and the 

Dance of Mahanaim.  

 

7.7.1 The Shulammite and the Dance of Mahanaim 

 

“Return, return, [Heb: ‘subi, subi’] O Shulammite, 

return, return, that we may look upon you. 

Why should you look upon the Shulammite, 

as upon a dance before two armies [Heb: 

‘Mahanaim’]?” (6:13) 

 

Even after reading the Song many times, I recall thinking 

I would never understand this particular couplet; it seemed so 

obscure as to be impenetrable. My preferred expository 
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mechanism is to first examine other scriptural uses of the same 

terms to better understand them; and that protocol is heavily 

crippled for this verse, because there’s no other biblical mention 

of a Shulammite and, even though Mahanaim is a referenced city, 

the ‘dance of Mahanaim’ is unprecedented. I can certainly 

sympathize with Rev. Glen, who simply threw in the towel, 

saying: “the whole passage is hopelessly obscure.” 76 

 

7.7.2 Translating the Verse 

 The Hebraist’s expertise is vital here to resolve key 

questions, and I turn wholly to them for assistance. Should the 

repeated command ‘subi’ be translated “turn” or “whirl,” like a 

dance action? Or should it be read: “return” or “come back,” in 

the sense of a reprise? Should the dance be of “two armies” or of 

“Mahanaim” itself, which name bears that meaning? What, if 

anything, does “Shulammite” mean? Does it allude to Solomon 

(Heb: ‘Shelomoh’)? Or Abishag the Shunammite, a contemporary 

of Solomon?  

Fox translates the Hebrew command ‘subi’ as “return”; 

disallowing it as a choreographic dance move, understanding it as 

a literal call back from the nut garden which she has just entered 

(6:11).77 Huwiler agrees, clarifying that the clause can’t describe a 

dance because the Hebrew particle ‘k’ makes the statement a 

comparison, i.e. as the dance of Mahanaim.78 Bloch also translates 

‘subi’ as “return” but does not find an easy geographical answer 

as to where she’s returning from; proposing that ‘subi’ represents 
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a reprise,79 and citing several scriptural examples of the word 

being used that way (Gen 25:1; 30:31; Jer 18:4; Zech 6:1). Using 

these translations, we can see the literal narrative describing her 

being called back from the nut garden; with deeper meaning in its 

use as a reprise in an allegorical overlay: the witnesses have seen 

this scene before, which is precisely what troubles them.  

The Shulammite is a unique biblical term. It’s sufficiently 

similar to Solomon’s own name: ‘Shelomoh,’ that debate exists 

over whether her appellation is merely “Solomon’s girl,” which 

some see as likely,80,81,82,83 and others do not;84,85 the latter both 

suggesting ‘Solomon’s girl’ would be rendered ‘Shelomit,’ as Lev 

24:11, not ‘Shulammite.’ Huwiler believes the word Shulammite 

“is a reference to something else, the meaning of which has been 

lost over the centuries.” 86 I am persuaded the Bible has an 

Author who provided a work of sufficient integrity to comprise 

the tools we need to unlock its various meanings. 

Some scholars make the eminently plausible suggestion 

that Shulammite is a Hebrew word play for Shunammite,87,88 and 

therefore a reference to Abishag the Shunammite, Solomon’s 
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direct contemporary. The Septuagint strengthens this notion by 

directly calling the girl ‘Sunamite.’ 89 Eusebius similarly relates the 

two, if reciprocally so, by referring to the town of Shunem as 

Shulem.90 The practice of inducing irony with similar sounding 

Hebrew words is common in scripture (e.g. Jer 1:11-12; Mic 1:10-

11) and this idea that the Shulammite refers to the Shunammite is 

strengthened by the observation that the letters equivalent to ‘l’ 

and ‘n’ in Semitic scripts are often interchanged.91  

I conclude this is a deliberate reference to Abishag the 

Shunammite. It doesn’t matter greatly to me whether it might 

also be understood as ‘Solomon’s girl,’ though it adds an extra 

layer of richness if the conflation is viable. I enjoy that the Greek 

feminine of Solomon is “Salome,” because this is historically the 

name of Herodias’ daughter,92 who indirectly caused the death of 

John the Baptist (Mt 14:1-12); forming another eerie resonance 

with the theme of a sexually alluring female from a godless 

system proving inadvertently fatal to the man of God. 

Attempts to translate “the dance of Mahanaim” lead to a 

mind-boggling range of suggestions. One must first determine 

whether the transliteration “Mahanaim” is intended, or whether 

the translation “two armies” is preferred. The KJV reads: “two 

armies,” and Mansfield and Cave take that form, interpreting the 

two groups as the Jews and Gentiles.93 Cave asserts: “they are 

described as armies because they battle to conquer the flesh and 

so be united with their Saviour,” 94 but this is well beyond the text 
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and also logically requires a third army to exist as the one they 

fought against. And Mansfield has earlier said the Jews and 

Gentiles are represented as the bride’s two breasts,95 which 

inadvertently results in his interpretation now saying the Dance 

of Mahanaim is the dance of her two breasts; a result as unlikely 

as it is bizarre. Owen is aware of the options between the 

transliteration “Mahanaim” or the translation “two armies.” He 

selects the latter; interpreting the two armies as city life and family 

life for the girl, extending to represent the warring factions of the 

godly life and the worldly life for the disciple;96 but presents no 

evidentiary basis for the suggestion.  

The Hebraists aren’t easily unified. Bloch opts for two 

dancing troupes,97 with which Alter agrees,98 interpreting them as 

two lines of the daughters of Jerusalem with the Shulammite 

between. Gordis takes it to be a wedding dance,99 congruent with 

the general scene of the Song, but doesn’t elaborate further. 

However all these rely on the verse referencing a physical dance, 

which Fox and Huwiler show the Hebrew disallows.100,101 Fox 

interprets the clause without reference to a dualism: “Why would 

you gaze at the perfect one as if she were a camp-dancer?” 102  

 With no expert consensus, I take the transliteration 

“Mahanaim” and explore earlier biblical accounts of Mahanaim to 

                                                 
95 G. Cave, “The Song of Solomon,” The Testimony, Ed. E. Marshall, 2010, 

Vol 80, p75 
96 S. Owen, “Song of Solomon Study Guide,” 1990, p51 
97 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p99 
98 R. Alter, “Afterword” in C. Bloch, & A. Bloch, Op. cit., p126 
99 R. Gordis, “The Song of Songs,” 1961, p68 
100 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 

1985, p155-7 
101 R. Murphy & E. Huwiler, “New International Biblical Commentary: 

Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs,” 1999, p281 
102 M. V. Fox, Op. cit., p91 
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develop my interpretation, consistent at least with Huwiler’s 

observation of the Hebrew statement as a comparison.103 

In sum, therefore, we have this quote to interpret: 

 

“Return, return, O Shulammite; 

return, return, that we may gaze on you! 

Why would you gaze on the Shulammite 

as on the dance of Mahanaim?” (6:13) 

 

7.7.3 Return of the Shulammite 

 The two couplets of the verse form one of the most 

fascinating comments in the Song and are entirely on point with 

the theme of Solomon turning from God. To understand them 

fully, we must be aware of the events of Solomon’s early reign.  

 Early in his reign, Solomon ordered the execution of his 

royal half-brother Adonijah. The back-story is illuminating. 

 As King David lay dying, there was competition for royal 

succession. David had appointed Solomon, whom he sired with 

Bathsheba, for the throne (1 Kgs 1:34-35) but Solomon’s half-

brother Adonijah had already attempted to usurp the kingdom in 

conspiracy with both Joab, the commander of the armed forces, 

and Abiathar, a prominent priest (1 Kgs 1:5-7). Discovering this, 

David swiftly countermanded the rebellion by staging Solomon’s 

coronation (explicitly referenced in the Song: 3:11); which drew 

thunderous, passionate support from the populace. Adonijah, 

terrified, pledged fealty to Solomon, who forgave his treason and 

spared his life (1 Kgs 1:38-53). 

 But Adonijah could not forego his revolutionary ambition 

and launched one final, fatal effort. He approached Bathsheba, 

Solomon’s mother, and asked her to solicit Solomon’s permission 

to marry Abishag the Shunammite (1 Kgs 2:13-17). Abishag, a 

                                                 
103 R. Murphy & E. Huwiler, “New International Biblical Commentary: 

Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs,” 1999, p281 
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renowned beauty in the land, had been chosen to be King 

David’s last wife, which role she undertook largely as nurse; in 

fact more bluntly as hot water bottle (1 Kgs 1:1-4). King David’s 

advanced years left Abishag the Shunammite still a virgin; but 

Adonijah, as David’s son, was still legally and morally forbidden 

to marry her (Dt 22:30). More relevantly, Solomon understands 

Adonijah’s intended maneuvers with the innocent Shunammite as 

the basis of a second conspiracy; and Adonijah is duly executed 

(1 Kgs 2:22-25). 

 The spiritual and moral point: Solomon has executed his 

half-brother for choosing a wife that would displace a godly king 

from Israel’s throne. Yet now, in his marriage to the Lebanese 

Bride, Solomon is committing exactly the same offence! In fact 

Solomon’s guilt is far greater, because he commits this offence 

literally a thousand times! One thousand times Solomon chooses 

an inappropriate, forbidden consort, and the result was exactly 

what Adonijah would have achieved: an effective terminus to 

King David’s spiritual legacy. 

Through God’s design, the witnesses in the Song see this.  

 

“Return, return, O Shulammite; 

return, return, that we may gaze on you!” (6:13) 

 

The stridency of their tone is noted by Hebrew 

translators104,105 and now makes good sense. When they say: 

“Return, return that we may gaze on you!” the Hebrew word for 

“gaze” is intense. It’s not the common Hebrew word for “look”: 

‘ra-ah’ (not to be confused with ‘ra‘ah’) which occurs in 3:11: 

“look upon King Solomon” and 6:11: “I went down to the nut 

                                                 
104 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p198 
105 J. C. Exum, “A Literary and Structural Analysis of the Song of Songs,” in 

Zeitschrift für die Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft, 85, 1973, p225 
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orchard to look at the blossoms of the valley.” Instead the more 

weighty ‘hazar’ is used, which implies a serious beholding of a 

spiritually important vision. ‘Hazar’ occurs in Gen 15:1: “the 

word of the LORD came to Abram in a vision” and Isa 21:2: “A 

dire vision is told to me.” In fact, with heavy irony, it’s the word 

used for the vision given to Nathan the prophet (2 Sam 7:17) 

promising that Solomon can sit on the Throne of David eternally 

if he stays true to his God. 

 The Song’s witnesses are crying out: “Isn’t this a reprise 

of the Shunammite scandal, only now with Solomon? There’s a 

dire vision to be seen here!”  

The couplet is now understandable: it’s an indictment for 

grave hypocrisy. Solomon, the king so righteous that he executes 

his half-brother for attempting the Shunammite marriage bond 

that would deprive Jerusalem’s throne of a godly king, has done 

precisely that very thing. 

 Well might the Song cry, in stunningly concise Hebrew: 

 

‘subi, subi, has-sulammit! 

subi, subi, ve-nehezer-bak!’ 

 

 “Déjà vu, déjà vu, Shulammite! 

Déjà vu, déjà vu, dire vision!” 

 

7.7.4 The Dance of Mahanaim 

  

“Why would you gaze on the Shulammite 

as on the dance of Mahanaim?” (6:13) 

 

 I interpret this couplet using the same strategy; and it 

yields a fascinatingly symmetric result. Again, action in Solomon’s 

early reign holds the key; again an execution is central, this time 

Shimei is the condemned man. 
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 As King David expires, he speaks his final words to his 

son Solomon. He charges him to execute Joab the commander, 

David’s own nephew, for murdering the honorable generals 

Abner and Amasa whom Joab perceived as rivals; and to show 

kindness to Barzai the Gileadite, who had helped David during 

Absalom’s rebellion (1 Kgs 2:2-6). Finally, David charges 

Solomon to execute Shimei, from the house of Saul, critically 

because of what happened at Mahanaim. 

 

“And remember, you have with you Shimei son of Gera, 

the Benjamite from Bahurim, who called down bitter 

curses on me the day I went to Mahanaim. When he came 

down to meet me at the Jordan, I swore to him by the 

LORD: ‘I will not put you to death by the sword.’ But 

now, do not consider him innocent. You are a man of 

wisdom; you will know what to do to him. Bring his gray 

head down to the grave in blood.” (1 Kgs 2:8-9)  

 

These are the final recorded words of King David, 

referencing a grievous offence committed at Mahanaim; spoken 

into Solomon’s ear.106 This forms a biblical connection between 

Mahanaim and Solomon: supremely relevant since that’s what we 

encounter here in the Song. 

                                                 
106 Some may be surprised that the last words of the King known as The Man 

after God’s own Heart included death sentences for long-time compatriots. I 

personally understand them as excellent representations of God’s grace. David 

has let these men live as long as possible, perchance they would turn from 

their murderous and conspiratorial ways. But David knows that men like Joab 

and Shimei constituted too much for his naïve son Solomon to handle. Thus, 

on his death bed, having seen that they have not turned from their wicked 

ways (and maybe there were others who did), David pronounces they have 

‘time no longer’ to repent; so they are sentenced. I believe David has perceived 

the way God works with us all, giving every last moment to turn to a godly life; 

up until the moment that, for the world itself, there is Time No Longer. 
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Biblical history of Mahanaim shows a theme of a house 

divided, consistent with the meaning: “two camps.” Mahanaim is 

originally named for a positive reason: Jacob encountered angels 

and termed the place a dual encampment of God and men (Gen 

32:1-2). But events at Mahanaim turned negative in a hurry and 

remained that way thereafter. Here is the litany. 

 While still at newly-named Mahanaim, Jacob is terrified 

his brother Esau is coming to destroy him and so splits 

his family group into two caravans so that at least one 

might survive if Esau attacks (Gen 32:7)  

 Directly after King Saul’s death, David is crowned in 

Hebron (2 Sam 2:4). Abner, Saul’s commander, crowns 

Ish-bosheth as rival king at Mahanaim (2 Sam 2:8-9); 

dividing Israel in two camps behind two kings  

 When David’s son Absalom revolted, God’s nation was 

again divided into two (2 Sam 15:1-12) and David fled to 

Mahanaim (2 Sam 17:24); ceding Jerusalem to his son, to 

avoid killing him. En route Shimei assaults David with 

curses that earn his death sentence (2 Sam 16:5-14) 

 

 These three cases all show the “two camps” of Mahanaim 

representing God’s household divided by an evil circumstance. 

 In the final case, relevant to the Song, Shimei cursed 

David as he withdrew to Mahanaim. Specifically he blasphemed 

the right of David to be on the throne, likely due to the human 

foolishness of tribalism: literal tribalism. The previous king, Saul, 

hailed from the tribe of Benjamin, as did Shimei; while David was 

from Judah. Shimei’s lack of spiritual insight caused him to claim 

God was punishing David for taking the throne which belonged 

to Benjamite Saul (2 Sam 16:7-8); when in truth it was God’s 

choice to crown David in Saul’s place (1 Sam 16:1,12). 

Shimei and his accompanying mob pelted David’s retinue 

with stones and dirt as they each made their way along opposite 
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sides of the valley (2 Sam 16:6,13). David restrained his soldiers 

from retaliating with lethal force (2 Sam 16:9-12); allowing Shimei 

to persist to the point that David and his men were exhausted (2 

Sam 16:14). Is this the ‘Dance of Mahanaim’ to which the Song 

alludes; a darkly ironic reference to the exhausting ducking and 

dodging of David’s entourage avoiding Shimei’s hurled rocks? 

For an explicit interpretation of the dance, this is all I have. 

Solomon follows his father’s command and executes 

Shimei (1 Kgs 2:36-43). A surface reading suggests the death 

sentence was induced via a geographical probation violation, but 

Solomon explains to Shimei that the real reason for his execution 

is his slanderous attack at Mahanaim (1 Kgs 2:44-46). 

Solomon marrying the Lebanese Bride and subsequently 

capitulating to her goddess Ashtoreth denigrates Jerusalem’s 

throne from David’s spiritual faithfulness; dividing Israel into two 

camps (Mahanaim) once more: the same end Shimei sought. 

Again, Solomon executes a man for a crime he then committed: 

the identical hypocrisy as haunts the execution of Adonijah. 

 

7.7.5 Summary 

The two couplets of the witnesses are darkly, beautifully 

equivalent. The witnesses testify their vision of the Shulammite is 

the same as their vision of the dance of Mahanaim. Solomon 

executed Adonijah for his attempted perversion of the throne in 

seeking the Shunammite marriage and executed Shimei for 

denigrating the throne of God’s Kingdom when he claimed it 

belonged to a man who didn’t respect God. This is why the 

appearance of the Shulammite is seen as a reprise; why the “gaze” 

of the witnesses upon the two scenes merits the intensity and 

spiritual import of the Hebrew ‘hazar’; and why the two scenes 

look the same. 

This is another perfect example of the Song’s duality in 

literal and allegorical meaning. The literal reading says: “Come 
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back from the nut-garden, Solomon’s girl (Shelomit); come back 

that we may gaze on your beauty!” Yet on the interlaced spiritual 

plane, a darker intrigue portends. The same lines read: “This déjà 

vu is a dire vision from God! Solomon denigrating the throne 

with his Shulammite is the same denigration of the throne we saw 

at Mahanaim!” 

Both comments, literal and allegorical, are woven 

together, encrypted in lyrics crafted beyond the skill of man.  

 

“Return, return, O Shulammite; 

return, return, that we may gaze on you! 

Why would you gaze on the Shulammite 

as on the dance of Mahanaim?” (6:13) 
 
 
7.8 Pyrrhic Victory 
 

7.8.1 The Little Sister (is the Bride) 

 We arrive at the final chapter and, at first glance, 

apparently meet a new character. 

 

“We have a little sister, 

and her breasts are not yet grown. 

What shall we do for our sister 

on the day she is spoken for? 

If she is a wall, 

we will build towers of silver on her. 

If she is a door, 

we will enclose her with panels of cedar.” 

“I am a wall, 

and my breasts are like towers. 

Thus I have become in his eyes 

like one bringing contentment.” (8:8-10) 
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 Some assume the little sister is the younger sister of the 

Bride.107,108,109 This interpretation is what Americans charmingly 

call a ‘rookie mistake,’ having missed the explicit statement that 

the Bride is “the only daughter of her mother” (6:9), and so has 

no sisters. 

 In fact, the little sister is the Bride herself; as Owen,110 

Fox111 and Gledhill112 realize. Gledhill clarifies that the apparent 

adjective: ‘younger’ is a separate noun: ‘young,’ used in apposition 

to the noun ‘sister.’ 113 The comparison being made is between 

the Bride at a former age, as a physically undeveloped girl; and 

her current maturity as a blossomed beauty of sufficient allure to 

captivate the King of Israel. 

I see the Bride speaking this quote, reprising her brothers’ 

fussing from years ago and contrasting this with her subsequent 

life success.  

 

“[Remember how you, my brothers, used to say]: 

‘We have a little sister, what will become of her? If she 

becomes one thing, we will have to protect her this way, 

yet if she becomes another thing, we will have to protect 

her another way’? 

                                                 
107 H. P. Mansfield, “The Song of Solomon: Verse by Verse Exposition,” 1969, 

p137 
108 G. Cave, “The Song of Solomon,” The Testimony, Ed. E. Marshall, 2011, 

Vol 81, p32 
109 E. Whittaker, “The Song of Solomon – A More Reasonable Approach,” 

The Testimony, Ed. H. W. Craddock, 1967, 37, 440, p272 
110 S. Owen, “Song of Solomon Study Guide,” 1990, p12 
111 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 

1985, p93, 171 
112 T. Gledhill, “The Message of the Song of Songs: The Lyrics of Love,” from 

“The Bible Speaks Today,” Eds. J. A. Motyer & J. R. W. Stott, 1994, p235 
113 Ibid. 
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Well look at me now! I have succeeded on my own! And 

my renowned sexuality has secured my accomplishment! 

No wonder my king is pleased with me.” 

(8:8-10, my paraphrase) 

 

 The Bride is pointing out to her brothers how short-

sighted they were to assume she could not succeed by herself and 

that they were her only key to a successful life. She’s neither 

angry nor mean to her brothers, merely a little triumphantly 

teasing; recalling how their over-protective fretting was needless 

and misguided. 

Her message is delivered in terms of becoming a “wall” 

or becoming a “door.” I believe these two terms are presented as 

opposites, the door being that which yields entry and the wall 

being that which resists it, with which some agree.114,115,116 

But that decision is not simple. Whether ‘door’ and ‘wall’ 

are supposed to be taken as antonyms, or synonyms, is undecided 

among commentators. Gledhill is uncertain.117 Fox suggests that 

if the terms were intended to be opposites the Hebrew ‘petah’ 

(doorway) would have been a preferable word choice over the 

word used: ‘delet,’ which is a door barring entry, more naturally 

synonymous with a wall.118 Bloch counters, believing the Hebrew 

case for antonyms is stronger,119 suggesting the couplet ’im and 

ve-’im grammatically implies the motif of natural opposites: “if 

                                                 
114 J. Hudson Taylor, “Union and Communion,” 1893, p38 
115 S. Owen, “Song of Solomon Study Guide,” 1990, p60 
116 Rev. A. Glen, “The Song of Solomon” in “An Old Testament Commentary 

for English Readers by Various Writers,” Ed: Rt. Rev. C. J. Ellicott, 1897, Vol 

4, p402 
117 T. Gledhill, “The Message of the Song of Songs: The Lyrics of Love,” from 

“The Bible Speaks Today,” Eds. J. A. Motyer & J. R. W. Stott, 1994, p236 
118 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 

1985, p93, 172 
119 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p215 
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you do…” and “if you do not do,” which is seen in other parts of 

scripture (e.g. Dt 28).  

I believe the context shows that ‘wall’ and ‘door’ are 

presented as opposite terms, partly because the Bride announces 

she has become only one of them – the wall – contextually 

implying she is not the other. But I disagree that the antonyms of 

the wall which resists and the door which yields have anything to 

do with sexual chastity, as some commentators suppose;120,121 

because it’s already been shown that the couple are sexually 

consummated.  

So what’s going on? The key issue is religious culture; the 

focus of the Bible, after all. The Lebanese bride, by default a 

worshipper of Ashtoreth, has formed a union with Israel’s King, 

a disciple of Yahweh. Who has yielded, and who has prevailed? 

Scripture unequivocally declares it was Solomon who spiritually 

yielded to worship all the various gods of his wives (1 Kgs 11:1-

6), and I believe it is this ‘victory’ which the Bride is announcing. 

She has left Lebanon, and her family doubtless feared for her 

losing her identity and culture; yet even though she and Solomon 

never intended to be in conflict, she has prevailed and the Israeli 

King has yielded. 

I believe this is why the Lebanese goddess Ashtoreth is 

named first in the list of false gods to which Solomon was drawn 

away; because this was his iconic failure. I further believe modern 

church assemblies evidence that personal relationships have been 

their primary source of new converts (i.e. not counting familial 

lineage), which underscores the importance of the Song’s plot. 

The lesson for anyone persuaded that they hold a religion they 

believe to be life-saving is powerful: when people from two 

                                                 
120 Rev. A. Glen, “The Song of Solomon” in “An Old Testament Commentary 

for English Readers by Various Writers,” Ed: Rt. Rev. C. J. Ellicott, 1897, Vol 

4, p402 
121 S. Owen, “Song of Solomon Study Guide,” 1990, p60 
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different religious cultures form an alliance, realistically only a 

maximum of one culture can survive. In this case it was hers, not 

his. The Bride didn’t start worshipping the God of Israel; rather 

Solomon was overcome by the ‘Tower of Lebanon’ and started 

worshiping Ashtoreth. 

She was the wall; he the door. 

 

“I am a wall, 

and my breasts are like towers.” (8:10) 

 

 The Bride announces her means of victory. At one level 

she may merely be celebrating her physique’s voluptuousness. But 

there is more to the symbol of a tower. The biblical precedent is 

the Tower of Babel, the point of which was to: “[make] a name 

for ourselves” (Gen 11:4) a mindset drawn from the same fetid 

well as Eden’s fruit-grasping attempt at divine equality (Gen 3:4-

6). “Tower is Power” is the active meme; and it’s still alive today. 

Competition continues among (supposedly) educated nations to 

build the tallest building, adolescent though that sounds (and is), 

apparently to demonstrate superiority. Careful record has been 

made of who has the tallest tower from at least 1931 (America’s 

Empire State building); with the record surpassed four times by 

small increments, and then smashed by the monstrous Burj 

Khalifa skyscraper in Dubai; eclipsing all previous contenders by 

more than 50% in 2009. The critical point isn’t the tower’s 

magnitude; it’s the attention paid thereto, showing that humans 

appear to reside under the delusion that whoever can build the 

tallest tower is somehow superior. We see it from an early age, 

where children kick over each other’s sand castles on the beach 

to demonstrate social dominance. In similar vein, when 21st 

century terrorists struck the US in 2001, their hostility manifested 

itself in knocking down the country’s tallest towers (the World 

Trade Center twin towers, standing 417 m in height). Equally 
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fascinating, the victims felt compelled to build a taller one in its 

place (Freedom Tower, standing at 541 m122). Tower is Power. 

 This trend, beginning in Babel, explains the spiritual 

dimension of the Bride’s statement. “My breasts are like towers” 

announces the means of her triumph over the king: her sexuality. 

The interpretation also deepens the import we see when Solomon 

speaks initially of beauty as being like the Tower of David, but 

later as the Tower of Lebanon. The country which holds power 

in his life has changed. 

 So the Bride has earned a victory, in that her culture and 

religion have prevailed in the marriage, where Solomon has cast 

his aside, but sadly the victory is actually a disaster for them both. 

Now, neither of them are connected to the Living God; the only 

source of life for anyone. 

 

7.8.2 Fleeing Jerusalem 

 

“You who dwell in the gardens 

with friends in attendance, 

let me hear your voice!” (8:13) 

 

 This comment now makes sense. The Bride declares her 

victory via sexuality; Solomon reciprocates with this capitulation. 

He calls for guidance from those who “dwell in gardens”; which, 

with gardens translated as fertile women, means he calls to those 

who have given their lives to hedonistic pleasure, to guide him. 

He’s not calling to the heavens – God is forgotten – but to the 

gardens. It’s a stark insight into the world he has left. 

 The Bride’s reply, the closing statement of the Song, now 

also makes perfect sense. She hears Solomon call to be led by 

                                                 
122 541 m equates to 1 776 ft in the Imperial (“English”) calibrations of the US, 

presumably encoding the historical date pertinent to the country’s freedom. 
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those expert in sensuality and willingly steps forward, directing 

him away from Jerusalem, out to the mountains of spices. 

 

“Come away [Heb: ‘barah’], my beloved, 

and be like a gazelle 

or like a young stag 

on the spice-laden mountains.” (8:14) 

 

 There is much confusion over this last verse, usually for 

the disappointing reason that it flatly contradicts the model which 

many have chosen to understand the Song, so they ignore or 

rewrite it. 

The Bride’s refrain is often rendered “come quickly,” 

which mirrors the Lord’s words: “Surely I come quickly” (Rev 

22:20). Some believe that this indicates the presence of Christ in 

the Song,123,124 which abysmal exposition fails to see that the two 

accounts are opposites. Christ and the Song’s Bride are calling for 

movement in opposite directions! Jesus comes to Jerusalem (Zech 

14:1-4) and draws others to him there (1 Ths 4:16-18); while the 

Song’s Bride calls Solomon to flee away from the city (8:14). 

Moreover, in Jesus’ case, the Groom leads the Bride, whereas in 

the Song’s case the Bride leads the Groom. One is the fulfillment 

of God’s plan as the Groom leads his Bride into God’s city; the 

other is the exact reverse. 

Nor should this be a surprise. First comes the natural son 

of David, who failed and is led away from Jerusalem by the Bride 

for whom his natural desire for her natural allure reigns supreme; 

but later comes the spiritual son of David who leads his spiritual 

Bride to God’s spiritual capital. This is the hallmark of a theme 

pervading all scripture: the failure of the firstborn, who 

                                                 
123 S. Owen, “Song of Solomon Study Guide,” 1990, p61 
124 G. Cave, “The Song of Solomon,” The Testimony, Ed. E. Marshall, 2011, 

Vol 81, p32 
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demonstrates the traits of the natural man; and the subsequent 

success of the second son, who pleases the Father with spiritual 

traits.125 Solomon is the natural son of David; and he fails. He has 

ascended to the throne of God’s Kingdom as son of David; and 

he is blessed with a profound promise from God that, if he 

remains faithful, he will be enthroned forever. But he is simply 

too human, too carnal, to succeed in the spiritual role required. 

The pattern insists a second Son of David will come: the spiritual 

son, who will succeed where the former failed; a Son so great that 

even King David will call him Lord (Mt 22:41-46).  

Fox says: “The ending of the Song is extremely difficult, 

not so much because the sentences are opaque as because they 

make a peculiar ending for a love song.” 126 But this is only 

peculiar if one has pre-determined that the love song must have a 

happy ending, not a tragic one.  

 Fox and Bloch both instruct that the Hebrew ‘barah’ 

means “flee away.” 127 This puzzles both expositors; prompting 

Bloch to suggest the Bride must be asking for them to separate,128 

a mistake Longman also makes.129 Sensitivity to the spiritual realm 

is required. The Bride is asking Solomon to flee Jerusalem with all 

the spiritual duties that entails. Huwiler sees the Bride has 

extended this invitation once before (2:17),130 unsuccessfully at 

that time, since in the first half of the Song, Solomon and Israel 

retain control. Jerusalem is the apple of God’s eye (Zech 2:8) and 

                                                 
125 J. A. Pople, “God of the Second Son” in “John’s Creation: A Model for 

Understanding the Gospel of John,” 2004, p42-57 
126 M. V. Fox, “The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,” 

1985, p176 
127 Ibid., p177 
128 C. Bloch & A. Bloch, “The Song of Songs: The World’s First Great Love 

Poem,” 1995, p221 
129 T. Longman III, “Song of Songs (New International Commentary on the 

Old Testament),” 2001, p100 
130 R. Murphy & E. Huwiler, “New International Biblical Commentary: 

Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs,” 1999, p270 
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the King of Jerusalem is duty-bound to guide her daughters by 

being the mouthpiece of God’s love towards them. “Flee away 

from there!” the Bride cries, “Flee Jerusalem and play with me on 

the mountains of pleasures.”  

We have translated the mountains of spices as the ruling 

force of pleasures. The principal spice of the Song is myrrh: 

death; where those who pursue solely natural pleasures must 

ultimately end – not as condemnatory punishment, but as a 

logical, natural progression. These are the mountains towards 

which the beautiful Bride beckons and to which her besotted 

King dutifully follows. The Bride is victorious, yet poignantly 

oblivious of the catastrophe of a victory so desperately pyrrhic. 

 Thus the Song of Songs ends. In tragedy. 

 





 

 

 

 

 

 

And on the pedestal these words appear: 

“My name is Ozymandias, King of Kings: 

Look on my works, ye Mighty, and 

despair!” 

Nothing beside remains. Round the decay 

Of that colossal wreck, boundless and bare 

The lone and level sands stretch far away 

P. B. Shelley 

 

 

 
Chapter 8 

Here There Be Giants  
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8.1 Solomon’s Redemption 

 

8.2 Proverbial Wives 

 

8.3 Land of the Moon 

 

8.4 Samson and Solomon 

 

8.5 Here There Be Giants 
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Here There Be Giants 

 

 The Song of Songs may have finished in tragedy but, by 

God’s grace, it’s not the final chapter of Solomon’s discipleship. 

The Father never desires to leave one He has worked with 

abandoned. We are granted the power of free will to leave Him, 

but unless we insist on that divorce, He is persistent to work and 

welcome. 

 

 

8.1 Solomon’s Redemption 
 There’s a bigger picture woven through the Bible books 

pertinent to Solomon’s life; and a knowledge of their sequence is 

helpful. The Bible’s book order has varied over the centuries and 

is too large a subject to expound here. But in all Hebrew codices, 

Proverbs is followed by Ruth and the Song of Songs (either way 

around); with Ecclesiastes coming after them both.1,2 By contrast, 

all modern Bibles place the Song after Ecclesiastes, a sequencing 

introduced during the Septuagint’s development in the couple of 

centuries prior to the time of Christ.3 It’s unfortunate to place the 

Song after Ecclesiastes, because I believe it is one of the causes 

why well-meaning expositors unwisely assume the Song to be a 

Kingdom vision. I suspect they are influenced by the fact that 

Ecclesiastes is clearly written by a man at the end of his life and, 

with the Song presented afterwards, there’s a soft implication that 

it concerns the Kingdom age beyond the mortal life. I think Bible 

students would be less likely to make the mistake of thinking the 

                                                 
1 E.g.: Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia, Eds. K Elliger, W. Rudolph, 1966 
2 E.g.: The Holy Scriptures: The New JPS Translation According to the 

Traditional Hebrew Text, Jewish Publication Society, 1985 
3 J. P. Tanner, “The History of Interpretation of the Song of Songs,” 

Bibliotheca Sacra, 1997, Vol 154, p24 
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Song to be Millennial if they understood Ecclesiastes comes after 

the Song, not before. 

The book of Ecclesiastes is essential to appreciating the 

redemptive work God performed in Solomon’s life; the final 

chapter of this plotline. Curiously the authorship of the book is 

debated, but the author can indisputably be shown to be 

Solomon. Since the matter is important to this exposition, we’ll 

present that evidence here. 

 

“The words of the Teacher, [Heb: ‘Koheleth’] 

  son of David, king in Jerusalem.” (Ecc 1:1) 

 

 “Son of David” can be legitimately read “descendant of 

David,” so any of the kingly lineage of David could potentially be 

author. But a later verse, perhaps overlooked, clinches the matter 

beyond doubt. 

 

“I, the Teacher, was king over Israel in Jerusalem.” 

(Ecc 1:12) 

 

 After Solomon’s reign, the kingdom split; and every king 

who reigned in Jerusalem thereafter ruled over only the southern 

kingdom of Judah. Kings of Israel were enthroned mainly in 

Tirzah and later Samaria. Thus the only descendant of David who 

ruled Israel from Jerusalem is Solomon, who is therefore 

“Koheleth,” the author of Ecclesiastes. 

 The tone is unmistakably that of an older man; one with 

heavy regrets – regrets for wasting a life in fruitless pursuits. 

 

“Meaningless! Meaningless!” says the Teacher. “Utterly 

meaningless! Everything is meaningless.” (Ecc 1:2) 
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I said in my heart, “Come now, I will test you with 

pleasure; enjoy yourself.” But behold, this also was vanity. 

I said of laughter, “It is mad,” and of pleasure, “What use 

is it?”  I searched with my heart how to cheer my body 

with wine – my heart still guiding me with wisdom – and 

how to lay hold on folly, till I might see what was good 

for the children of man to do under heaven during the 

few days of their life. (Ecc 2:1-3) 

 

 As Ecclesiastes develops, a sense of recovery emerges; 

recovery to a former glory of wisdom and appropriate leadership. 

 

And moreover, because the preacher was wise, he still 

taught the people knowledge (Ecc 12:9, KJV) 

 

 I believe this describes Solomon returning, at long last, 

from the mountains of spices. This overarching plot, extending 

from the Song into Ecclesiastes, enables us to grasp one 

statement which, without this backdrop, could only be read as the 

most appalling misogyny. 

 

“Look,” says the Teacher, “this is what I have discovered: 

Adding one thing to another to discover the scheme of 

things – while I was still searching but not finding – I 

found one upright man among a thousand, but not one 

upright woman among them all.” (Ecc 7:27-28) 

 

 At surface reading, Koheleth, the Preacher, appears to say 

he has found that the statistical probability for a man being 

virtuous is 0.1%, and for a woman, 0.0%. Understandably, this 

verse provokes a negative reception in many circles. But now we 

know Solomon’s full story, and that he is the author of 

Ecclesiastes, the true interpretation is not misogynistic, but 
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poignant. Solomon isn’t presenting a general verdict of moral 

virtue across the genders; he’s describing his own life story: a 

story comprising one man and a thousand women. That there is 

no moral virtue among that particular assemblage of 1 000 

women, his partners, places the blame wholly with the one who 

both assembled them and failed to introduce them to God: 

Solomon himself. The verse is self-indictment, and this is a 

beautiful development, as it is the essential precursor to spiritual 

recovery.   

 

 

8.2 Proverbial Wives 
 Our attention again falls on a scriptural pattern spanning 

several books: starting in Proverbs and extending through the 

subsequent books of Ruth and the Song. It’s the iconic love story 

of a man seeking a woman; coupled with the spiritual equivalent 

of one seeking wisdom: communion with the Father (Table 8.1).  

Solomon’s Proverbs poses the question: which woman 

does a man pursue? The one who is wise? Or the seductress? In 

parallel, he asks: does a man pursue wisdom or folly? And by 

terming one woman ‘Wisdom,’ Solomon invokes the beautiful 

idea that a man should spend his life in pursuit of wisdom as 

ardently as he might pursue a partner. An elegant parallelism. 

In response, the book of Ruth and the Song of Songs are 

side-by-side answers, respectively right and wrong, to that 

proverbial question. The stories have contrasting origins, with 

Solomon as the one who has everything and Ruth, seemingly, the 

one who has nothing. King Solomon is male, in a male-primary 

culture; is incalculably rich and rules a world-dominant Empire. 

Spiritually he is equally blessed: his father is King David, the most 

godly man to this day to sit on Israel’s throne! Who wouldn’t 

want King David as their Sunday school teacher, as Solomon 

had? 
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Reference Storyline details from Proverbs to Ecclesiastes 

Proverbs 1-8 Solomon presents two women: Wisdom and the 

Adulteress. Wisdom campaigns in the public square, 

promising safety for the man who heeds her. “By me 

kings reign” she declares. The Adulteress meets men 

by night, luring them to her house for sexual pleasure 

on an Egyptian-dressed bed perfumed with myrrh; the 

gateway to death. Which woman will a man pursue? 

Proverbs 31 Lemuel presents the Virtuous Woman: a godly, hard-

working and resourceful woman of integrity, whose 

bed evidences fine linens. Where can she be found? 

Ruth A beautifully segued answer: Ruth is the Virtuous 

woman! She finds safety (R 2:9), is righteous (R 2:11), 

works hard (R 2:17) and by her King David is born to 

reign (R 4:22). Righteous Boaz chooses Ruth: the 

embodiment of Wisdom and Virtue 

Song of 

Songs 

By contrast, Solomon chooses a seductive woman 

who is reminiscent of an Egyptian mare (1:9), who 

walks the streets at night (3:2; 5:7), is perfumed with 

myrrh (1:13; 5:5), with which spice he beds down 

(4:6). Finally, she leads him out of Jerusalem to the 

mountains of pleasures (8:14)  

Ecclesiastes Solomon, wizened by age, repents and reverses. He 

decries the vanity of pursuing pleasure and preaches 

“the conclusion of the matter” – a conclusion to his 

own question in Prov 1 – that there exists an urgent 

need to find Wisdom and commune with the Father 

Table 8.1 The progression of relationship, both physically and spiritually, with 

either Wisdom or Adultery 

 

Ruth’s curses, so to speak, are as extreme as Solomon’s 

blessings. Immediately we meet her she becomes widowed. 
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Spiritually she grew up in godless Moab; and coming to Israel 

renders her an immigrant to boot. To eat, she gleans; just one 

rank above outright begging. 

Solomon has every advantage: spiritual and secular. The 

only thing that Ruth has which Solomon doesn’t is a Spirit-born 

urge to know Israel’s God. Yet on this, comme necessaire, everything 

turns.  

Ruth’s godliness attracts godly Boaz and a powerful union 

forms. Conversely, Solomon is dazzled by the physical delights of 

the Lebanese Bride; embarking on an erotica in which she joyfully 

reciprocates.  

In both books the central character is the woman, who 

directs the plotline; while the man, whether godly Boaz or weak 

Solomon, is the more passive character. This is very unusual for 

scriptural narratives and so underscores a further link between 

Ruth and the Song. The books are also linked structurally: both 

are written as a chiasmus. Fascinatingly, they are also direct 

antitheses of each other, meaning that their comparison forms an 

amazingly intricate structure, linked in each element (Figure 8.1).  

Figure 8.1 shows the development of the two opposite 

chiasms from the contrasting life stories. Vertical arrows link the 

antithetical elements within each chiasmus. Horizontal arrows 

indicate the opposition of the two plots. Ruth is a scenario mired 

in disaster from which a glorious result emerges; and the Song, 

sadly, is the precise reverse. 

Naturally, with both plotlines comprising contrasting 

halves and also contrasting each other, the elements on the 

diagonal axes match: the first half of Ruth matches the latter half 

of the Song and vice versa. There is a diagonal axis of tragedy 

(Ruth’s opening; the Song’s ending) and a diametrically opposed 

axis of glory (the Song’s opening; Ruth’s ending).  
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 Ruth begins with spiritual and physical tragedy. Famine 

compels Jewish citizens to flee God’s country Israel. Tragedy 

compounds, as Ruth is bereaved of her husband; followed by a 

more subtle spiritual disaster as Naomi, with seemingly dubious 

care for Ruth’s spiritual life, recommends Ruth should return to 

Moab for the rest of her life. It may well be that Naomi speaks 

from a depressed state, however, which is genuine mitigation. 

This crux reveals Ruth’s character. She will not depart 

from Naomi and, while she declares her primary connection is 

with her mother-in-law, I believe Ruth is truly responding, as one 

called by the Spirit, to the Father. I argue that Ruth’s desire to be 

Figure 8.1: The chiastic structure of the Song compared with the chiastic 

structure of Ruth, revealing the two plotlines as antitheses of each other 
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with God: “Your people will be my people and your God my 

God” is the center of her thoughts; and the center of her soul. It 

could be argued that her marriage to Boaz is the center of the 

literary piece, but Ruth is a spiritual story even more than a love 

story, so I assert her union with God as the fulcrum.  

 Thereafter fortunes transform. Ruth comes to Bethlehem 

(meaning ‘house of bread,’ itself a counterpoint to the famine); 

and meets godly Boaz. Boaz redeems her, yet in truth Ruth also 

redeems Boaz: he is an older man, and expresses heartfelt 

gratitude at being considered still marriageable (Ruth 3:10). 

Realistically, Ruth also redeems Naomi, who had no other means 

to survive and was recovered to joy and vicarious motherhood 

(Ruth 4:17). The final line: “Obed the father of Jesse, and Jesse 

the father of David” seems innocuous, yet it announces the 

arrival of Jerusalem’s godliest king; a spiritually triumphal climax. 

 At all points the Song is a mirror opposite. It opens with 

a King in Jerusalem: a wealthy, apparently wise king, in a country 

peaking in power and influence through God’s blessing. Ruth’s 

famine and mourning are starkly countered by fruitful joy and 

plenty in the Song; natural and emotional. Solomon’s wedding 

day is brutally mirrored by Ruth’s bereavement. He then calls his 

bride from Lebanon to Jerusalem; countering Naomi telling Ruth 

that her fortunes are better found in godless Moab. 

 The Song’s central crux is the sexual union of Solomon 

and his Bride; antithetical to the spiritual crux of Ruth’s tale. On 

the surface this seems to denounce sexuality as the antithesis of 

spirituality, which it is not. What the contrasting storylines reveal 

is that sexuality is a disastrous form of god; and should not be 

allowed to act as a replacement of spiritual union with one’s Maker. 

 The second halves continue the trend. Solomon cedes 

control of the relationship – the wife he should have guided to 

spiritual enlightenment now directs him; while Ruth directs her 

own path to Bethlehem and celebrates the elevation of societal 
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redemption from her godly new spouse Boaz. Solomon’s spiritual 

poverty calling for direction from those who dwell in sensuality is 

contrasted by the spiritual and financial fullness which Boaz and 

Ruth are enabled to celebrate in their mutual redemption. 

 The closing lines couldn’t contrast more cleanly: one 

removes Jerusalem’s king, the other introduces the godliest one. 

 

“Flee away, my beloved… on the spice-laden mountains” 

(8:14) 

Obed the father of Jesse, and Jesse the father of [King] 

David. (Ruth 4:22) 

 

And how ironic that the latter fathers the former. 

  

 

8.3 Land of the Moon 
 The Bride is from Lebanon: English speakers may miss a 

message here. The Hebrew ‘Lebanown’ is related to the moon 

(Heb: ‘lebanah’). (The Bride is also once directly referenced as the 

moon (6:10), although both Huwiler4 and Levin5 inform that a 

different Hebrew word is used.) Lebanon is the land of the 

moon, in its own, and Israel’s, tongue. Biblically, the moon has 

important symbology: it’s the secondary power (to the sun). It’s 

introduced as the “lesser light” in the Bible’s opening chapter 

(Gen 1:16), and thereafter it occupies that role. 

In biblical culture the moon symbolizes a female power. 

When Joseph relates his dream where sun, moon and eleven stars 

bow down to him (Gen 37:9); he speaks of his father (sun) as the 

primary family authority, his mother (moon) as the secondary and 

his eleven brothers (eleven stars) as the lower authorities. 

                                                 
4 R. Murphy & E. Huwiler, “New International Biblical Commentary: 

Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs,” 1999, p283 
5 D. Levin, 2013, private communication 
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This template translates the Land of the Moon (Lebanon) 

as the Land where Woman rules: a perfect verdict for the Song, 

where Solomon ends up worshipping his Bride. The concept of 

true rulership is subtle, in that a true ruler operates as a servant – 

but not a follower. Biblically, every man should serve his Bride to 

the extent of giving his life to ensure her safety; and sometimes 

husbands and church leaders misunderstand their position as a 

benediction of power. Solomon knew the Bride he adored did 

not know God and should have cared enough to address that 

shortcoming. He should have been her sun. Instead he abdicated 

leadership and worshiped Lebanon, the Moon – her. 

Lebanon’s god is Ashtoreth: a goddess; a perfect match. 

The Land of the Moon worships a female Premier; listed first of 

the false gods to whom Solomon fell (1 Kgs 11:5). I suspect this 

is not coincidence.  

 This is not decrying female leadership; it’s denouncing 

godless leadership. When a bride who knows nothing of God is 

alongside a husband who does, it’s a poor excuse of a husband 

who looks to that wife for direction. I’m reminded of the 

Lebanese Bride’s poignant, subliminal call for spiritual leadership: 

“Where do you ra’ah (tend)? …for why should I ta’ah (stray)?” 

Solomon’s guilt, alas, is large. For all he may recover in later life, 

and we may rejoice thereat, the thoughtful disciple still rues the 

countless lost souls littered in his selfish wake. This once-beloved 

Bride may well be one of them. 

 Nor is Solomon’s guilt limited to personal relationships. 

He is the king; and sets the standard of worship for the nation. A 

chief spiritual affliction in Israel was worship of the false goddess 

Asherah, perhaps second only to the false god Baal. It’s dubious 

whether Asherah is a different pronunciation of Ashtoreth, but a 

profound link exists in any event: it’s worship of false deities 

which Solomon has greatly increased in Israel with his spiritual 

adultery. He wreaks spiritual chaos on a national scale. 
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8.4 Samson and Solomon 
 Solomon was specially blessed by God with wisdom 

above and beyond all others and yet, in the period of his life 

where he dedicated himself to his wives’ gods, he effectively 

squandered that blessing. The motif is reminiscent of another 

Old Testament character: Samson. Samson was blessed by God’s 

Spirit in a manner bestowing unparalleled physical strength. I 

term Samson the Physical Giant – not because he was literally 

gigantic, like Goliath or the Anakim – but because God elevated 

him supremely in the arena of physical strength.  

 

The Spirit of the LORD came powerfully upon [Samson]. 

The ropes on his arms became like charred flax, and the 

bindings dropped from his hands. Finding a fresh 

jawbone of a donkey, he grabbed it and struck down a 

thousand men. Then Samson said, “With a donkey’s 

jawbone I have made donkeys of them. With a donkey’s 

jawbone I have killed a thousand men.” (Judg 15:14-16) 

 

 The legendary 1 000 men felled by Samson are eerily 

evocative of the legendary 1 000 women with whom Solomon 

indulged himself. Yet Samson, as Solomon, was unable to keep 

focus on his spiritual quest, which was to drive out the Philistines 

from Israel. The quote above continues: “When [Samson] 

finished speaking, he threw away the jawbone” (Judg 15:17), 

which I believe quietly illustrates this. 

Of the half dozen biblical stories covering Samson’s life, 

the plot of every one is heavily influenced by his predilection for 

beautiful Philistine women. Occasionally symbolic details laced in 

the text offer jeweled insights into Samson’s weakness. Consider 

the occasion when he takes his parents to meet the Philistine 

bride with which marriage he has grieved them. 
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Samson went down to Timnah together with his father 

and mother. As they approached the vineyards of 

Timnah, suddenly a young lion came roaring toward him. 

(Judg 14:5) 

 

 Two fascinating details exist. Firstly, the lion attacks from 

the vineyard, which is unusual. I live in California where there are 

both mountain lions and vineyards. Lions don’t inhabit vineyards, 

probably because there’s much less cover than in fields of tall 

grass or shrubbery where they can hunt more effectively. And 

why would we need to know where the lion charged from 

anyway? It doesn’t seem to have any bearing on the plot. But our 

symbolic translation of “vineyard” as a fertile woman illuminates: 

this is where the threat originated. This verse is a subtle prophecy 

that for Samson great danger lurks within fertile women to whom 

he was inexorably drawn; and that was indeed his destiny. This is 

supported by the second detail: the strange pronoun shift. Look 

carefully at the quote above: it testifies “they” approached the 

vineyards, yet the lion charged at “him.” The fatal danger from 

‘vineyards’ didn’t afflict Samson’s parents: it was his issue alone. 

 In this particular incident, Samson repels the attack with 

casual ease.  

 

The Spirit of the LORD came powerfully upon him so 

that he tore the lion apart with his bare hands as he might 

have torn a young goat. (Judg 14:6) 

 

 Parallel to the metaphor, Samson never seemed greatly 

attached to his Timnite bride: the lion from that vineyard never 

hurt him. When she is taken from him and given to another man, 

it seems only his ego is injured and requires vengeance (Judg 

15:2-3); rather than him being any more seriously bereft. 
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Ergo, Samson may have incorrectly concluded he was 

immune to any dangers from the romantic dalliances he engaged. 

But the verse underlines it was God’s Spirit which overcame the 

lion; this was his only source of strength. As Samson lustfully 

pursues other Philistine women, including prostitutes, he is 

detuning himself from God’s plan, leaving the Spirit of the Lord 

less likely to be effective in his life. His physical strength does not 

desert him, since that was God’s part of the covenant and God is 

always faithful. But he continues to play with fire, romancing the 

enemy nation that he was supposed to be displacing. And finally, 

of course, he encounters a famous ‘vineyard’ in the Valley of 

Sorek, containing a lion that would ultimately claw out his eyes.  

 

Some time later, he fell in love with a woman in the 

Valley of Sorek whose name was Delilah. (Judg 16:4) 

 

Delilah is at least the third Philistine woman with whom 

Samson has become involved; and the one whose notorious 

betrayal will lead to his capture, mutilation and incarceration. But 

before Samson dies, there’s beautiful evidence of God working a 

plan of redemption for him. 

 

But the hair on his head began to grow again after it had 

been shaved. (Judg 16:22) 

 

Obviously hair regrows when shaved. But the biblical 

point is that Samson’s long hair is the symbol of his Nazirite 

covenant with God (Judg 13:5). And it is the world of nature 

which God directs, not any effort of Samson’s, which causes the 

hair to regrow: forming a sign that God has not abandoned the 

covenant which Samson had forsaken. Redemption did not 

manifest itself as freedom for Samson – he died a Philistine slave 
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in a blaze of suicidal vengeance – which leads me to conclude it 

hints at a redemption more meaningful in the world beyond. 

 

 

8.5 Here There Be Giants 
 Samson was a man blessed by God to be supreme in the 

arena of physical strength. God’s blessing on Solomon rendered 

him comparably unique in the intellectual arena. Samson was the 

Physical Giant; Solomon the Intellectual Giant. 

Their super-human elevations enabled them to lead their 

people, but also enabled the distraction of unparalleled access to 

acquiring mates. This latter proved too powerful for either man 

to resist; and through it both forsook their spiritual quest in 

preference for the pleasures their superhuman powers afforded 

them. Samson abrogated his calling as Israel’s judge by the 

seduction of Delilah; and Solomon resigned Israel’s spiritual 

leadership to pursue the pleasures of the Lebanese Bride. By 

corollary, therefore, Samson was toppled by his Shulammite and 

Solomon ensnared by his Delilah.6 

Both also appear to be granted redemption at the end of 

their lives, through the Father’s unfailing love. Samson’s hair 

regrows and his strength is rediscovered; and similarly Solomon 

mentally resurfaces from the fog of madness and folly into which 

he had plunged, as seen in his writings as Koheleth, the Preacher. 

                                                 
6 Some might counter that the comparison of female roles is poor, in that the 

Lebanese bride was not intentionally scheming to bring Solomon’s downfall, 

whereas Delilah willfully ensnared Samson. But Delilah’s guilt may be 

overstated: careful exploration of the biblical text suggests Delilah may have 

been a victim of political pressures she had no power to resist. Rather than 

being a fully willing conspirator against Samson, the Bible subtly implies that 

Delilah was assassinated shortly after Samson’s capture, inferring she may have 

been almost as much a victim as the man she was hired to betray. 
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This comparison between Samson and Solomon is so 

fundamental I see them as spiritual twins: each a Giant in his 

respective arena; and each a Giant Who Fell (Table 8.2). 
 

 Samson Solomon 

God creates a 

Supreme being: a 

Giant 

A Giant is Created 

The Physical Giant 

(Judg 14:6,19; 15:14) 

A Giant is Created 

The Intellectual Giant 

(1 Kgs 3:12) 

Sexual distractions 

precipitate collapse 

The Giant Falls 

Iconically: Delilah 

(Judg 14:2; 16:1; 16:4) 

The Giant Falls 

Iconically: The Bride 

(Song of Songs) 

God redeems the 

Fallen Giant 

A man is redeemed 

Strength restored 

(Judg 16:22) 

A man is redeemed 

Wisdom restored 

(Ecc 7:28; 12:13-14) 

Table 8.2 The parallel storylines of the Giants Samson and Solomon  

 

 Table 8.2 ties the Song tightly into the scriptural canon. 

Questions over its authenticity evaporate: this larger, symmetric 

representation of God’s work with the spiritual twins Samson and 

Solomon, spanning several books, requires the Song’s testimony 

to complete the picture; alongside the books of Judges, 1 Kings 

and Ecclesiastes. This, to my mind, is further confirmation of the 

Song’s canonicity, beyond a reasonable doubt.  

 But a fundamental question remains. Why did God 

interfere with Samson and Solomon in the first place? Samson 

never requested to be made into a physical superman and, though 

Solomon did request wisdom, it was God’s idea to offer Solomon 

a blessing initially. Critically, neither Samson nor Solomon 

profited spiritually from their respective enhancements; to the 

contrary, one could construe their blessings as curses that all but 

destroyed them! So why did God do this? 
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 When God works, I suspect it’s always to provoke 

salvation. So what salvation do we see being engineered here? 

Man has always been overly self-reliant and convinced 

(deluded) he can achieve his own salvation; or at least control his 

own life. The two human strengths we possess are physical and 

intellectual. I believe God wishes to disabuse us of the delusion 

of self-sufficiency – even self-salvation – and this is the protocol 

He has employed. God created a superlative version of each type: 

an eternally unparalleled specimen of physical and intellectual 

magnificence: Samson and Solomon. Yet both fail at being godly 

men. So what is God showing us with these examples? That 

salvation isn’t derived from our biceps or from our brains: the 

Physical and Intellectual Giants both fell. 

Whole civilizations have stumbled this way. Rudimentary 

cultures commonly selected leaders according to physical 

prowess; and the effect still exists in developed cultures to a 

milder extent. A tall man may be looked up to in more ways than 

just the geometrical; such is the inherent programming of the 

mortal mind. The worship of the brain is even more prevalent, 

especially in the modern era. The concept of ‘faith’ is becoming 

ever more commonly perceived as weakness; being portrayed as 

thoughtless assumption devoid of evidence (though often the 

critic has inadequate appreciation for the myriad number of 

assumptions in play for every action of life; which is itself an 

intellectual error of analysis). Yet if intelligence brought salvation, 

Solomon would have been our Messiah already, and the man 

from Nazareth would have been wholly unnecessary. 

Jeremiah will later carry God’s message explicitly. 

 

This is what the Lord says: “Let not the wise boast of 

their wisdom or the strong boast of their strength” 

(Jer 9:23) 
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 Despite Jeremiah’s clarity, it’s the outworked lives of 

Samson and Solomon, in all their struggles and failures, which 

convey that teaching most compellingly. Blessings of physical and 

intellectual strength are precisely that: blessings; and they should 

be enjoyed, celebrated and utilized in our lives and discipleships. 

But we endanger ourselves when we see more in them than they 

contain. We cannot save ourselves with ourselves; this is the 

critical lesson arising from the overarching story of Samson and 

Solomon. These Giants fell. I conclude this is the reason God 

elected to elevate them at all: as always, God’s intention is to 

assist us to find salvation. What then have we learned? 

We need a different Giant. 

That’s why we are shown the full picture of The Judge 

Who Fell, The King Who Fell, and The Son Who Stood. It’s a 

powerfully attractive way to turn our heads towards Jesus: the 

Spiritual Giant. Jesus knew to forego physical might. He spurned 

his opportunity to summon twelve legions of angels to repel 

Judas Iscariot’s club-wielding mob (Mt 26:50-54); who would 

have been obliterated far more devastatingly than the thousand 

Philistines Samson leveled with a donkey’s jawbone. Similarly, 

though he was intellectually capable enough to dazzle the rabbis 

at age twelve (Lk 2:41-50), he knew to not try and outsmart the 

devil, the temptations of his own mind; but rather looked only to 

the Word of God for guidance (Lk 4:1-13). 

 

Jesus answered, “It is written… It is also written… Away 

from me, Satan! For it is written…” (Mt 4:4,7,10) 

 

I suggest this is why we are allowed to see Solomon and 

Samson fall: not to gloat, or revel in schadenfreude; but to learn 

to look for Messiah, as even King Solomon himself learned, at 

the very end.  
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“Now all has been heard; 

here is the conclusion of the matter: 

Fear God and keep his commandments, 

for this is the whole duty of man. 

For God will bring every deed into judgment, 

including every hidden thing, 

whether it is good or evil.” (Ecc 12:13-14) 

 

We see the fallen king, and mighty Samson who was 

humbled beforehand, in order to learn that our powers can’t save 

us, however varied and extraordinary they may be. 

Only Jesus can do that. 

 

Then Jesus declared, “I am the bread of life. Whoever 

comes to me will never go hungry, and whoever believes 

in me will never be thirsty. But as I told you, you have 

seen me and still you do not believe. All those the Father 

gives me will come to me, and whoever comes to me I 

will never drive away. For I have come down from 

heaven not to do my will but to do the will of him who 

sent me. And this is the will of him who sent me, that I 

shall lose none of all those he has given me, but raise 

them up at the last day. For my Father’s will is that 

everyone who looks to the Son and believes in him shall 

have eternal life, and I will raise them up at the last day.” 

(Jn 6:35-40) 

 

 So Solomon, I believe, finally finished in Christ’s victory. 

 

As can we all. 
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